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SHAME AND THE ORIGINS OF
SELF-ESTEEM

Shame manifests itself in many ways. We may have feelings of inferiority,
humiliation, shyness or embarrassment. It also makes us fearful of
entering into shameful situations. In particular, we are ashamed at our
public nakedness.

Shnme and the Origins of Self-Esteem explores how a lack of self-esteem is
the root cause of a susceptibility to shame. Drawing heavily on modern
infant research, Mario Jacoby shows how our feelings of self-worth are
rooted in our childhood experiences and environment.

Shame is also an archefpal phenomenon. We see it in Adam and Eve's
cxpulsion from the Garden of Eden and the Jungian interpretation of the
I)ersona, the "soul mask". Discussing these different shame themes, Mario
Jacoby illustrates his book with many examples from |ungian practice.

Shnme and the Origins of Selt'-Esteem is the firstbook interpreting shame from
a Jungian perspective. Ii will be of interest to all analysts and psycho-
thL'rapists, both in practice and training. In addition, it will be helpful
reading for all those for whom feelings of shame and lack of self-esteem
arc a problem.

Mario Jacoby is a training analyst, Iecturer and member of the Curatorium
of the C.G. Jung Institute in Zurich. He is the author of numerous articles
,rrrtl books on analytical psychology such as Indiuiduation and Narcissrun,
Lotrtint for Paradise and The Analytic Encounter.
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FOREWORD

lt was none other than Georges Simenon, creator of the master detective
lvl,rigret, who brought home to me why I care to share with others my
.,trrrggles with the "shadow" theme of shame. The realization came as I
r, ,rrl the following:

IJveryone has a shadow side of which he is more or less ashamed. But
u,hen I see someone who resembles me, who shares the same
symptoms, the same shame, and the same inner battles, then I say to
myself, so I am not alone in this, I am no monster

''rnrcnon, a master psychologist and consummate author of suspense, thus
lr, lped me to see that a book about shame could even be a type of
I)sychotherapy" - not only for the author, as is usually the case, but

1,r'rh.rps for his readers as well. Now, I am skeptical of books that sell
tlrcrnselves to their readers with the alluring promise of making them
lr.ryrpier, healthier, or wiser. Such achievements require real psycho-
tlrr.r'apy, which presupposes an encounter between two persons in the
ll, sh. Even so, as I read the lines from Simenon i found myself thinking
tlr,rl perhaps individuals who are plagued with shame might find some
lrl't'ration in hearing about others who suffer similar torments or take
,'rrc consolation in knowing they are not alone. Certainly the wish to

l,rrl('one's shame and what one is ashamed of - is a universal human
, lr,rracteristic. Shame makes us want to sink through the floot crawl into
.r lrole and die. And then we really are alone.

I have long wondered why so little has been written on the subject of
'.lr.rrne from the perspective of depth psychology. Hultberg expressed the
,,rrrrt'perplexity in .1988 in an essay tellingly entitled, "Shame: a Hidden
lrrrotion." But with more research, I have discovered that a number of
,,,|('vant publications havc appeared in English, especially in the United

"l.rlcs. 
Thcsc s('cm t() mc ()f BrL'at intcrcst and worthy of mention in my

I'rl,li1rg11pf1y ((x1rfrnan I9tl9, Iyrrd 1961, lirmkins 19{J7, l,ewis 1971,19117a,
l')li7b, Mill('r 19u5, Nir{lt.rns()n lt)1J7, Izard l()77, Sidoli lt)t}8, Wharkrn 1990,

.rrrrl olht.r's). A psyt lrrr.rrr,rlytit rttottrlit,tplt by l.rrrrr Wrrnttscr lillcti /iir'
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Mask of Shame (1981) deserves special mention. It contains a plethora of
profound and subtle insights into the unconscious dynamics of shame,
and I strongly recommend it to anyone acquainted with psychoanalytical
thoughi and terminology.

Still, to my knowledge, no book like the one I am now presenting
currently exists. In writinB it, I deliberately allowed myself to be led by my
own subjective concerns my "personal equation." For it is only by
presenting what makes sense to me that I can speak to others in a
convincing and credible way.

In the course of many years of practice as a psychotherapist and Jungian
analyst, it has become clear to me that shame occupies a central place in
our emotional experience. Thus I have often pondered the status of shame
in the web of our psychosocial existence as a whole. I have observed
various emotional nuances of shame in myself, my friends, and my clients.
I suffered them myself - or vicariously and empathically suffered them
with others - before I attempted to analyze them and fit them into a
psychological framework. Naturally, I have also read and been inspired by
the works of various specialists. In the present book, however, I intend to
mention only those viewpoints that have been most meaningful to me
personally and professionally.

Shame has many variations - an entire family of affects. These include
notonly feelings ofinferiority and humiliation,but also shyness, inhibition,
embarrassment, and so forth. It is not always obvious to the affected
person that his different feelings are variations of the single emotion
shame. Besides acute experiences of shame that the affected person
identifies as such, there are shaming experiences that result in feelings of
anxiety. I call this phenomenon "shame-anxiety," and mean by it the fear
ofbeing shamed, through one's own fault, one's own carelessness, adverse
circumstances, or "coming on too strong" to others. These I believe are the
variations of shame that one encounters most commonly, boih in everyday
life and in the practice of psychotherapy. That is why I have given shame-
anxiety such a central place in my reflections.

Shame is intricately tied to one's social context. It revolves around the
question of what respect I enioy in others' eyes and what effect they have
on my sense of worth as a person. The more I doubt my own self-worth, the
more important the opinions of others become and the more sensitive I
will be to the smallest hint of rejection. Thus, I have come to believe, a lack
of self-confidence and self-esteem is the root cause of a susceptibility to
shame. Any psychotherapy that would treat this susceptibility must
begin by dealing with deficieni feelings of self-worth.

Having arrived at this insight, I found that I must once again immerse
myself in the complex question of self-estecm and its origins. I lere my
interest was drawn mainly to the fielcl of motlern inlarrl rest.itrt h, whiclr
explicitly pxrvr:s tht'rt. is il strolrg Iink ht'twct'n orrr [o'lirrgs ol st.lf,worth

v iii
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.r r r, I tlrc sense of worth we received from our childhood environments. The
r,rr iorrs forms of mother-child interaction, so vividly described in the
lrl. r'.rlurc on infant research, reminded me at every turn of the way my
.rrr.rlysirrrds and I deal with each other From this, I have concluded that
t lrr.r I is much to be learned from infant researchers about how to be in a
l lr, r,rpcutic dialogue with people who suffer from disturbances of self-
, .lttrn. I would like to warmly thank Ms. Lotte Koehler, M.D., from
\lrrrrich, for bringing these investigations to my attention - especially the

" , 'r k of Daniel Stern.
,\ rvord about my mode of presentation: as a Jungian analyst, I share

,'rllr lung the view that a science of the psyche can never sufficiently
, n, i)rtrpass the kaleidoscopic richness and complexity of the living soul.
tl,' lrsychological statement can ever do justice to such complexity.
I l,rtrrr.rlly, I have made cvery effort to be as clear and concrete as possible.
llr rt, t()r the sake of psychological truth, I have all too often been forced to
r, ,r)rl to such qualifying expressions as "could," "possibly," "perhaps,"
,,lt( r," and "it seems to me." Fot many of the psychic configurations

,"r,lcl cliscussion "could," "under other circumstances" and in "certain
rtrr,rlions"bequitedifferent or differently construed. In addition, for the
,rl., oi readability, I have made the slightly old-fashioned decision not to

,, 
| 'i 'ft lt every opportunity that I am thinking of, and desire to address,

rrr, r rrlrt'rs of both sexes. For me, this is such a basic assumption that I do not
tr I r{ | rl ncccssary to thrust it before the reader's eye at every turn. Therefore,
I lr, '1r' I will not be accused of patriarchal prejudices for falling back on the
l'r,n()Lurs "he" and "him" when referring to individuals generically.

ll stiil remains for me to express my gratitude: to David Stonestreet,
I'rrlrlrslrcr, from Routledge for encouraging the English version of this
l',''l; kr Douglas Whitcher for his sincere and cooperative cfforts in
tr,rrrrlating the text, and to Susan C. Roberts, who, with her sensitive
, ' lr t, rr ial skills, put it into a clear and fluent English writing styl€. Further-
rl,,rc I want to address my sincere thanks to my analysands. Without the
,lr,rrtt to learn from them in a reciprocal relationship, I would not have
|" , n ,rble to write a book such as this one. I am especially grateful to those
, ' lr, ' rl.rve me permission to describe vignettes from their therapy sessions

, ,r I r ilting all unnecessary data in order to protect their anonymity. Thanks
rr, ,rlso due to my wife, Doris Jacoby-Guyot, for her inestimable help. In
| , ' l'irrll with the spirit of the book, I will overcome my false shame in order
r, ' , \ l\)sL. my intimate gratitude to her to the public eye.

'o, bcaring in mind the statement by Simenon, I hope by all of these

'rr, .r rrs to have convcyecl some undcrstanding for how shame and shame,
, 

' 
r , rr'ly fce l, with wh.rt tht'y arc linketl, ancl how it is possible to work with

tl',.rrr irr lht'ra ov
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THE PHENOMENOLOGY
OF SHAME AND

SHAME-ANXIETY

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SHAME AND GUILT

I rvill start with the assumption that both shame and guilt are generally
lrrrDran and archetypally given, but that it is not easy to distinguish
l,( lween the iwo. They tend to appear in tandem, and so whether we
r,lcntify an experience as shame or guilt becomes a question of inter-
l'r( lation. The following simple and familiar analogy may help us to
,lr tinguish between them. Feelings of guilt make me feel like a bad
1',.r'son because I have done something - or perhaps only thought about
,loing something - that I should not have done. But I may also feel bad if
I l,ril to do something I should have done- Feelings ofguilt have to do with
, l lrical or moral principles called "should-laws" in philosophical ethics. It
, , r('vealing that in English the verb "should" is etymologically derived
lr,,rrr the Middle English words scholden, shulde, scholde, schulde, and the
'\rrglo-Saxon scolde, sceolde, meaning "I am obliged" (Webster's 1990). I
tlrrrs remain in debt to some "should" whose fulfillment is generally held
Ir, l)c "good." This raises the complex issue of good and evil, an issue that
l,rings conscience, or the intrapsychic authority responsible for making
.rr, h distinctions, into play.

What is different about the way that shame manifests itself? At a certain
rrl( nsity, shame has the power to make us feel completely worthless,
l,1lraded from head to foot, sometimes without our having done anyihing

| ',,r I at all.
( )nce again, it is interesting to look into the etymology of the word.

I I v nlological inquiries are usually of great psychological interest, for they

', r'r'al associations and connections that may assist in psychological inter-
l'r't.rtion. Etymologists lrave linked the modenl English word "shamc"
rr rth thc Inclo-(lc'rnilnic r(x)t krirrr/kcar rneaninc "to cover." The idea of

, 'r't'ring onese lf with ,r garrrrcnt st.t.ms hr havc bcen implicit in tht'cOnccpt
,,1 sh,rmc for a krng, I irrrt' (Wr r rrrrsr.r l()ll l: 2()) l.,rlt'4 llrt'worrl "slranrt/'was
.tln) us(\l ,ts.ttt oblirlrrl rtlcrcrrr r' l() "l)riv,rl( l),rrls." Sll.lrn{' is,rlso n'l,rlcrl
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to disgrace, and is often used in literature - for example, by Shakespeare -
to signify dishonor:

But now mischance hath trod my title down
And with dishonor laid me on the ground.

When one falls into disgrace, resulting in a loss of honor, one is degraded
or demeaned, marked by a stigma or a stain. Jane Austen wrote of "a
disgrace never to be wiped off," and, Shelley of "the brand of infamy." It
seems that the word shame has for some time been associated with
experiences of discredit, humiliation, and iniury

As I mentioned, there is much overlap between shame and guilt. The
guilt that one accumulates can put one in a shameful pit of disgrace and
dishonor. One can also be ashamed of one's own badness. But what is
unique about the feeling of shame is that it is not always a reaction to
unethical behavior. One may be ashamed of having red hair, having a

slight or tall build, or of being overly stout. Criminal deeds or negligence
are not all that are capable of bringing on the contempt of society.
Membership in a certain race or family, for instance, can also provoke a
sense of inferiority. Thus shame results from the manner in which my
entire being or self is valued - or, more precisely, devalued - not only by
others but by myself.

Feelings of guilt appear when I cause another person iniury or fail to live
up to certain standards. But while I may feel ashamed of my unethical
behavior, I can also be ashamed of my clumsiness or my weight. In any
case, the feeling of shame always brings a loss of self-respect, whereas
someone who feels guilty can hope to make amends.

On closer examination, we can see that often shame is felt as a deeper
iniury than guilt. Thus, feelings of guilt may serve as a defense against
shame. For example, when someone is left by his lover, there is - besides
the hurt associated wiih the withdrawal of love - a Dainful loss of self-
esteem, the defeat of having been dumped. It may be less painful to search
for what caused the relationship to break up than to imagine that one
simply was not attractive or sexy enough. If a person does not simply
escape the pain by blaming the other, he may prefer to think of the tirnes
thai he was guilty of hurting, abandoning, and treating his lovers insensi-
tively. Confessions of guilt also hold out the hope that mistakes will be
rectified, all will be forgiven. But the feeling that one is personally
unworthy of love cuts much deeper. This may be one reason that we tend
to hear so much more about guilt ihan shame.

One can generally deny one's feelings of guili through proiective
blaming of others, or defend against them with a compensatory posture of
"standing up for my rights." However, there are also cases where shame
serves as a defense' against guilt - especially whcn guilt brings the
possibility of prrnishmcnt. Irr this cast', orrt'takt's n() rcsp()nsibility f()r tlt('

THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF SHAME AND SHAME'ANXIETY

specific deeds that trigger feelings of guilt but simply collapses into a

rcmorseful swamp. This "posture of humility" takes the wind out of the
opponent's sails, allowing him no response but piry He who still desires to
penalize the guilty party will only come to feel guilty himself if he persists
in prosecuting a meek penitent. Such behavior is often played out
rrnconsciously as a neurotic form of defense. However, it can also be a
t,rctic employed very deliberately to disarm the prosecutor. A classic
t'xample from politics was Nasser's demonstrative rernorse after Egypt
Iost the Six-Day War. The president lamented so long and abiectly about
his guilt over this humiliating defeat that he eventually won the heart of
his people again.

As I have mentioned, shame arises when our self-respect is doubted or
rrnder attack, whether from without or from within. Each of us has within
ourselves a partially conscious image of the way we want to be seen - the
so-called "ego-ideal." The higher this ego-ideal's demands are for per-
lection, the easier it will be to fall into feelings of inferiority and shame.

This touches on a problem that will be discussed at greater length later
on. For now let us summarize the matter as follows: in feelings of shame
thc demands of our ego-ideal make themselves painfully known, while in
It'e'lings of guitrt the painful signals dedve from our conscience - our so-
talled "superego." Feelings of shame are linked with the fantasy that I
lr.rve been exposed to degradation, that I have been scorned by others and /
or myself. The operative motif behind feelings of guilt, by contrast, is that
I have done something that was not right.

ln addition to these variations upon guilt and shame, there are psychic
.;tatcs in which the two emotions are in conflict with each other For
, x.rmple, I think of a young man for whom all sexual activity was linked
with guili and sin. The problem manifested itself in his inability to reach
orgasm during sexual intercourse and led him to avoid every possible
l()rm of intimate relationship. It was clear that his problem derived from
lris ambivalent bond to an extremely prudish mother What brought him
l(, psychotherapy, however, was the embanassing symptom of blushing.
lrvery time his fellow students began to speak about topics of a sexual
n.rture, he was overcome with the fear of blushing. The analysis showed
th.rt this blushing concealed two contradictory tormenting ideas. First, he
was afraid that everyone he talked to would suspect he had a one-track
rrrind occupied exclusively with sex, when actually, he was uncomfortable
r.vitlr the topic and inwardly disapprov€d of it the way his mother had. At
th(' same time, he was afraid thai his lack of masculine sexual prowess
rright be discovered. Then there was also his shame of blushing, which
, rposed his problem.

'I'he following corrflict was cmbodied in his symptom: according to his
.,lrict, rt.ligiorrs nrt)thtlt s('xlral ,rcts anrl fantasics were sinful. If he violatt'd
lrcr holy rtrk'pnrhibiting s.'x, lrt,sinrrt'ri. If hc obcyctl hcr rrrle, lrt'not orrly
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repressed a portion of his instinctual energy, he also subiected himself to
the shame of being less of a man than those around him

Wurmser described a "guilt-shame dilemma" (1988: 288) in which one

feels guiliy for separating from one's parents and their partially internalized

commandments - even though such a seParation is crucial for the develop-

ment of one's personality. In contrast to feelings we traditionally associate

with the quest for autonomy and separation, one very often feels impotent,
servile and exposed. These feelings of inferiority, of being unprepared for
life, make one ashamed not only in front of others, but also before oneself.

Wurmser saw guilt and shame as antithetical. Guilt is a response to strength

and power, shame a response to weakness and imPotence.
So in the example above, the man who suffered from fits ofblushing was

plagued by guilt whenever he began to feel inwardly strong and auto-

nomous, whenever he began to disregard his mother's commandments.
When such guili feelings threatened the stability of his ego, he felt
impotent once again and ashamed of his weakness.

This example brings us to the toPic of emotional disturbances, which we
will examine in more depth later on. Here I was concerned above all to pre-

sent some thoughts on the distinction between feelings of shame and guilt.

ANXIETY AND SHAME

Anxiety also plays a large role in relation to shame, as can be seen when we
speak of the fear of making fools of ourselves or of being caught in
embarrassing or shameful situations. Though Freud did not propose an

elaborate theory about shame, he was deeply interested in the Psycho-
logical antecedents of guilt. In his view, guilt was a subspecies of moral
anxiety, which is generated by the conscience, the "superego" (Freud

1923). Thus, anxiety is the genus - the master emotion and guilt and
shame are species derived from it. Guilt and shame are specific aspects of
the many-sided phenomenon of anxiety.

What is anxiety? As far as we can tell, anxiety is an invention of nature
whose aim is to protect life. We may not be able to determine whether or
not a fly knows the emotion of anxiety, but if we chase a pesky housefly
intending to kill it, it will adeptly maneuver an escaPe/ behaving as if it
knew fear This may even move us to take pity; indeed, it is probably
because of this projective empathy and its associated anxiety that some

people cannot harm a flea. At least we can say thai ihe fly has an inborn
escape mechanism that corresPonds to a pattern of resPonse that in
humans is linked with emotions of anxiety. Clearly anxiety is an emotion
on the threshold between life and death. How often have those who are
depressed and tired of life said that they would gladly put an end to their
lives if only thcy we'rc not so afraid to do it.

llut Irumrn anxit'ty functions not only to prolnol('()lIr cttncrt'tr', Plrysical
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survival; it also appears when the ego's autonomy and need for control is
threatened. Wild animals exhibit a behavior that we interpret as a resPonse
of anxiety (i.e., flight) but only in cases of physical threat. By contrast, we
humans are capable of anticipating in imagination a wide variety of
,rnxiety-provoking situations, since consciousness encompasses the dim-
cnsion of time, forcing us to confront the uncertainty of the future. Long
.rgo, Aristotle defined anxiety as "displeasure or unrest that arises from the
itlea of an impending, destructive misfortune or from a malady that brings
rlispleasure" (quoted in Blaser and Poeldinger 1967: 12). Finally, anxieiy is
linked to the knowledge of our vulnerability to all kinds of unknowns and
lisks inherent in life. We have devised boih individual and collective
Incasures for safeguarding ourselves against such risk - including insur-
.rnces against illness, old-age, unemployment, and other eventualities.
lncleed, as the psychiatrist Kurt Schneider rightly observed:

ln view of the nature of human being, we are more in need of
r:xplanations for the fact that humans usually have no anxiety than
we are for the fact that they sometimes do.

(Schneider 1959: 28)

Irrleed, one may well ask whether our culture - including both its light
,rrrcl dark sides - is based largely on the attempt to cope creatively with
. r n xiety.

Feelings of shame can be qualitatively distinguished from those of
,rrrxiety, but they can also be seen as a particular form of anxiety. Then
,r1.rin, anxiety is always at work when we anticipate potential shame-

I'r'oducing situations. This is the case with examination-anxiety, stage-
ir ight, fear of meetings with important persons, or certain forms of sexual
,rrrricty. It is the anxiety associated with the prospect of getting into
,,lr.rmeful situations in the near or distant future.

lrr the case of examination-anxiety, it is clear that failing an examination
,,rn have real consequences, adversely affecting one's career oppor-
lrrrrities. But this is only one aspect. Fear of failing, of having to feel like a

,lrrnrb jerk, contributes to our anxiety at least as much. Indeed, it is the fear
,,1 lalling short of one's expectations of oneself, as well as the expectations
, 'l one's teacher, which most often lead io painful self-denigration.

llu t generally, examinations are paft of conditions that must be fulfilled;
r'r' clo not seek them out as occasions to expose ourselves. How much
rlorsc is the effect of stage fright, which strikes those who specifically
,lcsire to stand in the limelight. Discussion group leaders, givers of toasts,
,r( l{ rrs, musicians, lecturers all subject themselves to the expectation that
llrt.y have something to offer that is worth the public's hearing or seeing.
lvlrcn they fail, tlreir disgract is compounded by the embarrassment of
lr,rving their high opiniorr o{ ilrt'rnsclvt.s rcvt'alt'cl for rll kr sce.

Iiy tht'sarrrt'tokt.rr, i||lxi('ty,rss(,( int('(l wilh in]lx)l('trcc or frigiriily is not
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nearly so painful because of the impairment of sexual enioyment it causes
as because of the shame it brings - that of being seen by one's partner as a
failure, of not feeling like a complete man or woman.

Shame-anxiety thus revolves around the question: will I be able to fulfill
the expectations of others or myself? Will I be successful, will I rate with a
teacher, superior, or lover? Or will I take a beating and be shamefully put
down?

Fear of shaming experiences can also lead to a reaction-formation con-
sisting of excessive shyness or inhibition. Such a shy disposition often
conceals a tendency to react with feelings of shame to occasions that could
be in any way embarrassing. Whenever possible, such people avoid
situations that are at all likely to cause shame. They feel it is better to keep
silent than to risk making an inopportune comment, which could draw
shameful attention to themselves. The famous Latin saying, "Si tacutsses,
philosophus fuisses" ("lf you had held your tongue, you would have
remained a philosopher") expresses one tustification of this form of
defense. One is afraid of laying oneself open, standing out in the crowd,
taking initiative, since these actions risk revealing one's ignorance and
incurring a loss of self-respect and the esteem of others. At the same time,
it may be just as uncomfortable to allow others to see that one is an
inhibited person with nothing to say, someone whose light is under a
bushel. In this respect, it can be shameful not to be noticed, to stand on the
sidelines, to feel like an uninfluential nothing. Thus, a vicious circle gets
started; fear of shameful urlnerability produces shyness, and feelings of
shyness produce shame.

Psychological analysis reveals that beneath such anxieties and inhi-
bitions there often lies a great need to be seen, loved, even admired. This
need may be all the more acute for having met with frustration, reiection,
or even ridicule when one was a child. Thus it may be associated with old
psychic wounds as well as constantly exposed to new ones. At the same
time, the ego may fear the strength of such needs, reiecting them, denying
their very righi to exist. This means that the ego takes over the role of the
parental figures who first denigrated such needs. I am speaking here of the
psychic suffering thai today falls under the category of "narcissistic
disorders." We will return to this topic in a later chapter.

HOW SHAME AFFECTS US

Up until now we have been speaking of shame-anxiery the fear of
shaming situations, and the effects of shame. It is largely the anxiety-
provoking expectation itselfthat brings on the shameful events of blushing,
shaking, inhibited speech, impotence, etc. Anxieties narrow our freedom
and impair our ability to attune ourselves to the requirements of a
situation. They force us to keep observing ourselves all the time. For
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r.xample, anxious expectation of impotence or frigidity distracts one's
.rltention from one's partner. The resultant focus on oneself only further
wt'akens sexual response. Likewise, anxiously monitoring oneself for
lixrlish behavior, a faltering voice, or shaky hands blocks all spontaneity.
( )ne becomes awkward, inhibited, uncertain, and self-conscious. This may
[',rd to an acute feeling of shame, a sense of sinking into a pit where
{ veryone else - imagined or real - will see one's misery and laugh
,lcrisively.

'Ihe most traumatic experiences of shame usually occur in childhood
.r rrd often leave a sense of emotional defeat that persists for the rest of one's
lilt'. For example, a ss-year-old man strongly disliked cherries because
tlrt'y reminded him of a shameful mishap that took place when he was ten
yr',rrs old and on a school field-trip. His mother, not thinking, had given
lrirn cherries to take with him, even though it is common knowledge that
r lrcrries, in combination with water from the drinking fountain, often
,,rrrse diarrhea. On the way home in the train, this combination did its
rvork rather suddenly. All the available toilets were occupied at the crucial
rrrornent, and so, with an awful burst, the accident came to pass as the boy
,.1(x)Li right in the middle of the aisle of the train. In a flash he disappeared
rrrlo a small water closet that had become vacant, and even after arriving
,rt lhc final stop of the iourney, could not be persuaded to open the door
,rrrrl come out, despite the teacher's insistent knocking, threatening,
I'h.,rdinB, and promising. At length, he was extracted by a railroad worker
,r r rrrt'rl with a key, and so there was no mercy for the bot nor any way to
,rvoitl the feared running of the gauntlet. The entire class had waited for
lrrrrr, and as he emerged from the train, taunted him with cries of
'l losenscheisser" (dirty-pants, scardy-pants). When he arrived at home in
lrr:, soiled, siinking pants, his mother immediately launched into an
,rlrrrsive diatribe, bewailing the terrible disgrace he had brought on the
l,rrrrily, and then stuck him contemptuously in the bathtub. The next day
lr, Ir'lused to go to school. Though the teacher forbade anyone to use the
rr.rrrrt' "Hosenscheisser," whenever laughter broke out in the classroom,
llrc llry immediately imagined that his classmates were entertaining
tlrlrrrsclves at his expense. Soon he went to a new school and was able to
I t tlown his guard. But in the back of his mind he feared his new
',, lrrxrlmates might be iniiiated into the secret of his disgrace by someone
lrorrr his former, knowing class. For years to come, this man continued to
r, 1',.r ld himself as a "Hosenscheisser" - a crippling blow to his self-esteem.
li ' lhis day the memory of the event is still linked with feelings of
I'r r rrrrli.rlinq embarrassmcnt.

A .15-ycar-olcl man cannot forget the folkrwing shame cvent that
, 
', r'r r rrt'tl wlrt'n ht' was forr rtccrr. As tlrc son of "bettc.r people" hc had becn
,.rrl to ,r rl,rncirrg st hrxrl, brrt his clttmsincss on the tlancc fl(x)r l(,ft him

lr r'lirrg n'jt'r'tt'tl l)y Iris l).trll('fs. At lltt'st hrxrl. lht'n'wos a bkrntlt'girl wlrrr
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became the constant obiect of his thoughts and hoPes. However, he lacked
the courage to speak to her directly. So instead, after a great deal of
hesitation, he sent her a passionate love letter No sooner had he sent it off
than he was overcome with shame, thinking aboui how she might roar
with mocking laughter when she read it. The torment ofsuch fantasies was
nearly enough to douse the flame of his love. When, as expected, he
received no answer, he avoided all contact with her, since all he could
imagine was her scorn. This did not keep him from making periodic visits
to her neighborhood in hopes of catching a glimpse of her But when he
saw her at a distance, laughing with friends, he was convinced that she

was talking about his letter.
Both of the experiences I have just described involved areas in which a

personis particularly susceptible to shame. The firstcase involving the anal
zone is made the more acute by an upbringing that emPhasizes
cleanliness as an important measure of socialization. Mastery over the
sphincter muscle indicates that the child has achieved a degree of
autonomy; it is therefore a source of pride. Loss of control - especially in
front of one's peers - means regression and unbearable humiliation. In full
view, one has sunken not just to the level of an infant, but to that of a "dirty
pig," a Hosenscheisser. The second case involved the first eroiic feelings of
an adolescent and the confession of his tender fantasies. As it happened,
describing those feelings in a letter was too great a risk - in view of the
boy's age. The erotic zone does linally provoke a literal unveiling - but it
also produces a corresponding vulnerability.

The following is another inextinguishable memory of a shame experi-
ence, in this case involving an ethical issue. When he was thirteen years
old, an analysand took a five-franc coin that belonged to his mother and
had been lying around on a table. A young maid was held responsible for
this theft, in spite of her protests that she was not guilty. The boy did not
have the courage to confess his misdeed, and indeed denied it so

stubbornly that the maid was fired. Thirty years latet the boy still recalled
the reproachful yet imploring look she gave him when she was asked to
Ieave. That look became the image of his guilt and shame for having been
such a coward.

Such experiences of acute shame often leave painful traces. As the
English poet John Keats wrote, "The unluckiesi hours in our life are those
in which we remember the past blushing - if we are immortal this is what
hell must be like" (quoted in Hultberg 1988: 115).

Many of us know all too well those sleepless nights in which we are
lashed with the memory of having made miserable fools of ourselves: how
could we have behaved so impossibly and lost control so comPletely? How
could we have talked on and on about things that are no one else's
business? The threshold of shame is of course different with each indi-
vidual. How tluickly we feel ashamcd, and how intensely, finally dcpe-nds
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orr the measure of tolerance we are able to summon for our own shadow
,'itle's. But here we are entering into the subject of coping with shame,
which has been reserved for a later chapter

THE SHAME OF BODILY NAKEDNESS

I lrc biblical story of Paradise tells us that Adam and Eve were ashamed of
,'.reh other as soon as they became aware of their nakedness. The fruit of
tlrc Tree of Knowledge opened their eyes to their nakedness, which has
I'rtome an image for the original experience of shame. It was also shame
llr,rt motivated Adam and Eve to sew fig leaves together in order to hide
llrr,ir nakedness.

'l'l.ris ancient image raises the question of whether it is an archetypal
,r:'l)ect of human nature to obscure the sex organs - called "sharne-parts"
rrr rnany languages - behind some sort of apron or loincloth. Is such a
Icnclency for shame - paradoxically - natural for human beings, even
rrrrr.rte? Or is it the result of upbringing and the morals of a prudish
..,x iety?

l hc biologist J. Illies writes in his book Zoology of the Human (7977) that
this motif of fig leaf as loincloth or veiling artifact is to be found among
rrr.,rrly all societies, even "primitive" ones. He sees this veiling as moti-
r,rlcd by the feeling of shame. He also notes that, according to con-
t, rrporary child psychology, young persons begin to display an impulse
t, , lr ide their nakedness as a normal stage of maturation, in addition to the
r, , ognition ofsex differences. He sees shame about direct physical gender-
r.r prc5sisn 2s 66mmencing at the end of the Oedipal phase, or around five
y,.,r |s of age. Though it may be possible to suppress this shame impulse by
rrrr',rns of upbringing, it is generally true that nakedness no longer has to
,li 

' 
with natural innocence by the time the five-year-old stage of conscious-

rr, ss has been reached. Lack of inhibition when looking at the nudiiy of
,r,lr r Its of the opposite sex is, according to Illies, not a sign that a natural sex
,lr ivt' has been liberated, but rather a sign that it has been constrained by

'rr, ,rns of numbing or denial. In his words:

ll ()ne were to put children by themselves on a solitary island in order
to rllow them to grow up according to the nature of their species, free
lnrm all repressive influences of society, they would reinvent the
l()incloth at the age of five because they are in such need of it, in order
l() grow in an emotionally healthy way, protected, into puberty, and
ro that they would be able to take it off when, in a personal
('nc()unter, they choose to give up the safely guarded possession of
slr.rmc and to hand it ()ver to thc Dartncr.

(lllics l97l: 134)

lllrcs, wlro w,rs,r lrioLrl!ist irnrl arr ctlrokrl',isl, rrt'vcrl lrt'lcss sorrn<ls a bil
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moralistic and unrealistic in this passage. The "personal encounter" in
which one sets aside one's shame for the sake of intimacy, however
desirable, is not usually attained so easily. The developmental Processes
that help to integrate one's sexuality and one's capacity for love are far
more complicated and easily disturbed.

Clearly one wonders how it would be if children, uninfluenced by social
conventions, were to grow up on a solitary island. It is a question about
which aspects of behavior are inherent in the species, a question about the
nature of the human being and its archetypal predispositions. Howevet
the solitary island concept does not help us much in answering this
question, for children can not grow up alone and free of influence but are

by their very human nature much in need of the care and guidance of
adults. And this always makes social influences preprogrammed as well.
It is our nature to be social animals that live and create their culture.

To what degree is the shame of nakedness an archetypal aspect of
human nature? To what extent is it the product of social norms that are
interiorized by the individual? To pursue these questions we will emPloy
the method of "amplification" as recommended by Jung. Jung originally
used this method of enriching and deepening a rnotif of the imagination as

proof of his hypothesis of the archetypes of the collective unconscious. By
discovering parallel motifs and symbolic meanings in diverse times and
societies utterly free of mutual influence, he was able to find support for
the possibiliiy that he was dealing with generally human psychic predis-
positions. Thus, while this meihod may not provide a final answer to the
question of whether a given facet of behavior is common to all members of
the human species, it can nevertheless broaden our horizons for making
interpretive links.

Thus I would like to pursue some ideas that throughout history have
revolved around the theme of bodily nakedness and the human repro-
ductive organs. Perhaps then we will come closer to a psychological
understanding of the shame of nakedness.

It is well known that nudity often occurs in dreams. In the majority of
such dreams, the dreamer experiences nudity as awkward and emb-
arrassing - especially when the dream does not contain manifest sexual

content, but rather concerns one's nakedness being exposed for all to see

It is noteworthy that collective notions about being naked and baring the
genitals do not emphasize the sexual sphere primarily, at least not
manifestly. However, the genitals are always accorded a special meaning

- they become the basis of fantasies of what is extraordinary Nowhere in
cultural history do we find a purely matter-of-fact naturalness in regard to
the sexual sphere. If such "naturalness" were the defining characteristic of
uncivilized nature societies, we would have to conclude that there have
never been any wild or "nature" peoples, primitive or uncivilizt'd at least
within the last forty thousand yt'ars ([)uerr 1988: 12). [n otht'r words, it
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il()cs not seem completely "natural" for human beings to behave "natur-
.'lly" in regard to their physical "nature."

'Io amplify this attitude toward bodily nakedness, I will draw upon
v,rrious resources, including the Dictionary of German Superstition (Hand,
u,tirterbuch des Deutschen Aberglaubens, Biichtold-St?iubli 7927), whose
.rrticle under the heading "Nudity" is some fifty pages long. I have also
,rrnsulted The Concise Pauly Dictionary of Antiquity (Der Kleine Pauly.
I rikon der Antike 1979) as well as the aforementioned, Nudity and Shttme
lMtcktheit und Scham) by Duerr, which contributes a mountain of informa-
trorr. Of course I have the space here to refer to only a few examples.

In many societies, naked exposure was used to punish adulterers. In
lirrssia, peasants bound adulterous women naked io plows that tilled the
..r,il. As Bachtold-stdubli wrote:

I'unishment of adultery with shaming exposure of the "aidoia" is
based on an ancient tradition of humiliating and disgracing the
opponent through exposure.

(Biichtold-Stiiubli 1927)

I lr.rt the author himself feels the shame involved here is indicated by his
rr''r' of an unfamiliar Greek word, nitloia, for the sex organs. Literally
Ir,urslated, this word means "shame-parts," (from aidos: shame). In
ll,rlrylon and Egypt, many sculptures portrayed the enemy naked. The
,rrrl ient Jews considered it a heinous crime to bare one's "shame" before
\,rlrwch, and the same theme clearly comes through in the life of
Mohammed. (lt is still forbidden to enter a synagogue without covering
,'rr.'s head. By the same token, the God of the Christians - especially the
( ,rtlrolics - does not care to see indecently clothed tourists in His
, lrrrlches, for example, wearing short pants or short-sleeved shirts.) While
rrr , rrlt processions nudity can be a sign of humility, in Christian culture
, ,,rrrplcte nudity on pilgrimages was replaced early on by naked feet and
rr r rlr rrr nd hair.

lrr,rntiquity, by contrast, the spring ceremonies included a good bit of
,r,,trt, orgiastic activity in honor of the gods. Certain gods in ancient
t.r(.(\'(' were responsible for the erotic sphere of life - one thinks of
,\;'lr lrdite, Dionysus, Hermes, and Priapus, the last being identified with
,rrrrl lrrrtrayed by the phallus. But in Homeric times there was clearly
,lr.rrrrt'of nakedness - even athletes wore a coverins for their exercrses.
| ,' r'.r; in post-Homeric times, men and women who bithed together wore
,r '.1'rtial kind of bathing suit. Then again, to judge from evidence from
' ,l',r rlir and Crete, nudity continued in archaic times among men in sports.

"rr, 
lr nlkedncss clearly exprcssed a pride and joy in one's own body.

l)r'volional c()ntcmplation of the bocJy in action contributcd vitally k) the
l,|r':,:,orrtingol (irt't'kart orrolhirrks, lirrt'xarnplt',oIl'raxik'lcsinthcfifth
,,.rrlrrrytrr.lort'( ltrist. lllrt lhiswasonlyllrrr.ol llrr. nrascr r lirx' lrotly. Wlrt'rr
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the female body was portrayed, it was usually for cultic reasons.
Concerning the famous, shame-free, naked Greek athletes doing their

exercises in the "gymnasium" (from the Greek 3ymnos: naked), Duerr
concluded that even there, feelings of shame followed certain rules. It was
highly improper to allow the glans of the penis to be seen; ii had to be kept
covered by the foreskin at all times. Men doing athletic exercises drew the
foreskin over the glans and tied it wiih a string. To the Greeks, a short
foreskin was a clear sign of a dissipated sexual life. Thus when Jews began
to appear in the exercises, their circumcized penises became a source of
deep embarrassment. As a result, a provision was made that Jews would
be allowed to take part in ihe Olympic games of Tyros only if they had
their foreskins replaced. There were special operations for this, as the
physician Galen reported (Duerr 1988: 19). One must also remember that
women were forbidden to look at the naked athleies; that the Etruscans
seem to have allowed this caused some scandal (Duerr 1988: 18). As far as

the Athenians were concerned, the so-called "nudity" of the young
Spartan girls was continuously scandalous. In reality, they were not at all
naked while exercising, but wore a short chiton (a kind of skirt) which still
outraged the athletes because it did not cover their thiShs and both of their
breasts. An exception seems to have been the "ritual nudity" of the Arkioi,
the young she-bears. These were small girls as well as some older girls on
the verge of adulthood who let their chitons fall to the floor during a

maturation ritual. However, nothing indicates that this baring took place
in the presence of rnen (Duerr 1988: 21). DueII came to the conclusion that
"classical Greece - to say nothing of Homeric times - was no Arcadia of
shame-free masculine nakedness, as has been idealisiically maintained
time and again since the Renaissance" (Duerr 1988: 19). As for the Romans,
they found athletic nudity unequivocably offensive. According to Plutarch,
Romulus seems to have ordered the death penaliy for anyone appearing
naked in public.

The bounds of shame were not necessarily any more relaxed in the
naked bathing customs ofJapan in the last century or in the Finnish sauna,
according to Duerr. In these and other such situations, one was expected to
guard against the "indiscreet glance," keeping one's eyes averted from the
sexual organs of other bathers. Similar practices have been reported
among tribes of so-called "nature societies," whose social life is conducted
in complete nakedness. Among the Kwoma, who go without clothes in the
Peilungua mountains north of Depik, even small boys were punished if
they were caught looking at a woman's or girl's genitals. The tribe's name
for ulftrc corresponds exactly to the English expression "private parts." If
a man looked at it directly, it was assumed he was making a seduction
attempt and he was punished by the relatives of the woman in question
(Duerr 1988: '135).

'lhcsc fcw t'xamples confirm thc lrypothcsis that th('pricticc of nrrtlity

t') It
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h.rrdly implies an absence of shame. In some ancient dreambooks, nudity
rr dreams is seen as a sign of a threat, possibly even the threat of death.
n ccording to an Indian teaching, dreaming that one is suddenly without
, |rthes, so that one's "shame" is seen by everyone, foretells a revelation of
(,rc's secret that will end in disgrace and defeat. According to Persian and
LByptian teachings, a woman who dreams of undressing compleiely will
l'r'tray her husband and be apprehended (Biichtold-Stl\ubli^1927).

Wickler has described another idea that revolves around the male orsan
( l()73: 248). This ethologist noticed that some of the higher apes attempt to
rrrrpress their foes by aggressively displaying the penis and scrotum. This
r\ meant as a demonstration of their position in the hierarchv and as a

licsture of threat. Among the baboons, for example, some male members
,,r'r.ve as watchers. While the group eats, the watchers sit at the outer edge
rvith their legs spread apart, their backs tumed toward the group. If
nrcmbers ofanother group approach, the watcher displays his erect penis
w ith the intention of scaring off the intruder and protecting his own group.
Wickler saw this behavior as related to phallic figures discovered in Greece
,rrrtl Indonesia that not only symbolized fertility but also served as

1ir r.rrdians against evil spirits.
I he "military nudity," discovered mainly in Sparta but also in Corinth

.r rrr I even to some extent among the armies of Alexander the Great, clearly
lr,rrl a similar meaning. Soldiers from other regions also fought naked, or at
lr.,rst naked from the waist down. According to Duerr, a certain ancient
lrorscman figure gives rise to the belief that soldiers of antiquity sometimes
r, lit'd on the baring of the penis to threaten their enemies.

li)r Duerr, those who engaged in "military nudity" were persons who
lr. r( | been cast out and therefore were beyond the pale of civilization. They
rvllc the wild ones, made impure by having spilled blood. But one could
1r',t as well interpret this phenomenon as a phallic display pattern. In the
rr r r.r1;ination, the penis may be endowed with magical omnipotence such
tlr.tt the sight of it instills fear in the enemy. Here we might mention the
I'r,rt tice of some archaic peoples who, though they may not have put their
rr,rkt'ti male organs on display, covered them with codpieces to make them
'r;'1't'ar extra large, obvious, and threatenin8. In the same spirit, European
',, 

'l( 
licrs used to carry their swords - the proud attribute of manly military

, , rrrlage - like erect penises.
ln our own times, protesters sometimes appear naked in order to

'.tr r rr rrlate public outrage. Even in a city as conventional as Zurich, young
,li rronstrators ran stark naked down the famous Bahnhofstrasse a few
\', ,r.s dgo. Above all, it is the naked posterior that is presented as a gesture
,'l r1)rrtcmpt - a gesturc obviously related to various verbal epithets
, , 'rrttrrina thc itnal zonc or ass.

lrr strmmary, I will say that throughotrt human culturc, nudity has takcn
,,rr v,rriorrs unrrstral mcanings lllnt (,ln l)('rnutudlly c( )rr tratl ieklry. Naked-
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lrcss is rclatcd on the one hand to the humiliation ofbeing stripped, but on
thc other to the will to power and dominance. In Judaeo-Christian culture,
stripping before Cod is a shameless sin. However, as a matter of penance,
appearing "naked and stripped before God" can be a sign of profound
humility. Cultic nudity was a requirement in ancient rites of initiation,
which usually had the rneaning ofa symbolic rebirih.It was also important
to the Greek gods of the mystery cults that participants be naked, tust as it
was believed thai the Indian god Shiva desired that dances to him be
performed without clothing (Bechtold-Stiiubli 1927).

Bodily nakedness is not exclusively associated with sexuality and the
partial drives of voyeurism or exhibitionism - at least not on the manifest
level. Howevet it is clear that the potential for sexual attraction in physical
nakedness is one of the most important causes of shame. For any society,
it is important to keep unbridled instinctuality in check and to redirect
sexuality into civilized channels. At the same time, the bounds of shame
are determined by various morals and customs that express collective
attitudes toward sexuality. To overstep these boundaries is shameless and
hrino< dicor:ro

Morals and customs regulating sexual behavior are often linked with
the cultic domain. Hence the interpretation that the perrnission of the
deity needs to be obtained before one indulges animalistic lust. But such
an interpretation is unsatisfying, since sexual union can also be experi-
enced as a mystery for example as a cosmic marriage of opposites. An
example would be the ancient Oriental institution of the "sacred prosti-
tute" with whom a stranger could spend a night in the temple in order to
celebrate the "sacred marriage" (Qualls-Corbett 1988). The sacred pros-
titute was distinguished from the profane prostitute, who offered her
body for remuneration and was an object ofdisgrace and discrimination at
all levels of society (Qualls-Corbett 1988: 371f.; Duerr 1988: 300). In the
Judaeo-Christian tradition, a marriage had to be blessed before God in
order for sexuality to be lived in a permissible fashion rather than as a
"shameful sin." In Catholicism it must even be raised to the level of a
sacrament. Among the Greeks, the gods themselves inspired love and
sexuality. However, each god ruled within a sphere that was only one of
many, and that could thus come into conflict with others. No single god
was powerful beyond all bounds. Themis, the goddess of good morals,
had her say as well.

There probably does exist in all humans an archelrpal threshold whose
transgression provokes a reaction of shame. The manner in which this
threshold of shame functions - the sanctions to which it is linked, whether
it is rigid or flexible, lower or higher - is in each case a matter of collective
and individual attitudes and the tolerance of the times. For examnle.
nudist culture is more or less tolerated today in the West. But that does not
mean that in some places nudists are not lookcd at ask;rncc; nutlists have
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,'ven at times been the victims of physical attack. The original nudists were
lrrn-worshipers, members of a "back to nature" cult. They were of the
vitw "that raw sensual drives could be killed off by contemplating pure
,r rd innocent nakedness" (Duerr 1988: 150). Of course, the fact that nudists
r rrltivated strict discipline in order to avoid any possible sexual excitation
{ | )uerr 1988: 150), raises the question of whether they were really practicing
"rratural" ways of living. Today, attitudes toward such matters have
l,xrsened somewhat. The fearful, uptight division between nakedness and
, r'oticism is becoming much rarer. Thus certain nude beaches have become
lrotbeds for persons with exhibitionistic or voyeuristic tendencies.

llut nudity in the light of the day and heat of the sun is usually far less
, r()tic than, for example, a striptease show wjth the lights turned low The
l,rltcr is not only a display of physicality, but a tantalizingly gradual
lrtling away of the clothing. It is thus much more about playing with the
llrrLrshold of shame and its violation, and thereby produces a certain
1'1,'.r<urable tingle.

I hope these comrnents have sufficed to establish the association of the
,rrr hetypal feeling of shame with the unveiling of physical nakedness. Of
,,,rrrse, I feel it is important to stress that when I speak of an archetypal
1,r r'ciisposition, I am not implying any determinism of an individual,s
,,)nscious attitudes and ways of behaving. On ihe contrary it is the
1'r'r'sonal confrontation with archeiypal predispositions - and social grvens
,r.. well - that constitutes the essence of the maturation and individuation
|lr I )eess.
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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
MEANING OF SHAME

SHAME IN THE BIBLICAL PARADISE NARRATIVE

What is archetypal about the emotion of shame? In the last chaPter, we
found that shame can be seen as an innate affect (Izard -1977), which
suggests that it is irreplaceable in the economy of the psyche. Over the

ages, archetypal experiences and behaviors have crystallized in the form of
mythical ideas. Myths provide an array of expressive Possibilities that in
their symbolism, sensuality, and imagery move us to a process of endless
contemplation and interpretation. As the Indologist Heinrich Zimmer
observed:

Those who wish to discuss a symbol say more with their explana-
tions about their own limits and biases especially if ihey are caught
up in its meaning - than they do about the symbol's depths.

(Zimmer 1938:11)

Nevertheless, an exploration of myth broadens our understanding and
stimulates new psychological insights. In our own cultural sphere, the
most important myih dealing with the theme of shame - and guilt - is the
biblical Paradise narrative (Gen.3:1-24). The report derives from the so-

called 'Jahwist" and can be dated approximately io the tenth or ninth
century before Christ, or the Solomonic Enlightenment, a time of crisis for
many ancient sacred traditions. In the paradise narrative, feelings of both
shame and guilt are depicted as originating in an act of disobedience to
God, who had strictly forbidden humans to eat from the Tree of Knowl-
edge. Before this violation, the biblical text claims, 'And ihey were both
naked, the man and his wife, and were not ashamed." But after they tasted
of the tree of knowledge, their eyes were opened "and they knew thai they
were naked; and they sewed fig leaves togethet and rnade themselves
aprons" (Gen. 3:7). As God was walking in the cool of the day, they hid
themselves so that He had to call out to Adam, "Where art thou?" Adam
hid because he had realized that he was naked. "[ was afraid, bt'cause I was
nakcd; and I lrid rnyst'|f." "Who krld tht't'that th(,tt wast n;rkcd?" was
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t.('(l's reply. Adam's awareness of his nakedness is what exposed his
v r, rlation of Cod's commandment; it was proof that he had eaten from the
lr,r' of Knowledge. From that moment on, he knew about good and evil,
.rrr,l therefore forfeited the experience of paradisal "unitary reality,'
tN,.rrmann 1988).

It should be noted thai ihe motif of a loss of a paradisal, unitary reality
r', rrot uniqus to this Jewish creation story later adopted by Christianity.
l\l,rrry African myths also tell of how a mistake or violation of a
,.rnrnandment results in a momentous loss. The Greeks also saw their
,'rlrr Colden Age as having been lost due to human fault. Hubris, which
lrr, r,rlly means "pride" or "presumption," is the word they used to
,1,,,., r'ibe human behavior that oversteps limits set by a divine order of
l',.rrrg. We find a classical example of hubris in the myth of Prometheus,s
tlrr'lt of fire. Here humans steal something that belongs to the gods; they
t,rkr.tlivine privilege into their own hands. The biblical God suggests
\,l, r nr has committed this same transgression when He says, ,,Behold, the

rrr.rrr is become as one of us, to know good and evil" (Gen. 3:22; see also
I,r,,rhv 1985).

llrt'capacity to distinguish beiween the opposites is at the very root of
lr rriln consciousness , indeed, it virtually defines human nature. para-

'l'rir'ally, it is both an offense against God's creation and an opportunity
11r'r.rr by God. According to Herder, the human being is a creature set free
lrr lrr nature. Unlike other creatures, humans are not cornpletelv bound to
rr.rtrrrc by means of their instinctual endowment. They cin and must pit
t lr,,r r rselves against naturei that is the source of their presumption, forlorn-
r,.,f,,.rnd disorientation. Adolf Portmann described human nature as
,,|,r'nness to the world" and "freedom of choice,,, qualities that dis-

t r r r11r r ish humans from animals, which are "environmentally-embedded,,
,r,l "instinct-secured" (Portmann 1958).

{ )l)('nness to the world and free will imply a certain loss of instinctive
,,'rrlitlcnce. Still, human beings cannot divorce themselves entirely from
tlr,.rr biological and instinctual foundations, however rudimentary these

"r.rv lrt.. One of the most difficult tensions that human beings have to cope
\vrtlr ,rs a species comes from simultaneously belonging to nature and
r, lll\ ting consciously on it. It is no wonder that we experience conscious-
',, ,,. ,rs a double-edged sword, even as "original sin."

llr..doctrine of original sin as it is generally understood today can be
rr.', '\l to Augustine, who lived from AD 354 to 430. It was he, above all
, ,r lr(,r \, who reduced this original guili to sexuality. In this, he was clearly
,rrllrrt nct'cl by the contemporaneous movements of Neoplatonism and
r ,r.stieism, which positecl that the spirit had b be liberated frorn its
r,rl)r tsonment in corporality lnd instinctuality. It is wcll known that after
l,r', , { )n v('rsio!t kr C hristiarrity n uglrstinc, who h,rr.l lcti .t rr irctive erotic lifc
rrr lrrs yorrlh, w,rnttrl to tlrivt'otrl tlrt'tlt'vil of st.r with lhe Ect.lzcbrr[r of
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intolcrance. For him, the Fall entailed, above all, a transformation of
sexuality - the beginning of all "lust" or "concupiscence." On the other
hand, Augustine wanted to show that sexual relations without carnal
desire are possible, and this formed the basis for his elaborate theory of
"marriage in Paradise" (Grimm 1972). Since Augustine, the Fall has been
interpreted primarily as a matter of sexuality, although this view is not
necessarily grounded in the biblical text. I believe Augustine has caused a

great deal of damage with his theory of "marriage in Paradise." This
doctrine, I believe, has led to an unrealistic conception of sexuality and a

sense that sexual lust is something that can be curbed at will. Augustine's
theory was seminal in the development of a sexual ethic hostile not only to
instinct but also to women.

In my book Tlre Longing t'or Paradise, (1985) I reflected on several aspects
of the Paradise nanative from a psychological point of view. In that
account, I was especially interested in the idea of original sin in relation to
the psychogenesis of conscience and guilt. But I did not deal with the
feelings of shame also mentioned in the story, and I would like to fill that
gap now.

The feeling of shame emerged for ihe first time after Adam and Eve's
"eyes were opened." Having tasted the fruit of knowledge, they realized
that they were naked. Obviously, they had been naked before, but this was
no cause for concern - or shame - since it was nothing out of the ordinary.
Reactions of shame are sparked off by awareness.

The following observation is also of psychological interest: the feelings
of shame were so unbearable that "the man and his wife" found it
necessary to do something. The solution lay in crafting protective loin-
cloths for themselves outof fig leaves. This was a creative act, motivated by
shame, for the sake ofcivilization. Nevedheless, the question remains as to
why the first humans had to be ashamed in front of each other and even in
front of God once they became conscious of their nakedness. In the story,
this is related matter-of-factly, as if it required no further explanation. As
I have said, it may simplybe that the shame of completely exposing oneself
has an archetypal foundation. It seems to be a trait of the species, a primal
symptom of humanity's fall from unity with nature. In this respect, it does
make sense to speak of a Fall. Hunans no longer enjoy the condition of
acting naturally in relation to what is natural. And this is precisely what
tips God off io the fact that the "sin" of consciousness has taken place.

Of course it would not be wrong to interpret the tasting of the fruit of
knowledge as the first act oflove. This somewhat prevalent view builds on
the Old Testament association of sexual relations and knowledge. In
numerous places one reads that Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and other
patriarchs "knew" their wives in the night, after which the women bore
sons. Even today, we describe the first act of love as a loss of innocence.

In the Sumerian-Babylonian cpic of Gilgamesh, thc link bctwccn the
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linrwth of human consciousness and the sexual encounter is even more
, r plicit than in the Paradise narrative. In it, Enkidu, a natural man who
lrves with the animals and understands their speech, is seduced into an act
,rl krve by a "Hierodule," a sacred prostitute. performing this act alienates
lr irrr from his original nature and deprives him of his understanding of the
l,rlguage ofthe animals. Here, the symbolism suggests that the hurnan sex-
.r( t is not merely an "instinctual-animalistic,, phenomenon, but includes a
r r, h realm of subjective experience - ideas, fantasies, and thoughts.

Ileing human entails a recognition that the shame of physical nakedness
,rlso has a psychic and therefore a symbolic significance. ihe first people,s
rr',rliz.ation that they were naked coincided wiih a first perception of iheir
,'wn body image or body pattern. Distinctions were thus drawn; alonq
rvith the knowledge of good and evil, there arose the capacity to dis_
lrrrguish I from Thou, subtect from object. Adam and Eve are no longer one;
tlrt y become conscious that they are two different persons _ his naked
I'ocly and her naked body. Each has a need to hide his nakedness from the
r,lhcr - a need that leads to mutual differentiation and also to the process
,'t irrd ivid ualization.

nt the same time, Adam realizes that God is a power separate from
lrrrnself. From this power he hears the call, .Adam, where art thou?,,
l'.;ychologically, this is to say ihat a differentiation has occurred between a
, ')nsciousness centered in the ego and a consciousness of ,,something
l,rlger within us." (Jung called this greater something the ,,Self,, and saw ii
,r', the imperceptible center of the entire personality, conscious and
rrrrconscious. The Self cannot be distinguished from ihe various god-
rrr, rges of the psyche.)

l he myth of Paradise portrays an essential paradox in the growth of
lrrrman consciousness. From the perspective of God, the human has
I'r.rrrme "like one of us, knowing good and evil.,, This knowledge
I'r'rtluces a degree of "godJikeness" within the human. From the humin
I'r'rspective, however, ii is this very growth of consciousness that brinqs
r n,rn to recogn2e his limitations, his ,,nakedness,, before God. Growth if
, onsciousness creates a fear of God, a fear of being subjugated to
'., 'rrrething larger and more powerful. ,,I was afraid, because I was naked.,,

I Iumility and consciousness of the limits of the ego are some of the most
,lrllicult and important achievements along the" path of psychic de-
r', krpment. The ego must not identify with the supraordinate beif, for this
rvotrld rneana fall into illusory or delusory fantasies ofgrandiosity, indeed
rrrto mental illness. At best, ihe ego stands in relationship wiih th;t which
r', greater in us, the Self, drawing a certain confidence from it: ,,self_

, orrficience" in the deepest sense. We will return to this idea later on.
lhe growth of consciousness, symbolized by the eating of the fruit of

l rrowltdge', lcacls to a krss of p.rratlisal unitrry rtality. No i<tngcr tlocs ont,
, n1ry blissfrrl igrroranr.t'of lhr,pairrfrrlrrrnflir.ts tlrrst.rl by thc irolarizatiorr
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of inncr and outcr, subject and object, ego and Self (Neumann 1988).
Consciousness centered in the ego is based on the differentiation of these
opposites and the suffering of their polarity.

There are many positions one can take in regard to the proverbial fig
leaf. Indeed, plenty of hypocrisy has hidden behind its protective veil. And
yet, staying with the symbolism of the myth of Paradise, the fig leaf seems
to be connected to the first creative act of human beings: "They sewed fig
leaves together and made themselves aprons." The feeling of shame
motivated them to find a remedy for their nakedness; it led to an invention.
Adam and Eve attempted to cope with shame rather than remaining
helplessly subiect to it. In the process, they discovered the specifically
human capacity for altering what is given by nature. Like anxiety, shame
can be seen as a driving force of civilization.

THE BASIC FUNCTION OF SHAME

Why are we ashamed? This is a question of major psychological import. In
the case of nakedness, for example,just what is it that we feel we have to
hide from each other? Our physical make-up is basically the same as that
of everyone else's of our gender And almost all of us are more or less

ashamed to let our naked bodies be seen. By exposing ourselves we even
run the risk of being charged with "offending public decency."t Still,
naked bodies do not by themselves harbor any great mystery.

"Don't act so modesti I know what boys and girls look like," one hears

adolescents say in an attempt to overcome their shame about investigating
each other's bodies. Bodily evacuations, urination, and defecation are
natural and common to all, and yei they take place in a "closet" (or
"closed" place) - as if there were something degrading about such animal
necessities. Hence expressions such as, "Now I have to go find thai little
place where the Emperor (or the Pope) also kneels down." Sexual activities
as well generally take place in an enclosed, private area, because sex

partners would feel disturbed if they were observed during their love-
play. (Such disturbances often take place in dreams, however; often the
observer appears in the guise of father or mother!)

It seems logical to interpret such shame reactions as defenses against
exhibitionistic or voyeuristic tendencies, tendencies that undoubtedly
would lose some of their fervent appeal if they were not bound up with a

collective taboo. Izard expressed the view that from a biological, evol-
utionary perspective, shame is probably the fundamental motive that
leads people to seek privacy for sexual relations. Adherence to rules
protecting privacy has long been in the interest of social order and

harmony. In many ways, shame continues today to serve these functions
in contemporary society (lzard 1977:400).

Shame in its many forms cach with its particular P,rin.rncl occ,rsi()nal
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rr, rrrotic side-effect - occupies an important place in our psychic and social
,rrrnomy. We "set ourselves apart" and keep to ourselves, as our language
'.o clearly states. "lt's nobody's business" what goes on in my fantasy,
tlroughts, and intimate life. Shame guards this inner sanctum and advises
nrt about what I ought to show and share of myself, and what I would
r,rlher keep io myself. From a global perspective, all persons may have
l',r'n created equal, biologically, psychologically, that is archetypally. And
vr'l each individual safeguards his or her personal secrets in a private
rr..rlIn of shame, with its unique threshold thai may be higher or lower,
rrrrre rigid or flexible, than his neighbor's.

Shame reinforces interpersonal distinctness and a sense of one,s own
rrrtlividual identity. On the other hand, an excessive tendency toward
rr',rctions of shame may lead to disturbances ofcontact and sociallsolation.
Al the same time, shame acts as a powerful inducement toward social
.r,l.rptation, as it is often triggered by awkward self-consciousness and fear
,'l t riticism. Shame's function is thus highly complex, serving the interests
,,1 boih individuality and conformity.

Must this contradiction lead to conflicts within the individual? First, let
rrs say that it is society that demands a particular degree of discretion from
, .rch individual, which is why shame is an important factor in the
',,x ialization of children. Society decides what befits the individual, what
r'. proper according to social mores. It lirnits displays of bodily nakedness,
tr,lorates sexual activity only in private, and punishes offenses against
l,r rblic decency. Public confessions of private feelings likewise often cause
, r nbanassing reactions, or awkward silences. Thus feelings of shame seem
to safeguard certain agreed-upon boundaries that one violates only at the
r rsk of social sanctions and personal exposure, Society expects a certain
, llgree of privacy, and shame here stands in the service of social conformity.
,\l whatever degree of intensiry individual wishes and demanos come
rrrlo conflict with society's expectations.

( irnflicts within the shame experience itself first arise in the individual
rllrt'n the two functions of shame - " gluardian" of individualization and
,,1 social adaptation , are experienced as contradictory. In this respect,
'\r istotle made an important distinction between the shame one feels
rl'out things that are offensive to "general opinion" and about things that
,rrc offensive to "the pure truth" (Lynd '1967: 239). In the same way,
llultberg refers to a distinction drawn by members of a tribe in New
(,rinea between "skin shame" and "deep shame" (1988: 118). For ex-
,rrrrple, to be observed urinating or having sexual intercourse generates a
l,r'ling of skin shame. But to insult spirits of the ancestors provokes a
ri..r.tion of deep shame. In the first case, shame is an emotional response ro
tlrc violation of social norms. The sec,'nd forn ol shame comcs into olav
rr rlh lhc violation of an innt'r valrrc systt'nt lssoci.rtccl with the etao idL,.rt.

llrt'sc opposing lun(ti()ns t,rn h.,r,l l,r ronlli,ts withirr rrrrt.'s sttst,ol
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shame itself. For example, I may be too ashamed to exPress my dissenting
opinion in a group for fear of being laughed at, reiected, or not taken

seriously. But as soon as I arrive home, I am ready io "kill myself" for
shame for having been such a coward, so incapable of standing up for
myself. I lose self-respect because I did not stand up for what is true for me

- indeed, I may have even denied it. Such conflicts of shame are frequent.

On the one hand, shame is the deputy of an unwritten, partially intemal-
ized moral and social code, while on the other it is the defender of inner
sinceriry the lattice of our deepest convictions.

One of the most compelling passages in the New Testament addresses

this conflict: Peter's thrice-repeated denial that he was a disciple ofJesus to
avoid being ashamed before the bystanders. After the cock crowed (and he

became conscious of what he was doing), Peter remembered the words of

Jesus, went away and wept bitterly, feeling ashamed about his cowardice
thai Jesus had prophesied (Matt. 26). J.S. Bach has composed some of the

most moving music in the StJohn and St Matthew Passions for this passage

of the liturgy. Through it, we come to share in Peter's bitter rernorse and

shameful tears.
Hultberg perceptively observes that the two forms of shame are very

different by nature and actually have opposing functions (1988: 118). As I
have said, one form serves social adaptation, the other personal integrity;
one guarantees adherence to societal norms, the other Protects the indi-
vidual from the collective. Between the tlvo lies a potential for conflict that
is inherent in the nature of the human species.

Shame resides on the borderline between selfand other It Plays a critical
role in the mediation of interpersonal closeness and distance, sensitively
gauging my feelings about how close I can and want to let someone come.

Oi course, trust enters into the equation as well. I must trust that the

others will respect my self-esteem and integrity if I decide not to conceal

from them "the naked truth" of who I really am. Fear of being hurt by an

intimate encounter has to do with the fear of being exposed, ridiculed, and

shamed - whether in an obvious or a subtle way. InterPersonal contact

requires that one develop a high degree of sensitivity to the "right"
balance of closeness and distance - a job in which the feeling of shame can

be of substantial help. How often have I been tormented by the shame of
having revealed too much about myself to someone whom I later decided

had not earned my frust?
The familiar, if not banal, advice to not trust "iust anybody" contains a

deep truth, if only because trust is extremely complex and easily disturbed.
Uncritical trust may not only be naive, but also self-destructive, esPecially

when there may be open or hidden rivalry requiring one to stay on guard

To survive, it is necessary to develop a keen sense for who one can and

cannot trust.
The capacity to realistically aPPortion trust and mistrust is usually

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL MEANING OF SHAME

lrrrrlld up with one's childhood story which determines the degree of
,lrll(.rcntiation possible for each individual. The childhood story can also
lu. lhc cause of various disturbances, a topic that I will be discussing at
y r,,.rtcr length when I deal with the shame-complexes and their treatment
rrr tlrcrapy. The essential element is always trust in one's own powers and
rrrr.r values - or in a nutshell, "self-confidence." The less self-confidence
,' r, I self-esteem one has, the greater the likelihood thai one will fall victim
t' I urtcnse shame and fear of shame. Therefore the next chaDter will be
'lr.r,otc.d to an in-depth exploration of the psychological bisis of self-
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THE FEELING OF
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HUMAN DIGNITY
Today, everyone seems to know what self-esteem is. But when we stop to
think about what the feeling of self-esteem is made of and how it comes
about, we see what a complex matter it really is. A great deal has been
written on the topic as it relates to psychoanalysis, especially as a part of
the sweeping interest in narcissism; indeed, from a psychoanalytic per-
spective, disturbances of self-esteem belong to the realm of narcissistic
disorders. Recently, there has also been a dramatic rise in the number of
studies dealing with the complex topic of the "self." I cannot embark on a
detailed discussion of the various views that have been argued here,
preferring to restrict myself to a few points directly relevant to our topic.

Self-esteem refers to the worth or dignity that one ascribes to oneself. In
German, the word Selbswertgefilhl makes this clear: it is a feeling (Gefiihl) of
worth (Werf) that we have of our selves (Selbst). The word "esteem,"
derived from the Latin word aestimnre, denotes an estimation that I make
of my own value. This is relevant in connection with the problem of shame-
anxiety, since one could describe shame as a "guardian" of dignity. Shame-
anxiety puts us on guard against "undignified" behavior, sensitizing us to
whether or not a given event will be experienced as "degrading."

The word "dignity" sounds a bit old-fashioned, even pompous to us
today. We ihink of "dignitaries" occupying exalted positions or "reverend
fathers" comporting themselves with "dignity." To say that "it is beneath
my dignity" to get mixed up with someone or something can easily make
one sound arrogant.

In the past, one's sense of one's own worth and dignity was often linked
to one's social standing. With the coming of the Enlightenment and the
aesthetic and moral idealism of Kant and Schiller, the notion of an
individual's self-worth was transformed and internalized. It took on the
meaning of "self-esteem, the feeling of integrity, self-respect, that is, the
feeling and consciousness of what one is responsible fot what one must
do, or may not do, if one does not wish to lesscn or forfeit one's dignity as
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,r l,crson" ( Mrde, in Grimm and Grimm 1960). Goethe wrote the followinq
,,rr ethical worth:

I lere [in my breast] I feel something that moves, that says to me,
"Rameau, don'i do it." There must be a certain dignity deeply and
irradicably embedded in human nature.

(Goethe 1873)

ln such writings, the concept of dignity is linked to an ethic of personal
, orduct. The failure to heed one's conscience results in a sense of shame,
lrtluse one feels one's personal self-worth has been lessened.

Ihe present century with its concentration camps and totalitarian
It 'vqrnments, provides abundant examples of how psychic, physical, and
',, \ual rape can traumatize a victim's sense of personal dignity so severely
llr,rt shame prohibits hirn from even speaking about it. Less harmful
rrrjrrries to our personal dignity are the stuff of daily life, and often give
r r.,t' to painful feelings of shame, reiection, degradation, and insult. Some
1'r'rrple are particularly sensitive or !'ulnerable to such injuries.

()n the one hand, the sense of personal dignity is necessary to our
,,\ istence. On the other, it is considered tactless or tackv to emDhasize one,s

'lrlinity too much - or even to speak favorably of it. One is t-hen seen as a
l'f,rggart or boastet and meets with social disfavor It is undignified -
.lr,'wint oi6 -,o put one's dignity on display.

( )ur personal dignity consists not only of our own self-worth but our
'.r'nse of the worth of everything we feel belongs to us marriage partner,
l,rrrrily, clan, perhaps even religion and nation. Maintaining this dignity is
,r lrrnction that, from an archetypal perspective, holds a central position in
llrl economy of the psyche. However, the definition of what is dignified
r,rlies widely from one person to another, as does the place where shame
rrr,rrks the boundary to indigniry These variations depend on hierarchies
, 'l v,rlues created by societies, families, and individuals. For centunes, we
rn thc Occident were proud of our rationality, that faculty that gives
lrr r rnans a place in the creation above all other creatures. We had even been
lirvcn the biblical mandate to subiugate the earth to our designs. If we
, or rlti not rid ourselves entirely of our instinctuality, our animalistic body
lr I n( tions, at least we could consider those ihings undignified, as belonging
t, 

' 
,r realm, bounded by shame and unworthy of discussion.
:'()mething a young woman told me in the early 1950s provides a good

rllrrslration of this. She had a tendency to become involved in symbioiic
l, 'v| rclationships and told me that she knew of an antidote to the violent
,rrr,l rrnwanted loves she often experienced. She had only to imagine the
rrr,rrr of hcr dreams in long underwear or sitting on the toilet, wiping his
I'o,rlt.rior, to fccl completcly disgustt'ti arrd disillusionc'd. (At the time, I
.rr,,ptr t that sut l'r a graplric cxamplt' wouhl lrave bt'en ccnsorcd by any
.,.r rorrs ptrblisht'r h'irr1i lrcrrt.irlh th(.(li1',rity()l ,r n ,)catt'rnicllly rcputablc
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publication. Today it would be considered undignified for a publisher or
author to suppress such "naked" truths - so far have the boundaries of
shame shifted in four decades).

Of course, many people are still too ashamed to let others know they
underwent a hemonhoidal, Prostate, or gynecological procedure. I am

reminded of a well-known elderly woman who died from coronary failure
while siiting on the ioilei. Some of her feces remained to be seen and
probably smelled as well. The family chose to censure this fact, rePorting
instead that her body had been discovered in the hallway. Otherwise, they
reasoned, hers would have been an undignified death - making it difficult
to hold a dignified memory of her. Such boundaries of shame are

understandable. But the general effort to establish a less inhibited relation-
ship to different parts of the body is a healthy development

To investigate further the various elements that make up this feeling of
personal dignity, we might ask ourselves what asPects of ourselves we are

proud of. Then we could ask what aspects of behavior we would rather
hide from ourselves and others. These are, to begin with, questions of self-
representation: what conscious or unconscious self-image informs my
conduct? Second, they are questions that bring to light the judgment that
I assign to this image. Self-judgment usually takes place without conscious
reflection; I spontaneously allow certain aspects of myself to come up for
review while keeping other Parts out of sight. Thus such iudgments are

usually made according to an unquestioned value system that exercises its
influence unconsciously. Feelings of personal worth and dignity may be

based on values that vary greatly from person to person and culture to
culture. But one thing is common to every loss of dignity: the feeling of
shame it promotes.

THE CONCEPT OF SELF: SENSE OF SELF,
CONSCIOUSNESS OF SELF

As I have said, the multifaceted theme of the self has met with mounting
interest in recent years and has been the subject of discussion in countless
books and articles (e.g. Fordham 1986, Gordon 1985, Jacoby 1990, Kohut
1977a,7977,Redfearn 1985). Here I would like to address a few points from
this literature that are relevant to our toPic.

We might begin with the idea of the self as it is understood in
psychoanalysis. Here, self is interPreted to mean "myself," ihe way I
experience myself as a whole person, both in my conscious and un-
conscious ideas about myself (Hartmann 7964: -127). Psychoanalysts
speak of "self-representation," meaning the way my personality is

represented in fantasy. My fantasies of myself conform well enough with
reality to contribute flexibly to my self-rcalization and productively to

self-tvaluation. But the way I rePresent mysclf in fantasics may also
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r('llect a distorted, overblown, understated, shifting, or impoverished
rrnage of myself. Then there is the question of whether I can have a
lolatively objective view of my self that takes into account both my dark
,rnd rosy sides. Or is the act of evaluation itself distorting? In other
words, do I have a more or less realistic assessment of myself and my
|t'rsonaliry or is there a disturbance in my self-perception and self-
.rssessment? Who judges and evaluates whom? Can we trust that judging
"voice" in us to be more or less objective? And upon what criteria are its
yrrdgments based?

Such questions have to be asked over a course of psychotherapeutic
lr('atment whenever the analysand makes self-deprecating remarks that
:,ound destructive and that do not correspond to the image that I as an
.rnalyst have of him. When I ask who it is that makes such judgments, and
.rccording to what criteria, the analysand often realizes that he first heard
:,uch iudgments from significant others early in life, and then un-
r onsciously adopted them as his own. "Identification with the aggressor,,
rs a common defense mechanism that is unconsciously employed in order
lo disarm potential enemies (as well as the analyst). Thus, one attempts to
Iorestall an unfavorable judgment from the outside by doing it to oneself
lrfst within. Obviously, it is helpful to make such mechanisms conscious.
I his task describes what is literally meant by the term "analysis." It is a
I'rocess of separating unconscious mixtures into their component ele-
rrrcnts, for example differentiating between one's own self-evaluation and
;rrdgments made by significant others in the past. Such analyses and their
,rltcndant insights can be of great value. But when we are dealing wiih
,listurbances of self-esteem, differentiaied insights are quickly absorbed
,r1i,rin in an all-encompassing feeling of worthlessness. The roots of this
lrr'ling usually go much deeper than any convincing insight. Differ-
r.rrtiation between a realistic self-perception and all kinds of distorting
lrrtlgments made by an internalized auihority figure (the "superego") is
,lrrickly blurred; the negative or positive values given to the self-image
lr.r ve an effect on our entire emotional state and influence in h.rrn the way
ur,,, perceive ourselves.

Now, I would like io disiinguish between the sense of self as such and
tlrc feeling of self-esteem. In other words, I would like to touch upon the
',, rrsc of self and how it comes into being before coming back to the
I'r'oblem of how one applies internal judgrnents to that self.

Mahler ef a/. described the sense of selfas the earliest perception ofone's
,.\istence as a separate entity. It is not the feeling of zulio i am, which would
rrrvolve a comparison with others, an assessment, but simply the feeling
tirrrl Iam(Mahleref n/. 1975:8). I should point out that I am using the phrase
'.,r'rrsc of self" in a non-tcchnical way, becaust it comes closest to

, rpn'ssirrg thc expcricncc I havc in mincl: namcly, thc scnsc that it is I
rrryst'lf wlro,rcts, rt'at ts, fir.ls, arrd llrinks- Nt'vcrtht'lt'ss. nllrc will ncctr ro
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lt s.ritl lrrtt'r ()n tlrc important distinctions between the theorettcal con_
slrrrcts of "1," " ego," and ,,self.,,

Theorctically, at least, we can djsiinguish between the feelins that I am
and thc feeling of who or how I am, - the latter always includinq"the values
l_attribute to myself. Ego-functions and conscious intentions a"re based on
the feeling that I am, i.e. my sense of self, and thus it seems relevant to
consider the origins of the sense of self in early childhood.

I am interested, above all, in the views of modern infant researchers who
believe they have discovered a subjective sense of self that long predates
the existence of any image or representation of the self, inde-ea that is
observable soon after the child is born. Here I rely especially on the work
of Daniel Stern (1985), which draws upon noi only his'own clinical
experrence and research but that of other Americans working in the field.
On the basis of this research, Stern arrived at certain hyp"otheses con-
cerning the origin ofa sense of self. In its earliest stages, the iense oi self has
nothing to do with reflective consciousness or sp.-eech. In the following
pages, I would like to describe and discuss those points made bv Stern that
seem to be of particular relevance for our toDic.

STAGES IN THE ORGANIZATION OF THE SENSE OF
SE LF: DANIEL STERN

Stern proposed a model for the emergence of the sense of self through
developmenta.l stages taking place in the ,,interpersonal world,, of the
rnranr. From the very beginning, he reports, this sense of,,self,, includes
an "other"; it is always a sense of -self with other,, For the infant, the
"other" is its most important caretaker _ in most cases the mother This
model of development differs from popular psychoanalytic views, which
are based largely on the rindings of Maigaret Mahler. Aciordine ro Vahler
cl ql. (1975\. after a brief, initial phase of ,.autism.,, fhe iniant passes
through a stage of symbiotic fusion with the mother (between the second
and seventh month), after which it begins gradually to differentiate itself
as a separate person. In contrast, Stern and other researchers have
observed that infants are already able to distinguish between themselves
a-nd other people at birth. This explains why newborns are able to
distinguish the smell of their own moiher,s milkfrom that of a ,,stranger
(Stern 1985: 39f). Infants also clearly prefer human faces to other vlsual
patterns. In addition, the experimenters found they were able to enter rnto
a_ dialogue with their tiny subiects in which ihe infants made such
observable responses 

_as 
turning their heads, sucking, Ioolinl at the

experrmenter, and looking away. Such e\periments leJ Stern tJ have a
series of insights about the mental experience of infants that challengcs
exlsting psychoanalytic theories of development.

From birth until thc second month, thr inf.tnt Iiv(,i, in .r wrrrki llr,rt 5tcrn
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,,rlls the domain of the "emergent self." In this preliminary stage,
1',r|ticular events and perceptions are experienced as whole entities, but
tlr| newborn perceives them as separate moments with no cumulative
,,.l,rlion to each other Observing such discrete, unrelated experiences,
,,tlrcr psychoanalytical thinkers have concluded that infants live in an
r rr r,lifferentiated state. Howevet according to Stern, the subjective life of
llrl infant may consist of many distinct and vivid experiences. For now,
rr , h.rve no way of knowing whether the infant experiences a connection
l ,, lween these various experiences. But soon, these single mornents begin
, 
'r 1',.rnizing themselves into successively larger, more comprehensive
.lr r rctures. The infant experiences what Stern called an "emergent self"
'vlrt'n an inner creative process begins, that brings the infant into the first
, l,,rnain of organized self-experience.

stcrn called this first domain the sense of a "core self." He and other
r, -,t'.rrchers observed that by the second month, a sense of self has already
,ln'eloped that allows the infant to experience intention and motivation as
rl , own. At this point, the infant's sense of its own body, its boundaries,
.' rrr I its sense of coherence have also come alive. At the same time, it has the
, \ l,(' ence of beinS together with an "other" - the caretaker. These are not
r,rPq'1ie1sgs of symbiotic fusion but, according to Stern, simply a way of
,r'rrring together with "self-regulating others." The infant experiences
,lr.rnges in its own state coming about via the "other," for example
tlrlrugh nursing, bathing, and the changing of diapers. A sense of the self
tlr.rt is associated with the need for security - bonding, mutual gazing,
',rruggling, and being held - is dependent on the caretaker. In spite of the
l,r( I that the infant's sense of self changes along with the activity of the
, ,rrllaker, the boundary between self and other remains intact. This can be
l.ilcr described as relatedness to a "self-regulating other" than as a
rrr"r'ging, though it is important to keep in mind that, in this phase, the
url,rnt's experience consists primarily of body-feeling and exchanges of
1'lrysical intimacy.

lh'tween the seventh and fifteenth month a capacity develops for actual
rrrlr'rpersonal relatedness. Infants discover that they can share subjective
, r l,t'ricnces with someone else. While in the previous phase the infant's
rrl'jcctive experience was still determined by the moiher's regulation,

r,,,,"v the focus shifts to the need for common experience. The infant
,lr',, r rvers which aspects of its experience can be shared and which cannot.
.\ t onc cnd of a hypothetical spectrum of infant experience in this stage of
.r ",rr rtrjcctive" sense of self, would be the feeling of psychic connectedness,

't llr('othL-r would be a scnse of profound isolation, even a "cosmic
l,'rrr'lirrt',:c" (Kiihlcr 198f1: 6l). According to Stern's model, it is only now
rlr,rl lusi()n with thc significiltt ()th('r is possiblc, while in thc psycho
,rn,rlyti< vit'w, tht' pt'rioti rrl synt[-riosis lrr.fiirrr to n'ccric at scvcr] k) nin(,
rrrorrllrs. lhc tlttisivr. l.rtlor-.rl lhis slalit. is ",rllr'<.1 irllu n(.nl('nl:" i.(,., [(t
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what extent are mother and child able to attune themselves to each
other's affects? Such an attunement assures the continued development
of the infant's subjective sense of self and the emergence of the domain of
intersubiectiviiy. At best, the mother's sensitive, affirming attitude
allows the child to feel: "l know that you know how I am doing" (K<ihler

1988: 64). Thus, in this stage of development, the human need to exPress
oneself, to be seen, heard, and understood becomes central for the first
time.

The age of fifteen to eighteen months initiates a new stage in the
organization of the child's sense of selfand its relatedness to the other. This
burst of growth, coinciding with the acquisition of language, could be
likened to a revolution. It begins with the infant's capacity to take itself as

the obiect of its own reflection. Thus, an "objective self" comes into being
next to the "subjective self" of earlier phases. The propensity of children of
this age io look with fascination at their own reflection in the mirror is a
clear indication of this phase, as is the development of the capacity for
symbolic play. Through language, issues such as bonding, autonomy,
separation, and intimacy, are practiced with the significant other at a level
not previously possible.

But language is a double-edged sword. On the one hand it enriches the
field of common experience, on the other hand, limits it. Only part of the
original global experience can be expressed in words; the rest remains
inaccurately named and poorly understood. Many other realms of experi-
ence remain likewise unexpressed, left to lead a nameless but nonetheless
very real existence. Language thus drives a wedge between two modes of
experience: one that can only be lived directly, and another that can be
verbally represented. To the extent that experience is connected to words,
the growing child becomes shut off from the spontaneous flow of experi-
ence that had characterized the preverbal state. Thus the child gains entry
into its culture at the cost of losing the strength and wholeness of its
original experience. Stern describes this development as follows:

The self becomes a mystery The infant is aware that there are levels
and layers of self-experience that are to some extent estranged from
the official experiences ratified by language. The previous harmony
is broken.

(Stern 7985:272)

This crisis in self-comprehension occurs because, for the first time in its
life, the infant experiences the selfas divided and rightly senses that no one
can heal this split (Ster 19851272).

Stern thus described four organizational stages in the development of a
sense of self: the emergent self, the core self, the subjective self, and the
verbal self. But he emphasized, quite importantly in my view, that these
points of crystallization are not strictly boundt'd. Tht'varittus structures

'll l
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, onlprising the child's sense of self may develop in succession, each
lr.rving its own period of formation and vulnerability. However, the
lrrllhcr stages do not simply replace the previous ones. Once a particular
'lrr,rlity in the sense of self has been established, it remains for the rest of
,,rrr"s life. In other words, there are four fundamental ways of being in the
rvorld. Over a lifetime, these can develop, differentiate, become renewed
,,r t'nriched, but they can also remain undifferentiated, atrophy, or split off
Itt,111 s11911.

stern uses the experience of making love to illustrate these four
, , rcristing domains.

Making love, a fully involving interpersonal event, involves first the
scnse of the selfand the other as discrete physical entities, as forms in
rnotion - an experience in the domain of core-relatedness, as is the
sense ofself-agency, will, and activation encompassed in ihe physical
acts. [I would like io add that each partner mutually influences and
.rlters the state of the other's bodily self-experience. MJI

At the same time it involves the experience of sensing the other's
subjective state: shared desire, aligned intentions, and mutual states
of simultaneously shifting arousal, which occur in the domain of
intersubjective relatedness. And if one of the lovers says for the first
time "I love you," the words summarize what is occurring in the
other domains (embraced in the verbal perspective) and perhaps
introduce an entirely new note about the couple's relationship that
rnay change the meaning of the history that had led up io and will
l()llow the moment of saying it. This is an experience in the domain of
vt'rbal relatedness.

(Stern 1985: 30)

I rvorrld add that lovers tend to create an idiomatic language of interaction
tlr.rl Dray bear a certain resemblance to ihe dialogue between mother and
, lrrltl. This sort of language facilitates an instinctive emotional exchange,
,'' lr r lc a highly abstract language, aimed only at the "head," would hinder
' r r, Ir ln exchange.

What about the domain of emergent relatedness? That is less readily
.rPParent, but is present nonetheless. One may, for example "get lost
rn" the color of the other's eye, as if the eyes were momentarily not
l,,rrt of the core othet unrelated to anyone's mental state, newly
l()rrncl, and outside of any larger organizing network. At the instant
llrr' "colorecl cyc" cemes again t() belong to the known other, an
lrr('rgeltt ('xpcricncc has occurrcd, an expt'rit nce' in the domain of
r.r r('r[('nt r('lI tcd n('ss.

(St('rn 1985: 30 l)
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THE GENESIS OF HUMAN PATTERNS OF INTERACTION

When the infant's experiences of a "self-regulating other" repeat them-
selves, they become recorded in memory and internalized, in a more
general form, as ideas and expectations. In other words, they become
internal psychic representations, which Stern (in his American style) calls
by the acronym RIGS: "representations of interactions that have been

generalized." These RIGs are not isolated images of mother and father, nor
representations of "self" and "object"; but rather they are fantasies and
expectations about interactions with significant others. For the child, they
form an inner knowledge garnered from experience about how the
activities of the other (caretaker) affect its state - whether throuBh
stimulation, satisfaction, fright or pain. Since these ideas or representa-
tions are active with or without verbalization, ihe child can evoke its
companion even when alone. For example, a child may have had fun
playing with its mother. Later, it expresses pleasure playing on its own,
due to the "historical result of similar past moments in the presence of a

delight- and exuberance-enhancing (regulating) other" (Stern 1985: 113).

The reaction that originally took place only in the presence of the other
now repeats itself independently of her As Stern writes:

The infant's life is so thoroughly social that most of the things the

infant does, feels, and perceives occur in different kinds of relation-
ships. An evoked companion ... or fantasied union with mother rs no
more or less than the history of specific kinds of relationships or the
prototypic memory of many specific ways of being with mother

(Stern 1985: 118)

Of course the mother also has her own ideas and expectations of inter-
action. Her "evoked companion" includes not only the child, bui also, in
an experiential background derived from earlier interactions, her own
mother Mother's own maternal fantasies enter into the interaction with
her child as well. There are also areas in which the subjective worlds of
mother and infant overlap.

According to Stern, the subjective experience of the child is largely
social, regardless of n'hether the child is actually with others or alone.
From an introverted perspective, howevet this statement can only be

valid if one defines "self-regulating other" broadly enough to include
inirapsychic images and ideas, as does Kohut to some extent in his concept
of the "self object." To my mind, it is important to emphasize that the inner
representations take on a more or less generalized form and are not limited
to association with the personal mother Frorn a Jungian standpoint, wc
could attribute our capacity to form a general "representation" or inner
image out of countless independcnt c'xpcricnccs to a creativc, structuring
lnwt'r called thc archctypc.
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l his concludes my brief summary of hypotheses by infant researchers,
''o vividly described by Stern, that seem relevant to my theme. I hope the
r,',rrler has found Stern's points as persuasive as I have. The work gives us
rr, w insights not only into mother and infant interactions, but all kinds of
r, l.rtional structures in which individuals become involved - including
llr(' analytical situation. That is how I .iustify the relatively detailed

"vrropsis given here. Readers familiar with models of early childhood
,l('vclopment worked out by psychoanalytic or Jungian writers (e.g.

Ncrrmann 1988, Fordham 1969,1976) will ask themselves, as I do, how
tlrcsc. models relate to Stern's, which is "correct " and whether they are not
r'rutually contradictory

I his question has concerned me a great deal. Indeed, it has dawned on
rrl that in this area I am very much in what Stern describes as the domain
,'l ,rn "emergent self." This is a realm character2ed by a sense of
, lr',t onnection between separate parts of experience, which are like islands
ilr.rt would like to grow together into a continent. In the realm of the
', rrre'rging self," in other words, a central core has not yet become solid

,.rrough to allow for integration of the separate parts. Of course, the need to
rri(.Brate various parts into a whole is archetypal, representing one of
llrrrlanity's most fundamental concerns: the quest for a unity underlying
, lrvt'rsity (Samuels 1989; 33ff; Spiegelman 1989: 53ff). However, my
,'lr1r'tive here is not to write a theoretical treatise comparing various
, , 

'rrr'epts of the self, but to explore self-esteem and its relation to shame-
,r |l \ i('ty. For those interested in a comparative discussion and hypothetical
rrrlr'11ration of various concepts of the self, I have provided some thoughts
rl ,rn appendix. I would also refer interested readers to a relevant chapter
rt .rry book lndiuiduation and Narcissisn (Jacoby 1990).

THE PSYCHOGENESIS OF SELF-ESTEEM

\" ,.ricl before, self-esteem is the basic value I attribute to my personaliry
I lrr,, ,rssessment is deeply rooted in the unconscious, and is only alterable
rlrtlrirr limits. With high self-esteem, I have a good, satisfied, "loving"
lr', lrr1; about my self-image- the fantasy I have of myself. Self-deprecation
rr,l lt'clings of inferiority stem from a correspondingly negative evalu-
.rtrlrr Again, such selfjudgments are closely bound up with theevaluations

'rr, 
| ;rrtlgments significant others have made of us beginning early in life.
llr(' patterns of fantasy described by Stern - fantasies etched by

rrtr.r.r( li()ns between thc self and the "self-regulating other" (RIGs) - are
I r.rrrntiously important in the psychogenesis of self-esteem - that is, in its
, rrrr'lion,tl birth ancl the clcvclopmcnt of its various manifestations. Not-
'\ rllr:,l,rl(ling its own initiative and clistinctrcss, thc self of the infant is
',,rrlrrrrr,rlly clt.Pt'rrtlt'nt on tlrr' "st'll rcgrrlaling other," ancl tllus thls

, 'llrcr " h.rs ;rrr r.xlrcrrrr'lv ritr isivc inllrrt'lrrr' ()n lll(' inlinll's slatc of h<'irrt.
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The formation of a healthy sense of self-esteem therefore depends on a

good enough "match" and "mutual attunement" between infant and

Iaretaker. Under the best of circumstances, small hints suffice to alert the

caretaker to the infant's immediate needs - whether for changing, feeding

or whatever. It is also essential that he be sensitive to moments when the

infant wants to be left alone, for it already requires a certain amount of

"private space in time" (Sander 1983) to pursue its own interests without

*nidun.". In other words, an infant needs the opportunity to choose

i-or1g u variety of possibilities for setting its activities into motion,

developing initiative, and watching what happens. Donald Winnicott
expresied ihe opinion that the capacity to be alone is based on a paradox -
namely the experience of being alone in the Presence of someone else'

It is only when alone (that is to say, in the presence of someone) that

the inf;nt can discover his own personal life. The pathological

altemative is a false life built up on reactions to external stimuli
(Winnicott 1958: 34)

It seems that by being sensitive to the infant's "private space," a caretaker

helps the child estabiish healthy patterns of interaction lf the child could

talk, it might express its corresponding feelings this way: "I have the

permission and the right to have free time and sPace to Pursue my own
ictivities. This does not necessarily disturb others; in fact, they welcome

it. I can be myself, can be true to myself, even when I am with others-" Or:
"I don't insult anyone even if I am not always communicative and

plugge<i in to them. If I have nothing to say, no one is going to feel

awkward or hurt."
Caretakers are not always able to provide the infant with this free space

because they themselves need the infant's affirmation of love too much Or

their anxiety does not allow them to relax their constant, controlling care'

Experiences with such needy or anxious caretakers give rise to patterns of
intbraction thai, if the infant could speak, might be rendered thus: "l am

only accepted under the condition that I constantly show my love and care

for"otheri. Spontaneity is dangerous; everything must be kept rigidly
under controi." This pattern of interaction is evident in persons who suffer

from dependency, passivity, and lack of initiative. ln Jungian terminology,

this condition is called a "dominance of the mother complex " Some

caretakers resent having to be always there for the "crybaby" and the

restriction this putson theirfreedom to Pursue their own personal interests

Such an attitude may well impair the quality of care a Person is able to

bring to a child, who probably will go away feeling thai: "I must be

than-kful that anyone spends any time with me at all. Sooner or later I will
be left alone. Basically I am a bother and a nuisance to others "

Of crrursc, many difft'rcnt kinds of rclationships can rlevclop bt'tween

carclakt'r arrd chiltl, btrl a rt'lativcly (r('qllcnl Pntl('rlr is ottt' ilt which tht'
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,ltrality of relatedness shifts according to the caretaker's mood. Periods of
lr,rrmonious mutuality are suddenly disrupted by the wiihdrawal of
l\rrental attention and caring. As a result, the infant's interactional
lutterns may be marked by a basic mistrust, a sense of the unreliability of
,,thers and oneself. Of course, fluctuations are unavoidable in the climate
l,etween two persons; indeed they are part of a process of "optimal
Jtrstration" necessary for maturation. But an infant that cannot depend on
,r ccrtain continuitv of attention and ernpathic care, in spite of its own
, onstant efforts, loses its basic trust and self-confidence. In other words,
rvhen the "self-regulating other" is unreliable, the infant experiences too
rrruch fluctuation in its sense of self-esteem.

An infant's wishes to understand and to be understood first manifest
llr(.mselves during the development of the subjective sense of self and its
,iomain of intersubjectivity. At that time, a need arises in the child for
nrutual expression of subjective experience such that every thwarting of
tlrat need can have a very negative effect. Parents are already socializing
llrc infant in a particular way when, consciously or unconsciously, they
rcspond empathically to certain not-yet verbal expressions and either fail
lo notice or dismiss others with certain disdainful gestures. As mentioned,
llris is the stage when the infant is first exploring which aspects of its
t,r'ivate world mav be communicated and which are better withheld.
I )r'pending on the results of these explorations, there will either be a sense
,,1 psychic commonality or a sense that the world holds little or no
rrnderstanding, and an accompanying sense of isolation. Thus the question
,,1 which parts of the inner universe can be shared is a matter of the greatest
rnr port6nc9. $smg experiences cannot be shared because they are subject to
r t,rboo, an unspoken "Don't touch that." Here are the preverbal origins of
.rrch judgmental "inner voices" as, "We don't talk about such things," or

, vt'n, "We don't think about such thines."
( )ne might object that much of the foregoing may be a projection of adult

l,rrrtdsies onto infants. Could the infant really be so sensitive to the
;rrtlgments of others? An experiment devised by Emde would indicate that
rt rs - i.e., that infants in this phase sense the reactions of their caretakers
, r rrrl dttune themselves accordingly (see Stern 1985: 132). In the experiment,

'rr infant is brought to a "visual cliff," an optical illusion that causes a
, ( r tirin amount of fear. Typically the infant hesitates, unsure whether or
ri 'i t() continue crawling, thcn it looks to its parent and adopts his affective
l.r( i,rlexpression as its guideline. If the parent smiles, the infant crawls on
rv r lh a happy cxpression. lf he shows feat the infant stays where it is. Thus,
,,rr' rray concluclc that nt ninc months, many infants have already
,1, ,,'r'lopttl a refined senst'of which of its nrotlcs of c-xpression and activity
.rrr',lcsiratrlt',rntl whit lr ,trt' not.

I lrclit'vt' lhirI lr.rrrolrr' slr,rrtrr'. tt',r{ lr()rs n).tv lirsl lnnk(' {hr'ir .rptrt'ar,rlrt c
,l llris Plr,rsr, wlrr,rtr'vr't llrr' itrl.rrrl'' r i'rrrrrnr,.rlr,'l\ ,rr .,, lrrirlr, s trrrtl
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with serious disapproval. Parental disgust at anal excretions is only one
kind of rejection. If an infant disturbs its parent by touching its stool,
crying at the wrong moment, showing fear, or shrieking with joy, he may
not have to say anything for the infant to hear the message: "Shame on
you," and "lf you keep on like that, you are certainly not the good little
child we wanted and cxpected." When there is too much emphasis on the
caretaker's subjective reactions and too little empathy for the infant's
emotional state, affect attunement remains fragmentary at best. This
situation mav prompt in the infant the following pattern of interaction: "I
really have to accommodate myself to everyone clse if I don't want to be in
the wrong place at the wrong time if I don't want to feel ashamed of
myself ar.rd unwanted. I would do better to avoid this danger completely
by holding back all spontaneous expressions." More severe disturbances
in the emotional encounter between caretaker and child would result in a
"tapc" such as, "No matter who I am, no matter what I say, I alienatc
everyone. No one will ever accept me, and if I seek relationship with
others, I will meet with humiliating rejection."

When there is mutual agreement in the domain of intersubjective
relatedness, the infant will also develop a sense of having an effect on the
expcriencc of the other But children that have been damaged in this
domain often cannot believe that they can be important to others simply by
virtue of their existence and the radiance of their natural being. They
imagine that they rnust make gifts and do good deeds in order to earn the
love of others; at the very least, they feel ihat they must accomplish
outstanding achievement in order to be accepted. They may long for
someone to love them for their own sake, but believe this remote desire has
little iustification or hope of fulfillment.

Disturbances at the stage of preverbal intersubjectivity may also have
the apparently opposite effect: in a compensatory fashion, persons who are
wounded in this domain may force themselves on others to rnake sure they
get the attention that is their due. They will do anything, from demon-
strative sulking to brash displays of power

In any case it is in the domain of intersubiectivity that emotional
abandonment might take place, leaving the child with a serious deficit in
the area of self-esteem (see also Asper 1993).

When significant others take pride in the small child's growing capacity
for verbal expression, a pattern of interaction is established that promotes
growth and stimulates a joy in linguistic expression. But some ambitious
parents constantly correct their children, hoping to speed up their mastery
of the language. This can create a pattern of interaction expresscd by the
following "tape": "Every time I say something the way it spontaneously
comL's out, I am criticized. I always have to watc]r what I say." Depending
or one's inniltL. rht.krrical talcnts, this pr()gramminll may lr'.rcl i() elcgant
discotrrsc in arlrrlthtxrtl. lltrt jtrst as oftcrt, il can bc t'rPllicnrtrl as arr
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rmpossible expectation, inhibiting spontaneous verbal expression and
r'reating a sense of inferiority.

Many parents are justifiably glad when their child gradually "becomes
lcasonable" in the domain of the verbal sense of self. But a child-rearing
philosophy that overemphasizes reasonable explanations can be danger-
,,us. When this lopsided emphasis on reason overshadows the more
onotional approach of mutual attunement, large portions of the child's
l)syche are not heard, and the child feels abandoned. Overly intellectual
l\rrents, or parents who suffer from narcissistic disturbances of empathy,
,rrc at a loss in the domain of intersubjectivity. They are thus under-
',l,rndably relieved when their child finally submits to "reason." This
,'ituation may give rise to the following pattern of interaction: "My need
lor seul-qq.^..,irn, for a feeling- or intuition-based approach to myself
,r nd the world, falls upon deaf ears. Thus, this whole domain must be of no
r.rlue; what counts is reason and reasonable negotiation in all matters. To
t,r kc feelings seriously and try to share them only brings embarrassment."
( onsciously or unconsciously, the child comes to expect that he will not be
rrrrderstood, and to fear rejection and devaluation.

I realize that my discussion of the origins and development of self-
( steem has focused largely on potential problem areas. I attribute this to
tht diformation professioflelle of the psychotherapist, who mostly encounters
,listurbances. But a study of deficiency symptoms can shed light on the
, ()nditions necessary for the development of a realistic sense of self-worth.
lir ssp114.ir" the development of healthy self-esteem depends on the
,,rretaker's love for the infant's very existence, both its psychic and
l,lrysical expressions. But that is not all. As Stern emphasizes, mutual
.rllunement depends on more than the good will of the caretaker Some-
lrnes temperamental differences make it nearly impossible for "affect
,rllrrnement" to take place between parent and child. Moreover, infants are
,lrlfcrently endowed with vitality and with the ability to reach out and get
tlrl care and attention they need. Then again, not every child can express
r l! native essence and joy in a way that the caretaker can welcome. Thus, I
I'r'licve that parents should not become unduly insecure by reading
l)\yrhological literature. Often the very fear of "not doing it right" will
,,rrrsc a stiffening of their emotional and intuitive interactions with their
,lrild. The ideal of the "perfect parent" is often counterproductive, as
t lrlista Rohde-Dachser suggested in her essay, "Farewell to the Cuilt of
tlrc Mothers" (1989).

( livcn this cavtat, the basic ideas described here concerning the influence
,,1 ('.rrly interactions betwe('n child ,tld c.rre takcr on the developmcnt of
r.ll t'stt'cm are ccrtainly important. Still, the life of the psyche is too

, , rrrrPlcx to bc satisfactorilv cx[rl.rint'tl by ,r f1'ly 1tnr1. t irtt('rns. Such factors
r',lr'lr'rtst's attrl trrrrrpt'tts,tliorrs.tlso ttr'rrl lo lt' trrrtsitlr'rt'ti-

An int('r( slinl',, l)ttl rr()rc llr{\r{'li(,rl Psyr Irokr1iir,rIL1rrr'.,Iiorr worrlrl lrt': lo
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what degree do patterns of interaction established in the various domains
of the sense of self have an archetypal quality? To what extent are these
patterns at the basis not only of interpersonal but of intrapsychic
communication that is, communication between the ego and the
"figures" of the unconscious? Though I cannot pursue this question here,
I would like to remind the reader of Erich Neumann's description of
"archetypal stages of development." Neumann said the Self (using that
word in the Jungian sense) was the center of the personality, guiding the
child through the various archetypal stages of development. But he
rightly added:

The evocation of the archetypes and the related release of latent
psychic developments are not only intrapsychic processes; they take
place in an archetypal field which embraces inside and outside and
which always includes and presupposes an outsidc stimulus a

world factor.
(Neumann 1988: 82)

According to Neumann, the first "world factor" was in the mother and the
"primal relationship." The success of that relationship would determine
whether or not an "integral ego" could develop.

There arises a positive tolerance on the part of the ego which, on the
basis of its attitude of security and confidence toward the mother, is

capable of accepting the world and itself, because it has a constant
experience of positive tolerance and acceptedness throu8h the
mother

(Neumann 1988: 58 9)

In other words, a pattem of interaction is established that is infused with
the basic fantasy, "l am loved, cared for, and valued by others the way I
am." A foundation is laid for the development of healthy self-confidence
and the construction of a "positive ego-Self axis" (Neumann 1988).

From the viewpoint of depth psychology as a general rule, a realistic
enough sense of self-respect depends on good enough parenting. Infant
research mainly emphasizes the interpersonal world and brings to our
attention the infant's own active influence on the relationship with the
parent. Those periods in which the various forms of self-experience first
manifest themselves naturally have a determining influence on the infant's
subsequent experience of self and world. But new developments are
constantly occurring in every domain of the self that extends over the
course of the entire lifespan. Thus, therapy must not confine itself to a

search for the origins of disturbances in the earliest formativc periods.
New experiences are always possible, indeed inevitable, in tlre ongtrin6
stream of life, trnd thesc may modify the original intcrnal p;rttt'rns. lf this
wcr(' n()[ s(), psychotht'rapy worrLl hartlly bc clf('ctiv(' (Sl('nl l()1J5: 27311).
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MIRRORING AND THE FORMATION OF IDEALS
llrrrs far, we have paid little attention to a phenomenon ihat greatly
rrllucnces self-esteem, namely the so-called "ego ideal" or "ideal self."

"lr,rn 
has not written about the process of idealization, because this

1'r,rr'ess may not begin until after the onset of the verbal phase and would
llr( rcfore lie outside the scope of his research. However, the "self psy-
, lr,rlogy" of Heinz Kohut does recognize the important process of ideal-
r.,,rtion (Kohut 1971a,7977). According to Kohut, a cohesive self comes into
I'r'rng, in part, when the infant's spontaneous "exhibitionistic" activities
rrrrr.t with its parent's joyful and empathic mirroring. The phrase Kohut

'r'.r's 
again and again io describe this phenomenon is "the gleam in mother's

, y', " [n other words, optimal parenial empathy lays the foundation for a
l', .rlthy feeling of self-worth, one that allows a child to win and hold on to
., "place in the sun" without compulsive ambition, but also without
,rrlribition, shame, or guiliy feelings about being "seen" or exposed in an
, 
"rl),rrassing way. In my opinion, one's need "to be respected and highly

', 1i,rrded," to enjoy a certain "distinction" in the world, is bound up with
',n( 's earliest relation to the "gleam in mother's eye."

'il('rn, Neumann, and Kohut - along with D.W Winnicoit, Michael
l,tllqap, and others - all agree that a successful early mother-thild
', l,rtionship is vital io the construction of a healthy feeling of self-worth.
l,'r tll(] practitioner, it makes little difference whether the maternal

.r r, t,rker, carrying out the work of "self-regulating other" (Stern) is called
rr(.rrnated functional realm of the Self" (Neumann) or "selfobject,,

rl,,lrut). Because such terms reveal the different emphases of varrous
tlr, olt'tical schools, they are of a certain interest for developmental
I .r', lrology, but they are not so crucial for the practice of therapy. What the
t,,.r, trtioner must possess is a well-rounded knowledge of insights from
' 1, r'r'krpmental psychology that will enable him to empathically under-
l.,r( l the patient's childhood wounds.

.\r rrrrding to Kohut, something else occurs as the self is forming. Not
,rrlt, rlocs the self desire to be admired and empathically understood by
ttr, "st'lfobject" (its caretaker); it experiences this selfobject (father or
,,,,,t1r('r) as omnipotent and pcrfect. Since, in Kohut's view, the selfobiect
' 'rr lr.rrclly be distinguished from the self's own world, the perfection
| | lr rl)r r t('d to thc sclfobject implies the child's own perfection. The infant in
, ., rrst' fuscs n,ith thc selfobject, which it experiences as idealized,

, ,,,,, r I lx )t('nt, ;lnd perfcct. Disappointment over the gradual realization that
',,, , l),rrelrts wt'rt, hlrtlly all knowing, all-powerful, and perfect, can

,11,., | ,r "lr.lnsntuting inl('rn,rlizirtion," which creates structures that can
l',, {'n){,.r nrnlrix f()r clt.vclrping itlt'als. (ln Jlltrgiiln tcrms, tl-ris would be
,ll,rl llrr' witlrrlr',rwrrl Lrl projrttions.)
lrr ollr|r' wo|rls, s(.ll (':.lr!. l L.rrr I r r ' r ' 

r 
't 

'. r I r ' r | ,rrrrl I rr.r irrl,r irrr,rl hv rrrtirns ol
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the ideals that emerge out of a fusion with an idealized "selfobjeci'" These

ideals are convincing and can become models for one's own conduct' One

thinks here of people who work very hard at worthy and meaningful tasks

- large or smill -- losing themselves completely in a higher-cause Such

oeop'i" often.unrrot admit that their noble service increases their sense of

ielFworth considerably. Consciously, they are only aware of a "selfless

devotion" to broadly human, scientific, creative, religious, or social ideas

that give their lives meaning.
ThIs brings to mind the famous syndrome of the "helPer," whose theme

could be expressed as follows: "Let me be there for you with all my power,

for that is my task in life." The fact that the helper's own self-esteem stands

or falls wiih his ability to do the task is overlooked, since such an

admission would amount to confession of an "egoistic shadow" masquer-

ading in such ideals. This shadow prefers that its power remain hidden in

a closet of shame. In a process of self-discovery, such a person must sooner

or later confront the raality that the ideal of pure altruism always breaks

down under the limits of being human.
Of course, these observations should not be taken as criticisms, meant to

discourage us from undertaking tasks transcending our personal needs'

Today m"ore than ever, such devotion is urgently needed lf performing it
contributes to one's feelings of self-worth, so much the better' After all, the

boundaries between the ego ideal and the so-called "grandiose self" are

verv flexible.
An illustration would be the sense of importance I get from doing

altruistic or self-sacrificial work for the sake of some global issue or the

welfare of others - without noticing (or by being forced to notice in an

embarrassing way) how great I seem to myself while doing it These sorts

of realizatioris sug8est that we need to direct our attention to the phenom-

enology and effects of the grandiose self

SELF-ESTEEM AND THE GRANDIOSE SELF

The so-called "grandiose self," whose effects are Iargely uncortscious, is a

factor underlyiirg a variety of disturbances of self-esteem Thus it is the

two most impoitant researchers in the field of narcissism - Otto F'

Kernbere (197'5) and Heinz Kohut (1971a) - whose names are most closely

associatel with the concept of the grandiose self, though the two have

offered differing interPretations of its psychodynamics.
Kohut believis the grandiose self rePresents a fixation at the stage of an

archaic yet normal childhood self characterized by unlimited - albeit

illusorv I omnipotence and omniscience. It is an intrapsychic "structure"

formei in early childhood around which fantasies of omniscience, omni-

;rotcltcc, ancl unlimitecl perft'ction are entwincd Unclcr flvorablc con

dilions, thc child I('arns in stlbs('(lllt'llt stilS('s of m ttlritv [{) r('(()glriz('in(l
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,rccept its Iimits. Then, grandiose fantasies are replaced, one by one, with a
tnore or less realistic feeling of self-worih.

As I have said, such favorable development depends largely on the
, hild's receiving empathic mirroring from significant others. If, howevcr,
tlris process is disturbed and with it, the integration of the grandiose self

this psychic structure can be split off from the ego and its reality testing,
or separated from these by means ofrepression (Kohut 1971a: 108). Then the
lirandiose self is no longer open to modification, but remains in its archaic
lorm, all the while exerting its influence from the unconscious. 'A
l)crsistently active grandiose self with its delusional claims may severely
ircapacitate an ego of average endowrnent," wrote Kohut, although he
,rdded that a minimally modified grandiose self can spur highly gifted
l)('rsons on to their most outstanding achievements (Kohut 1977a:108-9).
lhc grandiose self, in Kohut's view is not of paihological proportions in
I'vcry case.

F-or Kernberg, on the other hand, the grandiose self is a

pathological condensation of some aspects of the real self (the
"specialness" of the child reinforced by early experience), the ideal
self (the fantasies and self irnages of power, wealth, omniscience, and
beauty which compensated the srnall child for the experience of
severe oral frustration, rage and envy) and the ideal object (the
lantasy of an ever-giving, ever-loving and accepting parent, in
contrast to the child's experience in reality; a replacement of the
devalued real parental object) 

(Kernberg 1975:265 4)

ll is clear that Kernberg's observations and hypotheses conceming the
lir.rndiose self do not necessarily describe the same mental phenomena as
,lo Kohut's. In Kernberg's view, the grandiose self originates in a defense
rrr which the ego, identifying with this sense of grandiosity, staves off all
,lose human relationships and causes isolating loneliness. This form of
rir,rrrdiose self is part of a phenomenon that Kernberg calls "pathological
r r.r rcissism." The self-worth of one afflicted with this condition rests in the
rllrrsion of one's particular greatness. Lacking trust, such a person keeps
, )lhcrs at a distance or devalues them as long as they do not play the part
,il ,rn admiring echo. In spite of his grandiose fantasies, however, the
1,,rt hological narcissist retains the capacity for reality-testing.

lhc whole problem of the grandiose self in relation to disturbances of
,( ll ('steem requircs further elaboration. It seems to me that most people
lr,rvc sccrct fantasit's of grandiosity, whose effects unravel themselves
lr .'rrr 1fi1' s11-111q61()rrs. [Jut th('sc fantasies arc oftcn guarded wiih feelings
,,1 slllllc, ,rrrri art'hartily ovcr atlnril{etl int() consciousncss, lct akrnt'
r .rl rirlizt'tl. ( )rrr' is ,rshl rnr.tl lo lrt.sccrr ;rs lrrt'lt'nti()l rs, l nd as it tlt'fenst', ont'
rllcllll)ls l().tl)l)(.itr',rs ltrrrrrlrL',rs Prrssibk..
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rationalization or an idealized goal in order to be permitted by the ego.
For example, one subjects oneself to higher goals and ideals, or as
described earliet to persons who embody such goals and ideals in a

powerful way. When it comes to transpersonal, religious or political
causes, for which great sacrifices are required, it is often difficuli io
differentiate between a person seeking masochistic satisfaction and one
who has truly surrendered his ego. Is it masochistic to go to tail or even
undergo tortures for the sake of one's belief in human dignity or in
resistance to some dictator's corrupt policies? I don't think so, necessarily,
and therefore I believe that one must be careful in using ihe derogative
term "masochistic," restricting it to behavior in which self-torture has

become an end in itself (Cf. Gordon 1987).
Of course, not all of the degradations children suffer lead to masochistic

behavior. Some lead to "narcissistic rage" whose sadistic fantasies make
it the converse form of reaction, the other side of the coin, so to speak
(Kohut 1971b, Jacoby 1990: 171-5). Rage that has been caused by early
humiliations - and that is suppressed and eventually repressed because
one fears punishment and the withdrawal of love - can break through in
adulthood. A person with this pattern may feel justified for indulging in an
outbreak ofrage or may wish to seek revenge for past disgraces in the hope
ofrestoring his dignity and narcissistic equilibrium. But if it contradicts his
ego ideal to play the part of the angry avenger, moral shame sets in. I feel
it is extremely important for such archaic rage to be expressed within the
therapeutic situation and for the analyst to accept it. Every attempt should
be made to prevent such rage from remaining split off from consciousness
and doing its unholy business autonomously - whether in a masochistic or
sadistic fashion.

These remarks on narcissistic rage bring me to the close of this chapter,
which has dealt with variations on the experience of shame and some
hypotheses concerning their genesis and unconscious dynamics. In my
final two chapters, I will take up questions concerning the analysis and
treatment of neurotic susceptibility to shame.

MOTIFS OF SHAME
IN THE THERAPEUTIC

RELATIONSHIP

SHAME AS A REACTION TO
THE ANALYTIC SETTING

In my experience, the psychotherapeutic setting itself can cause certain
reactions of shame. Thus I feel it is important to give some attention to this
matter. Since most people who come to my practice are undergoing
scrious psychic difficulties, it is practically impossible for them not to be
vcry anxious during the first meeting. There are those among the seekers
of help who seem to be quite self-sufficient. They have no problem
claiming their space or my attention, taking the initiative and setting the
stage in the best possible way for themselves. But if one looks beneath the
surface in such cases, one usually finds a scared performer who is
"overdressed" - that is, overcompensating for his anxiety and embar-
rassment by coming on strong. Most people seeking help show obvious
signs of nervousness: sweaty hands, pale faces, uncertain eye contact,
inhibited body movements, a tense or uneven tone of voice. Of course I do
t'verything I can to put them at ease. And I would hardly succeed if I
immediately jumped in and attempted to ferret out the sources of their fear
and shame. The first session is not the right time for such probing. Clients
want to tell me first of all what moved them to seek me out. If their level of
.rnxiety climbs so high that even speech becomes laborious,l try to take the
sting out by saying something like, "It must be an odd feeling to go to a
(\)mplete stranger and to tell him personal things without hardly having
said more than hello." Many people seeing me for the first time are very
lhankful for such a comment, assuming that it is based on authentic - as
()pposed to routine empaihy. It often has a relaxing effect on them
Ircause it lets them know that anxiety and inhibition are understandable
in such a situation; they are to be regarded as natural reactions.

I myself do not feel entirc'ly comfortable allowing such words as
",rnxiety," "inhibition" or cvcrr "slramtJ' to enter the psychotherapeutic
lit'ld too soon- It is as il ,l ( ('rl,rin l;rhxr wcrt'attachecl to those words - or at
l(',lst a wanrinll l( ) l rs(' lll(,rr wilh r',r t' ,r rrrl l.rr'1. Wltilc I f('cl it is lin(' (l rr rinB
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the first meeting to mention the possibility of feeling strange, weird, or
lacking in complete trust, words such as anxiety or shame are more

difficult to digest. For even in out psychologically enlightened, even

somehow deformed, time, it is not always easy for clients - especially male

ones - to admit their fears. It might be degrading to do so, since our fears

do not fit in with our popular images of manhood. It is bad enough not to

be able to get it together on one's own - having to call on the services of a

psychotherapist. This is also the reason why no one should know anything
about a client's visits, if possible. One counts on the theraPist's Pro-
fessional discretion and hopes to avoid being seen by any other clients ln
other words, just seeking out a psychotherapist can be a matter of shame

Such a visit may even be kept a secret from one's companions, family, or
friends. There are many respectable reasons for keeping a visit to a

therapist a secret ftom one's spouse at the beginning. A woman may argue
that her partner does not comprehend matters of the heart, or that he

would get angry and perhaps jealous if he knew that she had emotional
difficulties that she did not discuss with him. With men there may be the

humiliation of not being thoughi of as man enough to stand on his own
two feet. A man who visits a theraPist may feel Iike a weakling and fear

that he will be taken less seriously by his friends, colleagues, and especially

his partner.
It was, howevet the intention of the pioneers ofpsychoanalysis to create

a setting that was as free as possible from anxiety and shame. In this spirit,
Freud required analysands to say everything that came into their minds
and analysts to abstain from any sort of criticism and judgment. Their sole

job, he said, was to interPret the psychological connections neutrally. In

Jungian practice, where Freud's basic rule was modified, and the psycho-

analytic couch replaced with a face-to-face setting, the focus is on under-

standing the conscious and unconscious situation; an attempt is made to

offer the analysand a protected space in which feelings of anxiety and

shame become completely unnecessary. This does not, however, prevent
their - sometimes forceful - re-emergence. But when they do emerge, onc

attributes them to transference and its resistances - repetitions of conflicts

and patterns laid down in childhood. Returning to the here-and-now of
the analytical situation, they can be worked on in the iheraPeutic dialogue
This momentous insight forms the basis of much of analytic psycho-

therapy since Freud.
But is the therapeutic setting iruly conceived in such a way that all

feelings of anxiety and shame can be nothing but repetitions of earlier

experiences? I am skeptical. For the therapeutic sihration really is "weird"

- a person seeking help is supposed to trust a complete stranger with his or

her most intimate - and perhaps embarrassing - concerns Apart from th('

fact that the stranger may call himself a specialist in matters of th(' Psyclr(',
th('cli('nt has ntt re;r I c()nncction with this pcrsotr' Sllrttltl il comt'ls a

SHAME ]N THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP

urmplete surprise then, if the therapist's question "What brings you
here?" fails to elicit an immediate and exhaustive outpouring of the heart?

Experience shows that there are many advantages to the guideline that
a therapist should be a stranger and an outsider to the client,s social circle.
Ilut this very unfamiliarity may make it all the more urgent for clients to
tluestion whether or not they can trust in this person. It is only natural
that a client should feel anxious about the prospect of feeling small and
.rshamed, vulnerable and exposed as soon as he opens up. Is he not
granting the therapist the power to hurt, reject, criticize, and belittle him -
cven to take advantage of his weakness?

We may well wonder whether such fears are caused by the therapeunc
setting itself - the real situation, or if they have more to do with an
('xpectation of being ashamed whose roots reach back inio childhood. In
other words, should these fears be attributed to the client,s transference-
lantasies? Considering the great variety of responses that individual
clients have to the first therapeutic encounter, there can be no clear answer.
Some potential analysands may feel so well understood by the therapist,s
way of listening and responding that they already experience relief from
the weight of their shame-anxiety during the first hour - thus inspiring in
lhem trust and hope for good things to come in the common therapeutic
t'ndeavor about to unfold. But in other cases, the client mav feel so
humiliaied by the therapist's coldness and lack of empathy that he never
r('turns, or at least resolves to stay on his guard against any further injury
to his self-esteem. He may also conclude that the therapist has good reason
not to take his whining so seriously. The therapist is after all the
professional who knows what is best. Thus, we see how difficuli it is to
distinguish between a real assessment of the situation and a reaction based
on transference. In fact, it would seem that there are hardly any real
situations of any significance that do not unconsciously call up previously
t'stablished ways of experiencing and reacting.

lf he or she were connected only to the reality of the situation, a potential
.rnalysand might have a train of thought that could be expressed as
Iollows: "My therapist is someone I don't know He is more or less
rccognized as an authority in his field. I am coming to him for therapy, and
I pay a fee, I remain free at all times to terminate the treatment; the
lherapist can not force me to continue. I have a right to be critically alert, to
cvaluate whether or not he has earned my trust. I intend to have my own
s.ry and do not need to surrender to his power of omniscience.,, But thi very
s.rme reality might inspire another train of thought altogether, i.e. ,,I need
l)sychotherapy because I am having an emotional crisis and I am confused.
so how can I be sure that my therapist is not right when he interprets my
,loubts about his compctcnce and my shame at his tactlessncss as evidence
r)l my r('sistall('e? May[.x' I rlo rrct'rl to work through this for thc sakt, of nry
l,sych()l()ti(al lirowtlr." Ihr, r'r',rlily is lhrrs that although r.lit'nts sttnr ro
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have equal rights, and to be perfectly free to enter or exit a Psychothera-
peutic contract, theraPists, in fact, are one uP on their clients. They have

command over a greater number of interPretations, which they may use to

their own advantage. The patient is nearly always in a weaker position.
(This does not mean that at certain Points in the process the client may not
make the therapist feel utterly useless, devalued, or blackmailed - for
example by means of suicide-threats.) In any case, it is extremely difficult
for people suffering from psychic wounds to sort out confidently whether

they have come to the right Place when they are deciding on a theraPist, to

knowhow seriously to take their doubts. Tilman Moser's detailed thoughts
on this issue (1984) deserve close attention.

At the outset, the person who seeks help looks up to the therapist,

feeling himself to be in an inferior or weaker Position. As awkward and

embairassing as this may be for the client, it would be even harder to take

if he had to iee the therapist in the weaker role. Then how could he be

expected to trust him? This is why most potential analysands look for an

analyst who is substantially older and more experienced than they are.

And it stands to reason. When we are physically ill, we are forced to place

ourselves in the hands of the physician and to trust his competence. [f we

undergo surgery we quite literally assume an inferior position - under the

knife. But in these cases, we are only exposing our bodies With the

psychotherapist, we reveal our most secret thoughts and actions, dreams,

fantasies, and feelings of shame and guilt. And we are not simply objects

for the physician to act upon, but active Partners; analytic psychotherapy
can go nowhere without a degree of cooperation between analysand and

analyst. Such cooperation requires a fundamental level of trust, and yet

client and therapist seem not to be on the same level. In fact, most clients

would rather look up to their theraPists than regard them as Peers - even

though they often complain about it.
So what, then, is the meaning of the oft-rePeated phrase "therapeutic

partnership"? It was Jung's view that in deeper analyses "the doctor must

emerge from his anonymity and give an account of himself, just as he

expects his patient to do" (Jung 1935a: 23). Repeatedly we hear that thc

therapist, too, undergoes an analysis, that one half of every thorough-
going analysis consists in the analyst's own self-examination. "By no

device can the treatment be anything but the product of mutual influencc,
in which the whole being of the doctor as well as that of his patient plays

its part" oung 7929:1.63). But what does this mean in daily practice? Can

such a motto be realized? I believe that the idea of a theraPeutic partnership
is crucial, but I also think that it should be relativized to some extent

Above all, we should not forget that this Partnership falls within thc

boundaries set by a contract with specific goals. lt never ceases to be all
analysis or psychotherapy of the patient's cmotional statc This means thal

thc clicnt's situati()n is n()t irrtcrch.rng('ibl(' wilh lhirl ()f lh(' thcraPisl.

SHAME IN THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP

C-lients should be able to use therapy and the therapist in the service of
their developmental processes, as Winnicott said. They should feel as free
as possible to report their troubles. conflicts, needs, their love for the
.rnalyst, as well as their hate and disappointment. Clients are granted the
right to regress and may behave as childishly as they need to within the
therapeutic setting. This is not always so easy, as fear of shame often keeps
.lients ftom letting go with the analyst.

Psychotherapists must under no circumstances let themselves go, even
if their whole being seems to cry out for ii. They must always put the
Iratient's needs first, bringing the greatest alertness and sense of iespon_
sibility to all of their actions. They can not react thoughtlessly, reiurn
blows, requite love, punish, or retaliate. Long ago, Freudian psycho-
.rnalysts worked out a treatment technique with ihe aim of keiping a
check not only on the patient's acting out, but also on the an;ly;t,s
rnappropriate emotional reactions. In Jungian analysis, where mutual
influence is recognized as an important psychotherapeutic factor, no such
tcchnical rules are set. There is nothing to protect the analyst against the
loss of therapeutic boundaries, emotional entanglements entered into in
the name of spontaneity, mutual openness, and honest dialogue. Thus, all
the more emphasis is put on a sense of personal responsitility for the
client's inner world. In any case, the partnership of therapy is not based on
t'c1ual footing.

As it happens, clients often complain about the lack of mutuality in the
therapeutic relationship. They are quite justified in pointing out that
,rlthough they know nothing of the therapist,s private life, they are
rrcnetheless supposed to iell him everything without withholding. It is
irnpossible to deny this imbalance, and since knowledge does amounr ro
power, it is no wonder that many clients feeJ as if they ire at the mercy of
rrne who knows so much about them. As the treatment continues, manv
r'lients understandably find it humiliating when the analyst becomes sucir
,rn important paft of their life and they feel, rightly or wrongly, Iike just one
of rnany, valued only for professional reasons.

However we look at it, we cannot separate such feelings from the
rrnavoidable and admittedly unnatural realities of the psychotherapeurrc
situation. Though individuals may have different reactions, therapeutic
lelationships are not the same as the natural relationships of real life.
liclationships of love or friendship that provide satisfaction over a longer
l,t'riod of time are based on a balance of give and take, and of opening up
lr) one another and setting boundaries. In comparison, the artificial
irccluality of the analytical situation may seem somewhat demeaning. It is
not by accident that we speak of "undergoing" an analysis.

Ilut is it really nccc'ssary kr fccl dcmcanc'd in this way? Is not the goal of
.rrr,rlytical psychothcrapy to st1,',r*,t.t,.n onr/s sclrsc of st,lI worth, rarnt,r

lJl
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than feelings of shame and degradation - as the very setting of therapy
seems to do? Of course, one could obiect that an analysand who is
embarrassed in front of his analyst suffers from a false shame that prevents

him from accepting the "human, all-too-human" Parts of himself. And yet

it cannot be denied that there is something degrading about the analytical
setting, a fact that clients sometimes use to iustify their resistance: "I would
feel much freer if our relationship were more natural. What can really
come of it? Why should I expose the contents of my heart to you? At some

point our relationship is going to end anyway." Or: "You always want tcr

know everything about me. But I don't know the first thing about you. I
don't know what you are really thinking." Or: "Whar ,ioes it means that
you care for me? In the end you have to see the positive in everything; it's
vour iob."- 

How can the analyst respond in such a situation without adding to the

analysand's burden of shame? C.G. Jung often recommended that, as

much as possible, analysts meet their patients "at the same level - not too

high and not too low" (Jung 1935a: CW 18:337). He Proposed that this

would minimize the difficulties caused by transference (and, i miEht add,

those caused by resistance). We have seen, howevet that the analyst and

analysand cannot meet in complete equality in the psychotherapeutic

setting. Still, we should recognize thai Jung's ideas represent a deParture

from classical Freudian technique. One of his most decisive modifications
involves analytical anonymity, the idea that analysts should not show any

human reactions and, in accordance with the rule of abstinence, should

confine their remarks to the interPretation of unconscious conflicts. By

contrast, Jung wanted to treat his analysands in a more "human" fashion,

spontaneously entering into dialogue with them. Thus he introduced a

very unorthodox style into the theraPeutic encounter that has been like a

liberating breeze for the analyst, bringing a freedom ihat I for one would
not like to renounce.

Yet some analysts have misunderstood JunS's motto that the analyst

should "give account of himself, iust as he expects his Paiient to do" (Jung

1935a: 23) taking it as permission or even a directive to tell their dreams or

describe how they deal with their own problems. Could this tyPe ol

behavior help establish a better balance so that the patient does not feel so

degraded by his or her unavoidably inferior position in the therapy? I, for
one, have my doubts. For example, the analyst should beware of tht'

danger that, with the best theraPeutic intentions and in obedience to th('

mandate to give account of himself, he may unconsciously use the clic'nl

for his own needs to get something off his chest. He may not realize whal

a burden this puts on the analysand, whose concerns he can easily krst'

sight of. In my opinion, analysts very rarely help their clients when thcy

bring their own personal difficulties into the analysis in an attemPt to hav('

an cnc()untcr on thc samc lt'vtl.

SHAME IN THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP

An example may illustrate what I mean. An analysand suffered from
periodic mood swings that he described as deep holes. Often, it took only
lhe slightest mishap to pull the rug out from under him such that he
Iell into an abyss of utter worthlessness. He would then feel completely
devalued, ashamed even to show his face at work, where he had qreat
responsibilities. It was clear that his feelings of degradation had little to do
with reality. Instead, it was his merciless unconscious grandiosity that
made such exaggerated demands on him, beating him down with feelings
()f total inadequacy. Therapeutically, I felt it was important not to leave
him alone in these holes. He needed someone to empathicallv understand
lris suffering, though in the long run he would have to wori through his
problems in connection with the vicissitudes of a difficult life-history In
those critical moments, I tried to convey to him how he was losing all
.rccess to his positive human and professional qualities by falling into the
trap of his inferioriiy complex. He usually felt better after such sessions,
,rnd it was not long before he was able to see the world and himself more
realistically. However, in retrospect he would feel ashamed to have been
such a cry-baby, dependent on my help for getting back on an even keel.

One day when he had fallen into one of his holes, I followed a
spontaneous impulse by suggesting that I knew very well how this felt,
lraving experienced something like it myself. It was only a brief hint, and

and this is very important - a true one, though perhaps more true to my
past than my present. I offered it in a moment when I believed I could
indeed comprehend how it must feel to be in his dungeon, on a spon-
laneous impulse to mitigate his shame and bring us more to the same level.
llut in the next session, he told me that my remark had made him feel
rnisunderstood. When I said that I knew of such depressed states from
pcrsonal experience, I only proved how incapable I was of imagining the
L'xtent of his suffering. To him, it was simply inconceivable that I could
cver fall into such a hell. Apparently, my analysand still needed to idealize
rne, and thus it was impossible for me to do my part in bringing us to the
same level.

Clearly it is not the analyst's personal confessions that bring mutuality
to the therapeutic setting. Ii seems to me that the same level is more a

l,roduct of the analyst's attitude, and especially his or her capacity for
cmpathy; it depends on his or her willingness to seek out the level on
!vhich a meeting can take place with each individual client. Mutuality also
, omes about when analysts try to discover what part thcy play in any
,lifficulties that may arise in the transference situation instead of always
.rttributing all the problems to the client's pathology.

As far as addressing thc one-sidedness of the therapeutic relaiionship, it
s('cms to mc most profitrble for thcrapists to admit to their clients that their
(()ntplaints arc rrnclt'rslarrti,rblt'arrtl rcalistic_ Thcrapists nL.ed to cxpr(,ss
llrcir cntpathy [or llrr.srrlk'r'irrp, llrc rrrrlss,rry irnballtrt.t'in tht,,rnalylic,rl
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situation causes their clients. The therapist's tone of voice will usually
determine whether this will be perceived as condescending or not.

Naturally, the client's suffering may also be connected to sPecific trans-
ference feelings, and can be used by him as a way of resisting. In such cases

I have had good results by speaking directly to the matter, for instancc,
saying, "something in you is so infuriated by the inequaliiy of this

relationship that it seeks to Prevent us from working together. It would br'

a pity for you and for me if our therapy should fail because of this."
In short, I feel it is most important to affirm the analysand's sense that

the analytic situation may be difficult to bear with and to do so beforc

interpreting all difficulties as stemming from the transference or from
resistance.

SEXUALITY

The clich6 is still alive and well that analysis deals mainly with sexual

issues. Thus analysands often expect - or fear - that the analyst will wanl
to know all the details of his or her intimate life. Freud's perspectives havt'

hardened into dogma. This is one reason why today many PeoPl('
specifically seek out an analyst of the Jungian persuasion. They have reacl

or heard that Jungians do not regard everything as a sexual matter, and in

fact take the spiritual dimension very seriously. What of this is true?

Jungian psychology also seeks ihe symbolic qualities of sexuality, in
dreams, fantasies, and even in behavior. According to the "interPretation
on the subjective level," for instance, sexual intercourse in dreams can bt'

seen as a union of the ego with another part of the psyche, a coniunctio itt
the language of alchemy. This idea of a subjective level of interpretation is

ouite valuable. It turns our attention to the inner tendencies of tht'

personality and helps bring them to consciousness. But we must also

guard against the dangerous trap of playing down or glossing over tht'

ieal physical acts that sexual drivenness can lead to. Feelings of shamt'

about one's sexuality may affect both client and analyst, leading them trr

use symbolic interPretations as a way of avoiding painful and awkwartl
issues. In such cases, interest in the subjective and symbolic level ol

interpretation becornes a defense, whether conscious or unconscious. This

was not at all Jung's intention; I personally recall him saying as muclr'
Still, misuse may be prevalent, if unintended, and we should be aware ol

the dangers.
It cannot be denied that sexuality can have its delicate aspects withitr

analytic psychotherapy as well. How does the issue enter ihe dialogue? ( )l

course every Psychotherapist will have his or her way of approaching, thir
and other issues. Personally, I prefer to allow analysands as much fre'cdottt

as possible to discuss whatever they wish on thcir own tcrms, dcsPit('tlrt'
fact that this vcry ftcedom can causc shamt' anxit'tv lhc client mily wor|y

SHAME IN THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP

thlt his or her particular concern will meet with rejection, that he will say
:'omething uncalled for or not right. Such fears of shame may refleit
l).rttems of interaction laid down in childhood. As these patterns emerge rn
llre transference, one has the therapeutic opportunity to elucidate them.
Itut throughout the process I find it important to let the analvsand be the
rrne who raises the issues. Themes ariiing in dreams may be worthy of
rpecial consideration, however.

It can happen that an issue as important as sexuality simply does not
,rrme up for a long time. When this happens, I usually bring attention to
the fact by saying something like, "Have you noticed thai the rssue of
.t'xuality has never come up in our conversations, and seems to be
l)facketed out of your dreams as well?" This is an inviting gesture that shy
l)('ople in particular are often graieful for. It can providJan occasron to
rcflect on why such an important issue has Leen neglected. Some
,rrla_l1s11ds require such prodding before they can confess to having
lvithheld all dreams containing s€xual content. It may happen that the
,rralysand simply did not report such dreams, especially if he or she
rrrspected that they revealed embarrassing erotic fielings in the trans-
Itrcnce relationship toward the therapist. Often, such clients are relieved
to be able to speak openly about such fantasies. But at other times, shame_
,rnxiety and embarrassment about sexuality in general totally dominaies
tlrc atmosphere. In these cases, in which the client has relegaied sexuality
l() a taboo zone guarded by shame, it is important to trace the intrapsychii
r onnections at the foundation of the taboo. Of course, it can happen ihat a
lu'rron does not raise the issue of seruality because he or she is enjoying a
,,.rtisfying relationship and does not experience it as a problem, aithough
llr is would be rare among people who seek therapy. Thus, if the client has
overlooked the issue of sexuality, one must alwjys question the motiva-
ti( )n for the omission.

As I mentioned in the section on nakedness, the act of exposing one,s
lrrdy is archetypally associated with shame. Sexual intimaciei tolerate no
,.1)cctators. Seeing, as well as being seen, triggers the alarm of shame. This
r:i not to say that we have no freedom when it comes to archetypal givens
ol that social attitudes and moral education do not influenie an indi_
v rtiual's tendency toward prudery or shameless desire to show off. Indeed,
, \hibitionistic and voyeuristic activities are attractive precisely because
tlrt.v disregard shame's warnings and seduce us with the ,,charm of the
lorbidden."

liven in preJiterate societies, where nearly all living space is shared, it is
rlrought to be disturbing and highly improper to observe two persons
, Dgage'd in intimatc relations. In view of this, it is easier to understand the
r|sPonsc of tht clicnt who oncc krltl mc, ,,1 find it difficult to sDeak with
yorr, arr outsicicr, ahrrrt the t'lt't,r ils ol rny st,xrral lift. That is something I carr
,rrrly r r wilh nry Lrvt.r." lhrrs wr.rrrililtl .rsk.;rn.wc irrstiljcrl in cvcry r.rst,
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in interpreting such inhibitions as nothing more than neurotic defenses?
Might there not be some archetypal root to barriers of shame that keep an
observer from being privy to what should take place behind closed doors?
And might nol.the same apply to the observer who happens to be arr
analyst? I would like to warn against judging as neurotic every feeling ol
shame_that is bound up with the exposing-of sexual activities a;d fantasie,s
and advocate caution lest we confuse dit=respectful unabashedness with a
healthy attitude toward sexuality. Of course, by this I do not mean to shy
away from an analyst's responsibility to help a ;hent win greater flexibility
and freedom in dealing with his or her sexuality and its attendant shame_

:,"".i:ry 1."- only making a plea for analytical tact, and for the empathy
tnat-rs oiten necessary to avoid making the barriers of shame yet morc
rigid. The same advice applies to all isiues invested with shame, which
contribute so powerfully to resistance against analysis.

In my experience, there are certain sexual issues t"hat are especially likely
to be imbued with shame. One such issue enters the the.up".rti. fiuld *h"n
an analysand feels it necessary to confess that _ although he is involved in
a relationship - he still masturbates. The client often e-xperiences this as a

fefeat an!_ colsequently feels a degrading loss of self_respect. Thc
intensity of his feelings of sharne may have no relation to the irequency
with which he masturbates - whether he indulges in the vice several times
daily or only once in a while.

A 35-year-old man occasionally felt overwhelmed by ihe compulsion to
bly pornograpiic magazines that stimulated his masiurbatory activities.
Afterward he felt so soiled that he became depressed for davs and hati
serious difficulty concentrating. It was many months beforl he coultl
overcome.his_ shame and begin talking about it in analysis. When ht,
rep,orted that he dreamed repeatedly of a dog that pestered, barked, and
sniffed at him, I suggested the interpretation that perhaps he could not
keep from feeling like a dirty dog. In dreams, dogi with their noses for
thinSs can symbolize instinctive intuition. Thus I iold him that it seemcrr
he was afraid someone nearby, perhaps his analyst, might sniff him out
and see through him in some way. For the first iime he was able to talk
about how ashamed he was of his habit of taking pornographic magazrncs
with him to bed to masturbate.

. This is not the place to explore the complex problem of the compulsion
to masturbate - which may stem from many different kinds of unconscior.rs
motivation. In this context we are interested above all in the meaning ol
shame. Shame in connection with masturbation is sometimes mixed witlt
feelings of guilt. For example, a married man once told me that he felt
guilty toward his wife, since he was robbing her of something thal
belonged to her.

But what is the meaning of the extraordinarily intense. fct lings of sha nrc
so often associated with mashrrbation? Is it .l sh,rrrrr, basctl merely 0rr

It()
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upbringing and collective norms, a fear of not being normal in sexualmatters? Or might it amount to a kind ol Leidensdrick _ a meaningtulsuffering that motivates one to search out the deeper p.obl"*, of whichmastu,rbation is iust a symptom. In the first case, shame ulout rnurtr rUrtio.,woulo De. socrety s way of punishing individuals who succumb tounacceptable sexuar practices - dealing;blow to their self-esteem. tsut the

flT:':,::i:lT."s-ro what.prevents"the.affected p"."o., fro* o.."prr,g
nts pracuce, whlch, after all, is a purely private matier? In forbidding it, i!
l"_::j^'^".,::p, IT:"tr^ yp ror tereit.' preparint hirn;;ii'; repeatedrorrures ot sett-toa thing? In practice, it is sometimes possible to reduce theIn(enslry ot the compulsive drive by helping the client ease up on his self-

3;1t::lT::j:?11-:q:il, " compulsion ti masturbate thJ, ,.,gg"., uvrorent sense ot shame is usually symptomatic of deeper distuibinces,
:.1';.1^r^T111 c'r,*ally make.their way tnto the spotffi oi Inarysis. rn

l::i.:r:.:.: l: 
*ldom productive to remain ar the tevel of the symptom.

rer rr rne tensron has been relaxed to the extent that masfurbation ian be
:)ry1:.:gq.".d accepted as a form of autonomous pleasure and release
',1::^os::eftt:dl8.ung) an imporranr step will have been riached. Of course, inrnls one must not deny the painful awareness that masturbatron is asuDSniute pteasure implying much loneliness.

As a well-known rule-of-thumb, in analytic psychotherapy one avoidsdealing directty wirh symproms. since thise ;r; ;"r;i;;;;"ssrons otmore protound disturbances. This naturally also appliei to those sexualproblems that cause a person to seek out i tt 
".upiJt 

_ 
".""iiy f.lgiai,y

lTT1l1ll:l.9compticarions of potency anong men. That impotence
ln(r 

rngrlrty. usually indicate more general relatircnship problems hasbecomea truism today. yet one must also be aware that quite often deeperpersonality disturbances are at the heart of such relatioirshlp aiffi.uttie".
Oo,..,hgt: *h9 

T:k_a rherapist for help with sexual difn."iiii., tf," *f,of"
suDJert of sex rs rikery to have been relegated to a dark and shameful rearmor raDoo. I herapists who work,with these people meet with a strong"shame-resistance,, as soon as the issue of a"*t,'ut uai, u.,J 

""o..run.",comes up. Therefore it seems important in such cases to de'al thera_peutically with resistance based on shame and to morre *ith care towara.rn investigation of its background. Sometimes lt i" o.,tv Jv means of a
. 

reststance analysis" _ possibly a prolonged one _ that one can qer accessro rne emotrons and fantasies connected with the probleml This isespecially important when this shame not onry cause"'Gstarrce in tt etherapeu tic. relationship but arso functions as a iaboo in tt 
"loi" ,"tution-snrp. I nus rt represents a momentous step forward when the atmosphere

of trust in therapy has evolved to the poini where the cli"", .l^1i".r."" an"private details of his sex life, especially the disturbing _"Irl"ni.. Ori,"apart from thc cathartic cffect that suctr sharing can havc frr. ti,, ,.ficnt, itallows therapists kr cnrpalhizt, rrrorc pn,ciscly with ftrc parti,,rrl;rr ,lif
R7
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ficulties and conflicts that may be at the root of the disturbance ln sPite of

the rule of thumb that says dealing direcily wiih the symptom is a-technical

error, such moments of empathic understanding can often be thera-

oeuticallv helpful. On the other hand, direct advice to the client about how

io ,nodifu or tlfit e his or her serual technique usually is not very effective,

as gener;lly the problem is not so much one of technique as of erotic

faGsies suppresied by anxiery inhibition, and shame' Howevet even

direct advice can be of some benefit if, in giving it, the therapist conveys a

liberated or natural attitude toward sexuality'
There is, however, one drawback that should be mentioned about

discussions of sexualiry They may stimulate excess attention to the matter

that may block a spontaneous surrender to sexual energy Even a single

thoughiabout the possibility of failing sexrrally may be enough to throw

the ihole instinctive program of sexual functions out of kilter, as if an

inner observer had takln up his obtrusive post. For example, an analysand

who was inhibited sexually, and who often suffered from difficulties with

Dotencv with his wife, had the foltowing dream: in the middle of

intercourse, he noticed his father watching him with a telescope from a

window of the house next door. In reality, his authoritarian know-it-all

father had caused the analysand a great deal of pain As a consequence, he

had learned to always keep an eye on his own sPontaneous impulses lt
was as if he had introtected his father's critical eye The father's strictness

probably contained a degree of sadism, mobilized unconsciously to ward

;ff his ;rotically tinged ioy over his son's budding masculinity in adol-

escence. Thus iimadi s.ns'e that the subject of sex was taboo in the family'

In the analytical situation it was clearly necessary - especially after the

analvsand presented the aforementioned dream - to ask whether he also

exp;iencea me, "the analyst-fathet" as a voyeur, someone who wanted

toipv on his intimate life and disturb his sexual spontaneiry

T'hus in therapy, it is important for the barriers of shame to become morc

flexible and for ihe realm of sexuality to become a freer subject of dialogue

But one must also keep in mind that an overdose of reflection on the toPic

of sexuality can inhibii one's instinctive spontaneity However, the client's

resistances with regard to sexuality can ioin secretly with those of the

iherapist. This effeitively brackets out of the analytical encounter par-

ticulai aspects of sexual experience that may b€ the very shame-bound

details that are at the source of the disturbance that needs to be treated To

stress a therapeutic attitude of resPecting resistances, dealing with symp-

ioms indireciiy, and avoiding an overdose of reflection about the toPic ar('

all ways of iuitifying this evasive behavior' It seems to me that the art ol

analysis requires finding a good middle way lf analysts are fated b b('

obserrre.s and to triggei the inner observing authority in the analysancl'

this function can at liist be conducted in a way that is tolerant, emboldctt

ing, and encouraging of spontanerty.

R'l
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The analyst, too, may experience a degree of more or less conscious
shame-anxiety stemming from his fantasy of being seen by the patient as
an indiscreet voyeur stimulated by the patient's stories about his sexual
experiences. I do not believe that just because they assume the customary
professional persona - taking a neutral, matter-of-fact attitude toward the
patient's secrets - analysts should imagine ihat they are completely free of
voyeuristic tendencies. It is more likely that they do occasionally experi-
ence fantasies of an erotic nature. After all, psychotherapists are hurnan.
This makes it all the more important for them to allow their fantasies to
come to awareness, for only when fantasies are conscious can they be kept
under control. In some circumstances, these may also represent aspects of
a "syntonic" countertransference, in which case they function as an
indicator of unconscious processes taking place in the patient - which can
be of great help in the lherapeutic procebs.

On rare occasions patients report their most intimate sexual experiences
in a markedly shameless fashion. This calls to mind an experience that
occurred in my practice. At one point, I realized that I was growing
increasingly embarrassed as I listened to two different patients describe
their most intimate experiences in graphic detail. It went against the grain
for me to realize my discomfort, because until then I had seen myself as
someone with a liberated attitude, free of any trace of prudishness. But in
both these cases, the atmosphere in the therapeutic field became in-
creasingly charged with sexual energy until it became clear to me that
these stories were intended to seduce me - in one case rather deliberatelv,
in the other perhaps less so. Now patients have the "right" to such
impulses- It is best if, in the analysis, these can make their way into the
client's consciousness and be accepted and understood by the therapist. As
long as they remain unconscious, or at least unexpressed, they create a
therapeutic atmosphere that is strangely tense and thick. Once the
analysand admits to these wishes, however, the therapist may not under
nny circumstances aci to fulfill them. Even if the initiative were ro come
from the patient, such a consummation would amount to a breach of the
therapeutic relationship and an abuse of trust that can cause serious
cmotional harm (Jacoby 1984: 105-13; Wiriz 1989).

The countless nuances of love and sexualitv that come to exDression in
the analytical encounter may trigger shame-anxieties in the analyst as
rcadily as in the client. Not only does this fact need to be accepted, but also,
if handled appropriately, it may have an important therapeutic function.
lror one thing, feeling empathy and respect for a client's shame boundaries
.ontributes to a therapeutic sense of tactfulness. lt sensitizes therapists to
how close they can come to a particular patient's secrets. An analyst's own
shame-anxiety may help him or her to get a bc'tter sense of a particular
rrrtlividual's uniqut' lhrt'sholcl of shamr'. This is in no way mcaltt to
(r)ntra(lict tlrt' licrrcr,rl ll)(.rirl)(.uli( 1yral of lrct'ing analysantis front tl'rt'
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tyranny of shame. Ultimately, the quest is for what Aristotle calls the "pure
truth" (as opposed to "general opinion"). On the way to this goal, it is
often possible to dissolve identifications with "general opinion" and so

overcome acquired shame. We will return to this theme later.
On the other hand, it would seem that in the present social climate,

sexual taboos have lost much of their power. There has been a definite
increase in public tolerance of extra-marital sexuality and even homo-
sexual relations - at least on the surface. The spread of AIDS may have

curbed promiscuity somewhat, but an active sex life is still a value worthy
of aspiration. Consequently, persons who for some reason cannot keep uP
with ihis trend tend to feel ashamed. Because of their unlived (sex)lives,

they may feel incomplete as men or women and suffer a general sense of
being exluded and devalued. They may exPect their analysts to devalue
them as well - another reason why the subject of sexuality may be fraught
with shame and only approachable for discussion after a Sreat deal of
inhibition has been overcome. This brings us to a subiect to be covered in
the next chapter, concerning shame and feelings of devaluation that go

beyond the issue of sexuality.

SINGLENESS AND LONELINESS

I don't know of many people who find it easv to sPend their lives without
a partner, even if today's society offers many Possibilities for dealing
creatively with singleness and constmcting a satisfying life without
marriage. Being single is still a problem for women especially, although I

know a good number of rnen who also are troubled about not being able k)

find the right partner, even if they are not exactly starved for sex.

The pathos of singleness is two-fold. Not only is there an unsatisfied
longing for love, for emotional and physical togetherness, but there may

also be the shame that comes from being regarded by the world as unlovetl
and undesirable.

Even in this age of feminism and greater recognition of professional and

single women, the old values still retain their power, consciously or

unconsciously. Thus the woman without a husband - or even a partner
is often found worthy of Pity.

It is extremely demeaning to feel that one is being pitied. One feels

devalued and belittled - sensations that can trigger mistrust even towar(l
persons who really care. One begins to susPect everyone of being jusl

another person who comes to pity one - and secretly gloat. This is

especially true when these others are married or have partners. Tlrt'y
trigger a feeling of being secretly despised and disparaged.

At the same time, single Persons are often intensely jealous of those wlto
have taken the plunge of getting involved in partncrship, marri.rge, ,'t'

family. Sometimcs thcy even ft'cl poisoncd by thcir fet'lings of ctrvy. As,t
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defense, there arises an impulse to demean or deprecate those that one
envies, calling them conservative and boring, or dismissing them for their
nanow-mindedness. Those who catch themselves in this maneuver often
react with shame to their own impulses, putting themselves down to an
even greater extent.

For cenfuries, unmarried women have been regarded as of little
social value - a prejudice which has put them at a grave disadvanrage.
Even today, the custom of making fun of frustrated spinsters persists. In
spite of considerable progress in the struggle for equality and auronomy
for women, a patriarchal specter continues to exert its power - only
valuing a woman if she has a man at her side. As much as anywhere, this
specter is powerfully at work in the psyches of women themselves. In a
single woman, it may make her feel incomplete, and assume that everyone
thinks she could not find a man, was passed over and scorned. Thus she
suffers from ihe disgrace of the unloved. Single men also suffer from
loneliness. but they are not usually prone to this sort of shame reaction.
Even if he stays a bachelor, a man is not subject to such intense dis-
crimination. At most, he must fend off rumors that he is homosexual,
which he may perceive as discrimination.

The task of analysis is to call such collective norms into question and
thereby reduce their power - especially when they stand in the way of
individuation. But norms are often unbelievably stubborn, especially when
they are embedded in the disturbed interrelational pattems resulting from
carly childhood wounds. In such cases it is not only social norms that have
a devaluing effect. The root of the problem lies in self-reiection, even self-
hatred, which is experienced in projected form as disapproval by others.

The shame-anxiety of having to face the world as a pitiful wallflower is
not unrelated to the psychic wounding that, in many cases, is responsible
for one's unchosen state of singleness. The matter needs to be viewed
within the broadest possible context. It is clear that unwanted singleness
can have a variety of causes, one of which is surely lack of trust, both in
someone else and in oneself. Without trust there is no possibility of
opening oneself to a relationship.

It is generally known that a person's ability to trust and distrust others
appropriately stems from his childhood history Too many children,
h;rving been traumatically shamed, construci a thick, protective wall of
rnistrust around themselves. Throughout their lives, they avoid at all costs
lhe repetition of those horrible feelings of pain and humiliation they
t'ndured as children. Consequently, anyone who treads too near awakens
ntcnse distrust and fears of being used and degraded all over again. As
:,oon as one is open and thus vulnerable - misgivings arise. Worst of all,
()n(, may not lrave lcarncd h difft'rentiatu bctwccn those who can be
lltrstcd antl tllrst'who tarrnot. Thus a viciotrs cirt.lt'is st.t in m()ti(n: an
r rrtl-rt'nctr,tlT k' lra rlit'r oI slt.rrlr' Itr'vcrr ls l nyorr lrorrr rr rrnin1' r.Lrst, r,trorrgh
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to discover how weak and needy I am. I want to be sure that no one is given
the power to reject, hurt, and put me to shame again. So I seek protection
behind a mask that conveys the message, "I am unapproachable." But if
this warning signal works, no one will even attempt to come near me.
Thus, once again, I find myself alone, convinced that no one loves me.

One way to defend against this terrible sense of rejection is to Sive the
impression that I am perfectly complete without friends or intimate
relationships. But I cannot Iet others see how much I suffer from loneliness,
so I must keep them at a distance. I may die of hunger and thirst, from a

lack of interpersonal relationships, but I am ashamed to admit this even to
myself, and definitely hope io keep it a secret from others. The closeness
that I long for in the final analysis can only mean oPening myself to
potential disgrace and humiliation. It seems too dangerous to risk a new
experience that would reassure me that my fears are unfounded, that I
need not transfer a childhood pattern onto every possible partner or let a

wall of fear and shame come between me and every new experience.
The inner world of someone who suffers in this fashion is ruled by a

cruel dictatot a figure who can often be seen in dreams. Motifs of
persecution and imprisonment are common in such dreams. For example,
a person dreams of awaiting execution in a concentration camp. Of course
other motifs also occur as well: being alone in the desert or sinking in
desert sands, for example. It is as if those who suffer from this self-rejection
carry within themselves a pattern of interaction accompanied by a tape
that says, "Whatever I do, feel, say, or wish always meets with reiection. I
can't ever do the right thing for anyone. I can never win their loving
approval." In very serious cases, one would have to speak of a primary
shame in which the pattern of interaction communicates the inner message
that "I should hide my face from the world. I am noi fit to be human for I
am unworthy of love." This represents the most basic experience of
rejection, which offers no alternative but to feel devalued and despised.
Expectations, longings, and needs for love and care are only there to be

suppressed. One treats oneself the way one's parental figures seem to have
treated one as an infant. Whatever the parents actually did or did not do,
the child grew up with a destructive inner pattern of interaction.

One yields to the most hated parental figure in sPite of the hurt and
degradation they have caused, because they depict strength and success,

which the child idealizes. The child idealized this apparent strength.
ldentification with such a parental figure establishes a pattern of inter-
action in the growing person that communicates the inner message, "lf I

want to amount to anyihing, I have to be strong and conquer my need for
care. I have to admit to as few feelings as possible." This kind of pseudo-
pride seems necessary if I am to retain some vestige of self-esteem. But as

soon as this pride is the least bit shaken, unbearable feelings of shamr'
threaten k) invadc.

SHAME IN THE THERAPEUTIC RELATIONSHIP

I have attempted here to describe an intra-psychic pattem that may lie
beneath the shame-anxiety associated with being lonely and single. The
analyst must meet this dynamic with empathy. There is a feeling of being
unloved or unworthy thai pervades one's entire being, and which may, in
a number of ways, be suffered through, fended off, or compensated for. It
should be added that men also suffer from the wound of rejection that I
have described, berating themselves for being unable to enter into any
substantial parinership. But their singleness is less complicated than a
woman's because it does not carry the additional burden of social
discrimination.

Whatever the deeper causes of their singleness, the task for many women
must be to make a satisfying life for themselves without an intimate
partner This becomes an especially pressing concern by the time they have
reached their more mature years. Then the goal of strengthening their self-
confidence has first prioriiy. With or without therapeutic help, this task
begins with a process ofseeing through and thus disarming the inner, often
unconscious patriarchal specter that devalues single women by regarding
them as incomplete. This work creates a foundation for improved self-
confidence and thus leads to greater freedom in living one's own life.

And yet one should never underestimate the profound suffering that
being single often causes. This kind of suffering cannot be compared with
the hurt partners inflict on each other. Even when they make life a living
hell for each other, or their children plague them with endless worries, the
suffering of married people is qualitatively different from that ofsomeone
who is alone. What is most painful in the plight of the single person is the
sense of not belonging, of being excluded frorn an essential part of life.

Analysts who are married do not come by easy answers for these clients,
if they do not want to sound trite or pat. In my experience it sometimes
feels as if I practically had to be ashamed for being so much luckier in this
respect - a question I usually attribute to the phenomenon of "syntonic
countertransference" (Fordham 1957). In other words, by means of my
own reaction of shame, I perceive the patient's fear of feeling shamed by
me, the fear that I would look upon her condescendingly. For example, an
analysand fears that, deep down, I find her as unworthy of love as
everyone else does. In any case, she cannot believe I would be able to
comprehend the quality and extent ofher suffering.Ifshe happens to sense
that I can indeed empaihize with her situation, this may trigger a fear of
closeness. To protect herself from the possibiliiy of being understood, she
might attribute to me motives of pity and condescension. After all, in her
eyes/ my position can only be compared to that of the enviable rich, who
reduce others to the status of pitiful beggars by giving them alms.

Such are tlrt'fantasies th.t oftt'n dominate thc therapeutic ficld which
thc analysand hls to orrtlrrrc lo lt'ss thln tht'analyst. Many of thcsc sitmt'
l)atients an',rsllllrcrl lrr rt'.rlizt'llr.rl llrcy sonrt'timcs lrr.l t'nvy towartl nrt'
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and my life, which seems - in whatever imagined respect so much better.
It often takes years before the bond of trust between us becomes durable
enough, for in their experience the analyst is often a cruel, raping intruder
capable of causing unspeakable shame. Therapeutically, it may be of
decisive importance for the analyst to survive the entire onslaught of
reiection, suspicion, and resistance, in order to prove his ability to be there
as a therapeutic ally.

With that, we come to our final chapter, and a discussion of analytic-
psychotherapeutic approaches to strengthening trust in oneself and
finding liberation from constrictive shame-anxiety and susceptibility to
shame.

7

PSYCHOTHERAPY WITH
PROBLEMS OF SELF-ESTEEM

AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO
SHAME

INTERACTIONAL PATTERNS, THE SHAME
COMPLEX, AND THE TRANSFERENCE

As we discussed in an earlier chapter, feelings of self-esteem are founded
on the empathic care and affirmation one received from siqnificant others
early in life. This has become a sort of psychological truIsm, especially
since the publications of Spitz and Winnicott, as well as Neumann and
others. Modern infant research confirrns these links, if with different
nuances. In particular, the writings of Daniel Stern present a detailed
description of how various interactional patterns that have their origins in
the relationship between infantand mother influence all later relationships
and are particularly relevant to the relationship between patient and
analyst. Early relaiionship patterns also play a decisive role with regard to
problems of shame-anxiety and susceptibility, since shame is based
primarily on the fear of losing value in the eyes of others, even if those
others are only figures of fantasy. Self-esteem, like shame-anxiety, has an
interpersonal origin, and yet it is precisely shame that sends us rnto
isolation or retreat.

People who consult a psychotherapist place themselves in an interacuve
field similar in certain ways to the "primal relationship," in which the
maternal caretaker carried out the function of self-regulating other.
Iirequently, clients hope that the psychotherapist can somehow relieve
their psychic suffering, and rescue them from their depressive self-doubt.
Unfortunately, the therapist cannot effectively assumethis function, srnce
lhe analysand is not an infant and the analyst is not its mother Analytical
lrsychotherapy requires the analysand's active collaboration. The outcome
of analysis depends not only on his or her conscious efforts, but also on
whether the Self- the organizational center of the personality as a whole -
rln be constellated in a cooperative way.

Yet in many ways, the basic forms of early mother-infant interacuon,
t()gether with Ihe ('lcv.ltrt st'nsc of self, ('m.]in activc for a lifctime. 'fhc
lollowirrg oxitnrlrl(' 1r{)rrr rrly l)r,l(li((. shotrlri illrrslnrtt' this. A vorrrr,:
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student consulted me complaining that he found it hard to sit in a lecture
hall because he was tormented by the fantasy that €veryone could hear
him swallowing, which would make them notice and look at him. This
prevented him from concentrating on the professor and his lecture. All hc
could think of were his embarrassing swallowing noises, which made him
feel horribly awkward. He was clearly suffering from symptomatic shame-
anxiety, feeling exposed, observed by the others. This then put his
autonomy in ieopardy. He chose me as his analyst because he had read a

book of mine that made him feel understood. And in the initial interview,
according to his report, he found that he was comfortable with both my
age and the atmosphere of my consulting room. During the first three or
four meetings we worked mostly on his main difficulty, namely, thc
trouble he had in marking out the boundaries of his own domain. After I
told him that psychotherapy should help him gain a greater sense of what
it feels like to be himself, he suddenly felt much more self-confident. For
the first time, he reported, he was able to tell himself, "l am who I am," and
it really helped him to an astonishing degree. Above all, he ascribed this
transformation to a sort of magical power that I, his analyst, apParently
had at my disposal.6 I, too, was amazed at the suddenness of this
transformation, knowing full well that it would never last. Indeed, thc
recovery lasted a few months, but after a long vacation break and the
suffering of a disappoiniment, my patient fell back into the familiar old
shame-anxiety. He was no longer buoyed up by ihe magical power he had
previously experienced in my presence. On the contrary he now felt this
as an influence working against him. As before, I continued to have too
much influence. But now this very influence made him feel profoundly
shaken and virtually incapable of remaining himself in my presence.

How are we to view this episode psychologically? In my experience as

an analyst, such an immediate improvement is rather unusual. It is clear
that initially, I performed the function of a good, protective, self-regulating
mother. As far as I could see, his improvement had nothing to do with mt'
or the few interpretations I had made, but rather with this function of the
self-regulating other that the patient had unconsciously delegated to me.

The magical powers that he ascribed to me can be explained with referenct'
to an archetypal realm that underlies the mother of the primal relationship.
It is expressed in the mythic conception of a "Great Mother" or mothet'
goddess, which Erich Neumann has described so well (1955). It should bc
noted here, however, that the idea of an immensely powerful motht'r
goddess is a symbolic formulation attributed retrospectively to early
experiences that are preconscious, prior to the development of speech an(l
representatron.

All of this should help explain why the smallest evidence of a shadow
falling on my perfection was enough to plunge my patient into dt'e1r

disappointment. His alliance with my magical powt'rs bnrkc dowtt,
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throwing him back onto himself. Suddenly he became conscious of his
dependency on me - sorneone who had been abandoning him for weeks
at a time while on vacation - and ashamed of it as well. Mistrust and
shame-anxiety also took over - all of them expressions of interaction
pattems acquired in early childhood, repeated now in the transference
to me.

This example shows why the analyst can not simply assume the
function of the other that regulates the self of the patient. First and
foremost it should be said that, if he is to be therapeutically effeciive, the
analyst must take his cues from the analysand's unconscious. Whatever
the therapist does, whether interpreting, confronting, empathizing, or just
reacting, the decisive factor is the manner in which the analysand receives,
interprets, and understands it. For the analyst to really assume the
function of a new and better self-regulating othet the analysand must give
up his mistrustful defenses and overcome his shame of dependency, even
if this shame might be justified to some extent. Regression to the stage of
the infant is not always necessary but deconstruction of a defensive and
falsely autonomous shell is. The important thing is for the analyst to gain
access to the feelings of the wounded child, as described in detail by Asper
(1993) and Mattern-Ames (1987). It goes without saying that all of this
takes place on a symbolic plane, since the analyst is not the mother. At
best, the patient will experience the analyst as if he were a new self-
regulating other. Though this transformative event takes place within the
psyche of the analysand, the analyst is an instrumental and indispensable
part of it.

But before any of this can occur, the analysand's unconscious interaction
patterns must be activated in the analysis, drawing the analyst sooner or
later into their drama. In Jungian terms, this means that the patient's
perception of the analyst is distorted in accordance with whatever "com-
plex" is activated. Kast correctly noted that "the complexes illustrate
relationships and all the related emotions and stereotypical behavior
patterns eiperienced in childhood and later life" (Kast iqSZ' tSe). this
history of relationships tends to make its way into the analysis as well. For
example, in the case of the analysand described above, once his initial
fusion with my omnipotence had dissolved, he returned to his old, all-too-
familiar relationship pattern. If he were to put his fantasy and expectation
into words, it might read: "They push me up against the wall. They do not
hear anything I say, so what I have to say must be dumb. All I can do is
retreat into my shell. Only then will I be noticed. Suddenly they will turn
their attention to me, the sulking child. It is embarrassing to be exposed
like this, to be made the center of attention, but at least then I will be
noticed. My powerful, succc-ssful father, whose only concern is harmony irr
the family, tri('s ('v('rything lo g('t m('to st(,p sulking. Hc wants so haclly kr
rt'assun'himsclf of nry lovr,. llrl nothinl', works. I can not g('t olll ()f nry
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little pit, even though I feel so lonely here. I feel ashamed to stay in it, yet
it would be even more humiliating to let myself be rescued."

This relationship pattern now came to encompass the therapeutic field
between us. For a long time he arrived at his sessions full of fear, wor4'ing
about falling into a shameful situation. He was upset when he came and
would tell me how nervous he felt, but after that he could hardly utter
another word. It was horribly embarrassing to fall into such stubborn
silences, but it was stronger than the two of us. At times he indicated he
was beginning to assert himself more effectively in his outer life. I was
convinced that this was true, but it still sounded as if he were mainly
telling me ihis in order to appease me, and perhaps himself as well. He
wanted me to understand that in spite of everything, our efforts were not
completely in vain. For he also demanded a great deal of himself. Indeed,
a rather merciless "grandiose self" drove him on, especially in his studies.
He needed his teachers to acknowledge him as unusually smart and
talented, and the smallest criticism could bring him crashing down. He
never allowed himself to remain paralyzed for long, however, but worked
day and night to eradicate any weaknesses. As sensitive as he was to
criticism, he was also very embarrassed by praise, which caused him an
overwhelming shame-desire.

Consequently, he was very determined to be a cooperative and worthy
analysand, which made it all the more difficult when we both fell prey to
his complex-ridden interaction patterns. Though I sensed his desperation
when he was imprisoned in his shell, there was hardly anything either of
us could do about it. For example, as soon as I attempted to speak to his
desperation, I sensed that I was coming too close. Thus I felt like his father,
who tried with all his might to gain his son's good favour in order to restore
the peace. It was clear that in such moments he experienced me the samc
way. Sometimes when I asked him questions and communicated my
interest to him, he was relieved, but usually these interventions felt too
active and intrusive, forcing him to withdraw even further into his shell.
But if I allowed him to stew in his own juices, he felt distressed with
himself and abandoned by me. In time, he was able to bring this last feeling
to expression, although in a highly indirect fashion. This was because his
desire to receive care and attention from me (or his father or a significant
other) was closely bound up with shame. Offering him interpretations was
very awkward as well. At times he was able to communicate certain of his
difficulties in sparse, telegrammatic style. Sometimes, if I tried to elaborat(.
on them, putting them in a possible psychological context, he envied my
knowing better and felt more than ever like he was standing in my
shadow. Repeatedly he remarked that my influence on him was t(x)
strong, that it blocked him; he felt he was weak for attuning himself so

much to me, that this made me too important in his lifc. The rcsult of .rll
this ambivalcncc. was thal hc coulcl ncitht.r rcmain tnrc to hinrsclf rxrr'
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adequately form a relationship with me. Whatever I did, I was powerless
against the "influence" that he felt emanating from me, and blocking him
completely. One of his dominant fantasies was that his issues were not
heard by the other, and that it would be too embarrassing to express them.
How often did he tell me that he had something to report, but something
"that did notbelong to the analysis." All the while, he was quite aware that
everything ihai concerned him was important for the analysis.

Along with my empathy for his lousy situation, I also became aware of
feeling anger, anger that grew as time went on. I was angered by my
impotence in the face of his obstinate resistance, by his power to put me in
a powerless posiiion. It soon became apparent that this was an un-
conscious power game that belonged also to his interaction patterns. So I
decided to confront him with this power game, show hirn what a
destructive effect his need for such an illusory satisfaction was having on
the analysis, and how he was only defeating himself by it. To an extent, the
conftontation was successful, helping to break the vicious circle that we
had been caught in. The breakthrough, in my opinion, took place on three
levels. First, the analysand was made to confront our therapeutic goals
and challenged to see how he was sabotaging the very improvement he
was hoping for. Second, blunt confrontations, it appears, had not been one
of his interaction patterns, not being common in his family. Thus ihis was
to a certain extent a new experience for him, and together with the third
factor, gave him a new start: I had spoken of the power game between us,
how he had in a sense become more powerful than I and was able to
exercise tyranny over me by virtue of his attitude ofrefusal. Now someone
who is able to exercise such power no longer has to suffer from being
shamefully small and powerless. Thus my analysand no longer felt wholly
subservient to my "influence" and its shameful effect; he also had the
power to castrate me, so to speak, a fatherly authority figure. Thus ihe
accusation in my intervention simultaneously allowed him to have a
higher estimation ofhis personality and potential effectiveness. At least he
bore the harshness of the confrontation well - indeed, it was as thouqh he
hrd been wditine for it.

In the same seision, I also asked him whether he could not see any other
way than always letting my influence block him and thus give himself an
('xcuse to escape into a passive victim role. Could he not perhaps make an
.rctive attempt to imagine what this "influence" was like? For example, he
could make a picture or drawing of it in order to discover its contours. He
.tgreed and, after this session he proceeded to draw various large, erect,
nrale sex organs - phalli which in his fantasy he associated with his
iather (or with me, as a fatherly transference figure). Then suddenly he
tlccided to attach one of these penises to a drawing of himsclf. This
synrbolic gcsturc awakt'necl within him a st'nsc ()f thc activity, initiativc,
,rrrd masctrlint'('n('rgy th,rt ltt'lt,ttl Prtvrorr'ly irlr,ntili|tl witir lris lalhr,r'
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and with my influence. Thus began a process that moved him toward
greater freedom and initiative, while his shame-anxieties and inhibitions
began to fade.

Soon thereafter, he fell deeply in love for the first time in his life.
Suddenly, he became amazingly active and overcame many inhibitions.
All of the hopes and disappointments that this experience brought up
made him feel intensely alive. There was something else very crucial about
this experience: it could be communicated to others and understood; it
could be shared, as theioy and woe of love is an etemal human theme. Thus
he felt for the first time that to be himself did not necessarily require
slinking off into a god-forsaken pit; on the contrary he could see himself as

a fully normal man belonging to the human race.
I hope this example illustrates how various interaction pattems can

shape the patient analyst relationship, and how difficult it can be to loosen
the grip of such patterns in order to allow for a development to continue
thai. at best, leads to an increase in self-confidence.

Generally speaking, we can say that psychic complexes with iheir
corresponding interaction patterns arc constantly being activated in the
here and now - especially in the analytical situation, as elements of the
transference. Hence it is crucial that the analyst make himself available as

a figure of transference. This can only happen if he allows himself to
participate emotionally with the client, sensitively reading his own
reactions as indicators of the analysand's needs. Together with the patient,
the analyst enters the therapeutic field characterized by the mutual
influence of each psyche on the other. "Syntonic" counter-transferencc
and empathy are indispensable instruments for navigating this psychic
terrain. The former refers to thepossibility thai theanalyst's own emotiona I

reactions will provide him with "hunches" about the patient's unconscious
processes (Fordham 1957). Considering that within the iherapeutic field
the analyst is influenced by the unconscious ofthe patient, he may develop
antennae that enable him to perceive certain vibrations and even discrect
elements of the patient's experience. These counter-transferential insights
always require verification, however, since they could just as easily spring
from the analyst's own unconscious processes, proiected onto the patienl
(cf. Fordham 1957; Jacoby 1984).

In ihis context, I have elected to use the term "interaction pattern" rathor
than the Jungian term "complex." Of course, the idea of interaction is

implied in the notion of a complex, even if it is not spelled out. In Jungian
language, interaction pattems can be seen as contents of the personal
unconscious in so far as generally human (archetypal) needs comc hr
expression in the individual's life. In other words, generally human lift'
issues stem from archetypal roots that underlie the complexes in th('
personal unconscious. Experientially, interaction patterns and complcxt'r
arc very closely rclated. ln my view, a complex is thc fccling klnt'or
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affective value that resides in a particular interaction pattern. Though the
notion of interaction pattems (Stem's RIGs) might seem to emphasize only
an objective, outer level of experience, we should not forget that, like
complexes, these are composed primarily of images and fantasies. They
come to expression as figures in dreams, for example, embodying our
expectations about interactions with others. The characteristic ways that
we relate to the figures of our dreams represent interaction patterns.
Though appearing as figures of the outer world - parents, friends,
superiors, enemies, strangers, etc. - they are at the same time figures of our
fantasy, of our inner world.

Whenever possible, analysis should get to the bottom of the €motions
involved in interaction patterns by delving into the memories, dreams,
fantasies, anxieties and feelings of shame attached to them. Such is the
repetition aspect of analysis that it provokes an emotional reJiving of old
conflicts and wounds. However, this differs from a simply literal repeti-
tion, in that it takes place in a therapeutic environment in which empathic
understanding is brought to bear on old, still-virulent injuries. The patient
is often taken by surprise by such understanding at first, fending it off with
mistrust. Yet eventually, it becomes the basis for a newfound tolerance
and understanding of his or her own way of being with all its weaknesses
and conflicts.

As I have said, it may take some time for a patient to begin to trust such
understanding, especially when old interaction patterns keep asserting
themselves, distorting the lens with disirust.

Of course, the analyst brings his or her own complexes and their
corresponding interaction patterns into the therapeutic situation. To the
extent that they are unconscious, these can disturb and distort the analyst,s
understanding of the patient and impair the analytical process. Thus a
thorough training analysis is absolutely imperative for all future analysts.
At the least, analysis should sensitize the therapist to the possibility that he
can, at any time, fall prey to his own illusory proiections and counter-
transference distortions. It should also help him develop a capacity to
critically examine and modify his perspective, without losing his own
identity or integrity in the process. In any case, the capacity for empathic
understanding is of crucial significance for the practice of analysis. I find
the expression understanding (Verstiindnis) particularly apt because it
cncompasses both psychological cogr.ition (Verctand) and empathic recog-
rrition of a wide range of viewpoints. The patient, allowing himself to feel
trnderstood and to grow in his empathy for his own wounds and short-
(rmings, undermines his expectation, or feat that those around him will
rc'spond to him according to his habitual interaction patterns. In other
words, he will withdraw his proiections to some extent, and will begin kr
s('c othcrs with n('w('r. clcarer t'vt's. 'l'hc dissolution of an tntrcnchtd
irrtcracti()n pilt('rtr rll,ty ilt lirst h'rrnst'tlling, bul il is nt'tcssary il r.hangt.is
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to occur As an examPle, I would like to return to the patient who slowly
came to experience me as something other than iust an influence under-
mining his independence. Slowly, albeit with some lapses, he developed

the ability to remain himself in my presence and to initiate activities.
From a Jungian perspective, one might say that the natural develop-

mental and organizational tendency of the Self, previously frustrated by
negatively limiting interaction patterns, has been reactualized. In such

cases, fixation gives way to movement and interactions Eain more vitaliry
We might ask whether this occurs because inner figures and representa-
tions have changed with the effect of accommodating to the patient's new
freedom and self-affirmation, or whether it is the sense of self that first
experiences the growth spurt, only initiating secondarily a change of
attitude on the part of the inner figures. This question is probably no more

answerable than the famous question about the chicken and the egg.

Howevet either way, a transformation of the psychic state is implied as

well, and thus also new forms of interaction with significant others.

There is empirical evidence to show that in a deep analysis or psycho-

therapy, the figures of the inner world - intrapsychic representations -
often do change. This can most clearly be seen in dreams. I have witnessed

several dream series in which punishing fathers changed over time into

supportive inner figures. At times, the impetus for the transformation
came from the dream-ego. For example, Persecuting men tumed into

friends as soon as the female dreamer no longer tried to escaPe but tumed
instead to confront her pursuers. Elsewhere (Jacoby zt al. -1992: 207-8)' I

have written at length about a young man's dream in which an apParently

omnipotent witch-like mother figure who had incarcerated the dreamer

was called to account and had to Sive uP a Portion of her omniPotence.

This had a very liberating effect on the dreamer's self-esteem and, as a

result, on his relationships and interactions.
Such transformations cannot be produced by an act of will, either by thc

analyst or the patient. Both Parties are drawn into a process orchestrated

by that agency Jung called the "Self." This becomes especially clear when

one views the Self as the "directing center that guides the psychir'

Drocesses toward wholeness" (Neumann 7962:287).lt manifests itself in

ih" driu" toward the formation of the personality, that is, the process ol

individuation. The task of the analyst, whatever his or her method, is to bt'

an instrument and a facilitating environment for psychic processes in

accord with the aims of individuation.

SHAME AND THE PROCESS OF INDIVIDUATION

The process of individuation, a central concern in jungian psychology, is

something the Greek poet Pindar brought to exPression some 2500 ycars

ago in his famous aphorism, "llectlmc wh<t you art'." Ilt'pc'atedly, lrrrtll
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struggled to capture in words what he meant by this idea. The following
relatively early definition remains a good one.

In general, it is the process by which individual beings are formed
and differentiated; in particular it is the development of the psycho-
logical individual as a being distinct frorn the general, collective
psychology. Individuation, therefore, is a process of differenhatron,
having for its goal the development of the individual person_
ality . - . Since individuality is a prior psychological and physiological
datum, it also expresses itself in psychological ways. Any serious
check to individuality, therefore, is an artificial stuniing. . :Individ_
uation is practically the same as the development of consciousness
out of the original state of identity. It is thus an extension of the
sphere of consciousness, an enriching of conscious psychological life.

lung 7927 : p ar as _ 757 42)
We know that Jung saw the process of individuation as beginning with the
crises of midlife and becoming active during the second half oilife, after
one's ego has become somewhat consolidated and one has more or less
accomplished the collective tasks of establishing a profession and raising
a family. This conception, in my view, is a generalization based on Jung,i
personal equation and his own experiences, which he described in his
memoirs as a "confrontation with the unconscious,, (Jung and laff6 7963:
794 225). But if one takes seriously his definition of the process of
individuation as "the process by which individual beings are formed and
differentiated," then early childhood processes of ego development must
also.be taken into account along with ihose taking piace during the young
adult's quest for identity.

One mandate for psychotherapy derives from Jung,s idea that the
personality is artificially stunted when the process of iti natural unfold-
ing is arrested in sorne way. Individuality iJeach human being,s endow-
ment, and stunting can occur in all phases of ljfe, for a variety of reasons.
But without a doubt the greatest dangers to the unfolding of individuality
are present during infancy and early childhood, when the balance of
facilitation vs. interference lies so cornpletely in the hands of rts care_
takers, at whose complete mercy an infant finds itself. Sjnce the lnter-
action patterns acquired at that time often influence self-esteem and the
quality of human relationships into the present, it seems important to
investigate them in depth; usually this artificial stunting has iis roots in
lhese early phases of Iife.

In analysis_or psychotherapy, the client must be given an opportunity to
rc-duce the effect of these interferences and to find an attitude that will
lacilitatc the process of unfol<iing. A grcat deal will have been accom-
plishc-d if trnalysts siml)ly n1;111;19(' to k('('p from bccoming a hintlrancc kr
lhis pn)cess, sint' tlrt'y (..tn (';rsily ovcrltxrk thr,(,xtcnl l() which th(,v
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themselves may play into the deep ruts of their Patients' interaction
patterns. This Betting bogged down manifests itself in the so-called
"resistance," made up of anxiety, shame and mistrust. Often, it is necess-

ary to spend long phases of the analysis working through defenses and

negative transferences, as mentioned before. But when itbecomes possible

for the analysand to go through new experiences and transformations in
line with the process of individuaiion, the analyst is often amazed at the

powers of the psyche that are not subiect to conscious control, but arc

rather signs of something greater within us.

In the process of individuation, the psyche's goal-orientation manifests

itself as the search for the "realization of one's wholeness." This goal is at

the same time a utopic ideal; in reality there are no individuated persons.

Rather, individuation entails achieving the most conscious harmony
possible between the ego and the powers of the unconscious, which
originate in the Self and aim at centering the Personality as a whole. Jung
also emphasized that the goal of individuation is important "only as an

idea." For him, the essential thirrg was "the opus which leads to the goal:

that is the goal of a lifetime" (Jung 1946: para 400). The following
acknowledgement of Jung's is relevant to our topic:

Individuation has two princiPal aspects: in the first place it is an

internal and subiective process of integration, and in the second it is
an equally indispensable process of obiective relationship.

(Jung 1946: Para. 448)

The changing interactions between the ego and the inner figures of the

unconscious stand in a mutual relationship with the outer figures of our
social reality. Human beings are social creatures, even if they become less

dependent on others for validation and self-esteem as they become morc
integrated and individuated. Having experienced this transformation, I

will be more able to affirm rny own nature. I may also be in a better Position
to trust my own "inner voice" when ii tells me whether I am living in

attunement with my authentic nature.
But what does all this have to do with shame-anxiety and susceptibility

to shame? Experientially, quite a lot, since greater self-confidence also

means greater freedom in relation to others - whether they are real figurcs
or figures of fantasy. In other words, old fixated interaction Patterns carr

become more pliant and the threshold of shame more flexible. The shamt'.

anxiety associated with how I am seen by others becomes less intense anti

interferins.
There ii yet another benefit in cases of favourable development: thr'

tension is eased between one's wishful fantasy of who one would like to b('

and one's perception of who one is in reality. At the same time, tlrr'
aspiration toward a certain Perfection energizes the individuation proccss;

lhc attempt kr fulfill the demands of thc cgo icleal proviclcs a n('ctl(\l
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motivation. In my opinion one of Jung's most important insights was his
distinction between perfection and completeness or wholeness. For ex-
ample, he wrote that whoever aspires to perfection "must sr.rffer from the
opposiie of his intentions for the sake of completeness" (Jung 1951: para.
123). Perfection excludes all that is shadowy, disturbing, and imperfect,
whereas completeness or wholeness must, by definiiion, include all that is
dark, shadowy, and imperfect. As a result, there is bound to be con-
siderable tension between my drive toward perfection and my acceptance
of the reality of my being, with its particular shadows and flaws. Indulging
in unqualified self-satisfaction will result in a condition of soulless
boredom. The feelings of shame, inferiority, and even guilt that surface in
such a lifestyle must be taken as signals from the deeper Self that the
process of life and individuation is blocked. On the other hand, only by
accepting my limitations and consciously enduring my impotencies and
inadequacies can I confine my overgrown sense of shame and guilt to its
normal guardian function. A course of psychotherapy in which some
aspect of the individuation process comes to fruition may help to ease
some of the tension between my wish for perfection and my acceptance of
the inadequacy of the real me. It may increase the possibility that I may
achieve a livable balance time and again.

This is where shame, as a guardian of human dignity, appears to play an
important role. In this, I am thinking primarily of that form of shame that
Aristotle associated with things of pure truth. Of course we are unable to
know with any certainty what "pure truth" is all about. At best we can say
that it stands in contrast to the many forms ofartificiality and sham that are
a part of our lives. All we can do is attempt to gain a sense of our inner
truth, to rediscover it again and again, and whenever possible, remain
faithful to it. This is a question of ethical conduct, but it is also the essence
of the individuation process and of the process by which we establish a
relationship to that which is greater within us (see also Beebe 1992).
Shame, in the final analysis, should be seen as a guardian of this inner
truth, that sounds a disturbing alarm whenever we stray from or avoid
that truth.

In practice, one must always ask the question of what meaning feelings
of shame may have in each individual situation. On the one hand it is
possible to interpret such feelings as serious warning signals from the deep
Selfthat should motivate us to ask ourselves: is there really a reason for me
to be ashamed ofcertain aspects of my attitude or behavior? Am I failing to
live in sufficient accord with the deeper concerns of the Self? Could this be
a message from God, so to speak, attempting to alert me to such facts? On
the other hand, such feelings could iust as easily stem from a neurotic
susceptibility to shamc and point to a lack of self-esteem, an incapacity to
nccept mys(.lf as I am. In othcr worcls, thcy may sign.ll thnt thc t('nsion
lrctwet'n thc cg<l irnri thc cgo itlt'al is [or various n.ils()ns nrrrch lrxr gn'ar.
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In the end, it is essential that analysts ally themselves with those parts of
the analysand that are aiming to satisfy the deePer needs of his or her
nature, even if these parts should express themselves in a symptom such as

shame. In practice, both possibilities should be considered, as it would not
only be presumptuous but therapeutically counterproductive if an analyst
were to affirm various manifestations of shame before analytically explor-
ing whether or not these had been produced by some demeaning, shaming
inner figure. In such a case, the analyst would also risk confirming the
undercutting influence of these figures instead of using interpretation to
relativize ii. Often, the persons from the analysand's childhood who
contributed to the formation of these interaction Patterns failed to create a

facilitating environment for processes intended by the Self, creating one of
obstruction instead. As a result, the analysand grew up not being able to
rely on his or her feelings, especially when called on to evaluate his or her
own self with its impulses, fantasies, and actions- It is as if there were no
inner compass. Sometimes a person will feel ashamed and even guilty
about essentially constructive impulses. In such cases, it is as if the Self

were "overshadowed" (Asper 1993), i.e. the tendencies originating in the
Self were experienced as negative and shameful, when actually ihey
would have been crucial for the development of adequate self-esteem, and

ultimately, for individuation. Here the task ofanalysis is to help the Patient
re-evaluate his or her values.

THE SNOW WHITE SYNDROME: AN EXAMPLb
FROM ANALYTIC PRACTICE

I would like to conclude my comments on the "overshadowed Self" with
an illustration from my practice that closely follows an archetyPal pattern
vividly expressed in the fairy-tale, "Snow White." The fairy tale can bo

seen as a collective, archetypal background for my client's personal
situation.

The tale itself deals with the fatat rejection and poisoning of a daughtcr
by a stepmother/witch. In general, the poison of reiection can pil
destructive feelings of shame and guilt against vital life impulses so thal

one experiences one's strivings for individuation as shameful and prc-

sumptuous or simply bad. Under the influence of this poison, the valucs

that nature contributes to the process of self-formation are overshadowcd,
as it were, and slanderously turned inio negatives.

My case history concerns an attractive 3S-year-old woman whtrsl
mother had still been very young and apparently very beautiful when sht'

gave birth to her The father musi have left the family shortly afterwards,
but the mother always told my client that her father had died. As she forrrttl

out latet this was just one of many lies that she was brought up on. "Ms.

X," as I will call her, also remembcrs that her motht'r always wantt'tl kt lr'
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the center of attention and that she desperately needed to win the
admiration of everybody in her environment. Fuithermore, my patrent
remembers that she herself had admired her charminq mother tre-
mendously and that she was obliged to please her by obeying her every
command and fulfilling her every wish. At much too early an age, she hai
had to adapt to her mother's needs, performing the role of admirer and
even servant in order to be sure of mother's love and attention. From very
early on she did household chores for her mother and tried to read
mother's wishes from the look in her eye. She had to hold a kind of magic
mirror before her mother that constantly confirmed, ,,you are the fairesiin
the land." The kind of mirroring my patient received in return was, ,,you

are the best and dearest - as long as you admire me as the fairest in the land
and remain a part of me by serving my needs.,, In Kohut,s terms, the
daughter had to function as a "mirroring self-ob.ject,, to her mother _
instead of the other way around as it should have been.

But things between mother and daughter became pretfy rough once this
arrangement began to shift. When at puberty my patieni began herself to
look attractive, her mother did not hesitate to put her down with tactless,
humiliating remarks. By then the mother had remarried and surrounded
herself with other admirers, whom she was determined to keep away from
her daughter This was clearly not done in a spirit of matemil soliiitude,
but rather of envy and rivalry She was not entirely successful, however.
As is so often the case in such situations, the stepfather made secret
advances toward the girl, grotesquely abusing his position of power.
Fearing her mother's wrath, the daughter had no choice but to ke;p the
matter to herself.

As soon as she had developed the first signs of puberty, she must have
become vaguely conscious that her mother was indeed rejecting her and
pushing her away. But she could not allow herself to feel outright anger at
her parents, and so instead felt deeply ashamed of herself, a bad and
worthless person. Her one chance for survival lay in the possibility of
taking refuge with "the seven dwarfs behind the mountains.,,7 She was
searching for meaning and God through her imagination and dreams. Of
course, she also feli intense longing for love and an exchange of affection.
Being attractive, she did later on as an adult have several relationshios
with men. Yet it was in just this area that mother,s poisoning was most
effective. No relationship survived for any length of time; for one reason or
another they all fell apart.

This problematic state of affairs is symbolized in the fairy tale by the
vivid image of the red half of the apple that the witch-mother had
poisoned. The queen, disguised as a faimer's wife, offers this half of the
apple to Snow White, and tlrc'girl cannot resist taking a bite. The appl(. is
a fruit of lovc ls wt'll as ol knowledgc. lliting, int() tlrc n,d half signifies
Bctting in torr<lr with bltxxl .rs lil(-f()rc(., passion, arrtl sr.rrsrrirlity. ll is
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maturation toward such love and passion that is Poisoned and Prohibited
by the envious witch-mother.

The constellation is one we come across all too frequently Mothers who
make a display of their own innocence in matters of sex and love- who bite
the white part of the apple - often prevent their daughters from having
relationships with members of the male sex and to sexuality altogether
"Take care, my child, men only want one thing, and we are above that,"
they seem to hint at every occasion, whether apProPriate or not - often
motivated by their own repressed sexuality. I have also seen that mothers
who are dissatisfied with their marriages often take their daughters into
their confidence at too early an age, crying about their unhappiness, for
which they blame their husbands, and accusing men in general of being
aggressive, bestial, or utterly unfaithful. In doing ihis, they are biting into
the white part of the apple and giving the poisoned red part to their
daughters. The poison may instill in the daughters an unconscious fear

and rejection of all matters of love and a repression of their own instinctivc
side, which longs for relationship. Often one can find in such mothers an

unconscious envy of their daughters' femininity.
Dudng the analysis, I realized that Ms. X's basic problem was that sht'

was compelled to experience her own impulses, as well as everything elsc

inside her, as bad, unreliable, and shameful. However, with time she did
become more aware of her own inner life, needs, and desires. Previously,
she had been aware chiefly of the needs of those around her; she obligingly
had been a part of their fantasies, as if she were being lived by them. Thc
new awareness caused her to severely deprecate herself, to condemn
herself for having resentments and negative, critical feelings toward many
of her friends. She also came to recognize her envy and jealousy, especially
toward women friends whom she had been rnothering. Again, one coulcl

see that she had grown up unconsciously evaluating herself according kr
a standard by which being good meant acting as a mirror or a servant for
her wonderful mother. By contrast, all of her impulses toward autonomy,
all her own needs, and her strivings for self-esteem were bad. In analysis,
her stated intention was to take steps in the process of finding herself, ol
individuating. Thus her newfound ability to entertain negative, critical
thoughts and resentments were extremely important attempts by hcr
deeper Self to define her own boundaries over and against people who har.l

so often used her as a kind of trash can in which to dump iheir "shit." Still,
an innet negative rnother challenged her right to set such boundaries antl
condemned her with feelings of guilt and shame if she were to do anythirrll
that appeared the least bit egoistic or negative. So her envy of her motltc|
was not only natural, it was quite understandable; to admit it and, il
possible, accept it was essential for her healing and self-rea liza tior r.

Because of her extreme sensitivity, shc must have known as a child tlrat shr'

was a victim of her mother's c'nvy, but any such knowlt'tlgt' h.td long a1lr
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been repressed in view of the great risk of losing mother's love. None-
theless, in analysis, the effects of the enry came to the fore.

Ms. X was shocked to be confronted with the resurfacing of this sense of
having been a victim of her mother's envy. This reminds us of that passage
in "Snow White" in which Snow White's coffin is lifted to be carried awav
gets dropped and the jolt dislodges the poisoned piece of apple from her
throat. This iolt in the analysis motivated Ms. X to spit up various poisoned
thoughts and feelings, and this helped towards re-evaluating her distorted
inner values and gradually to admit and accept her true feelings. Most
importantly, she had to gain trust in the value of her inner world and Self.
The "little dwarfs" helped a great deal by crafting dreams that accom-
panied and supported this process. For example, one night she dreamed
that she saw a coffin on a hill. Suddenly she heard the voice of a woman
from inside the coffin. Shuddering to think of the experiences that this
woman must have endured, she felt an urge to run away.

The dream provided the opportuniiy to speak of the ,,Snow White
syndrome." The coffin episode in the fairy tale also marks the appearance
of the prince, the son of the king, who "loves her better than all the world.,,
In many fairy tales a female hero is redeemed by means of a prince,s love.
It is the love which has a redemptive effect. Psyihologically, one could say
that in the course ofa process of self-discovery a loving and caring aititude
toward one's own being has become possible. A deep love-experience with
a real partner may of course have a redeemhg qualiry furthering one,s
awareness of the richness of one's own inner resources. In analvsis, the
experience of the analyst's ernpathic care may help to awaken a new
attitude toward one's own being, modifying the destructive negativity of
introjected parental figures. But neither empathy nor love can bring about
any change unless there is an inner readiness for change. Therefore, the
loving prince should be seen as an inner figure that symbolLes a loving
and affirming care for one's own being and the transformation of a
negative interaction pattern.

But such a transformation was still quite a wavs off for Ms. X. Her
growing awareness ofthe ongoing influence of her early childhood pattern
remained a source of overwhelming shame. Until this stage ofher analysis,
she had lived with the illusory conviction of having been a happy child,
pleased with her fascinating mother. The humiliating aspects of her
childhood and early youth and the dishonest assumptions and outrighi
Iies in the home atmosphere had to be repressed. They provoked too much
shame, shedding a bad light on her family situation. Again and again
during the analysis, she rose to protect and defend her mother. She said
that her mother wasn't so bad after all, and besides, this was the only
mother - the only family - she had. Yet at the same time she did not feel
she bekxged thcrt'. In rcality, sht' ft'lt grr ilty thc momt'nt shc caught lrt rsclf
lrarboring batl thorrghlsaborrl hcrmotht,rorhqrsttlrfallrcr t'vcn tlrorrlih
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this same man had been driven out ofthe house by her mother Unresolved
parental ties often exercise their influence by means of guilt. Guilt
prohibits one from asserting oneself and striving to be free of the
expectations and sensibilities of one's parents.

At the same time these new awarenesses provoked overwhelming
shame in Ms. X. She was ashamed of her background, of coming from a

family in which lies, intrigues, and mean quarrels were the order of the
day. She felt soiled by these realities and disgusted to be a part of such a

family. Now her striving for spiritual values seemed to her nothing moft'
than an attempt to purify herself of so much soil. Ms. X thus increasingly
found herself in a serious shame-quilt dilemma. Whenever she was
flooded with sharire about her childhood environment, she felt ac-
cusations and hate toward her mother, which caused her profound guilt.
Her guilt in turn forbade feelings of shame about her family, for such
shame would expose her mother to deprecating judgments. Yet as trme
went on, the shame became more and more intolerable. At times this
conflict was so overwhelming ihat she fell into depressions characterizecl
by heavy self-doubt.

Naturally these conflicts also came up in the transference. She doubted
whether I could really tolerate someone so bad and degraded as she, and
she wanted to keep me as far away as possible from her dirt. Perhaps thc
poison was so contagious that I would not want anything to do with her
But at the same time she hated me for putting down her mother- though in
reality I did nothing of the kind. She had clearly made enormous progress
when she could finally speakabout such resentments. One mustappreciatc
what it meant for her to overcome her old, accustomed attitude of over-
compliance and to risk the withdrawal of my love by genuinely standing
up for herself. Because on the whole, arising out of fear of losing my
interest and care, she tried her best to burden me as little as possible, kr
tune into me, and bring to the analysis material that would be interesting,
and stimulating for me. Thus, as expected, her early childhood interactrorr
pattern manifested itself in the therapeutic relationship. In part, this
pattern expressed itself as a capacity to respond sensitively to and satisfy
the needs of others. Indeed, she had developed an extraordinary capacity
for empathy.

As for my counter-transference, I usually felt very spirited in hcr
presence and looked forward to the sessions. Often I was surprised by tho
precision of my interpretations and the depih of the insights that cam(.
from our being together. This counter-transferential reaction naturally
raised certain questions. Was I responding to an unconscious seduction orr

her part? Was she animating me, evoking my "anima," so that I would ft,r'l
wonderful in her presence - so that I would love her in return? Was shr.
holding a magic mirror before me as she had donc for hcr mothcr, tnablinli
mc b sec myst'lf as thc faircst - or at lt'ast tht' bt'st antl brightcst in allth(,
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Iand? It was important for me to rernain aware of these aspects of our
interaction. But it was iust as important not to fixate on her arts of
seduction, which sprang from an inner need. lf I had, I might have
forfeited an important opportunity for a therapeutic new beginning. For I
becarne aware that our mutual fit really was based on a common
wavelength, a conlunclio in the syrnbolic language of the alchemists - ot to
use Stern's words, a deep encounter in the "intersubjective domain."
Therein lay a creative possibility for developrnental processes.

Often it struck me that I seemed a bit too smart in our sessions, as if I was
doing too much lecturing. One day I realized that I was explaining things
to her that she knew as well as I. And yet she admired my "wisdom"
nevertheless. This led me to realize that she had developed an intense
idealizing transference toward me. This idealization had two different
functions in her psychic economy. The first was defensive. By experiencing
me as wonderful and elevated she could defend herself against other, not
so pleasant feelings that she simultaneously harbored in connection to
father figures. In this way, she attempted to protect our relationship from
an excess of ambivalence. Idealization was at the same time her psyche's
creative attempt to constellate a loving prince, an emotionally reliable and
related masculine figure such as she had never before experienced.

When I fell into lecturing her about connections that she must have long
been aware of - which she skillfully drew out of me by playing the naive
and curious little girl - I realized that this game was highly importani for
the development of her self-esteem. She needed to hear me confirm what
she already knew, otherwise she could not really own it. Her self-
knowledge was constantly threatened, as it were, by the magic spells and
poisoned comb of the inner witch. She was not permiited to have this
knowledge, because she was not worthy of it - not worthy of understand-
ing her inner situation and the value of her being.

In realiry I was repeatedly moved by her highly differentiated potential
for insight and the deep strivings of her psyche toward individuation.
Thus it was obvious that I believed in her Dossibilities and the rich
substance of her soul. She also called me her "Lank" in which she could
safely deposit her valuables. This was an important image for her, as she
really was never sure of her value and was in danger of losing it at any
moment. Of course, I often questioned myself and tried to be sure that,
motivated by the illusions of my own counter-transference, I was not
idealizing her. It was important to keep this possibility in mind, for had I
done so, I would have withdrawn some valuables from her "account" to
use for my own purposes. As her bank, it was crucial that I be as
trustworthy as possible, for everything depended on her having reliable
access to what she had deposited there. lt was thercforc importint that our
mutual consont, even our Irarmony anrl oncncss, shotrlci remain intact all(l
trnclorrdt,tl [ry lht, lt'ast shirrkrw ol rlrrrbt.
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Of course, such a paradisiacal oneness is not possible. In faci, it is
important that some disappointments and misunderstandings occur so
that they can be worked through. And indeed, in the course of analysis the
following event took place. Ms. X called me one day in order to postpone
an appointment. It was difficult for me to find another time, having given
someone else the last free hour shortly before. Thus, without thinking, I
remarked, "It is a shame you did not call earlier" That was enough to
provoke a crisis of trust between us.

Only retrospectively did I become aware of my lack of empathy on the
phone. I should have known, I later realized, how difficuli it had been for
her to telephone and request something for herself. It was obvious that
my reaction felt to her like a reproach, conveying all at once reiection,
withdrawal of love, lack of empathy, and a rupture of our mutual
understanding. At the same time, she felt ashamed at having been so
thrown off-balance by such a trivial little incident. Thus it was essential
that both of us find empathy and understanding for the child within her
who felt unloved and rejected whenever it expressed the slightest need
or wish.

Basically, the aim of the analysis was for Ms. X to come to believe in the
prizing and attention she got from me and others close to het to nurture
herself by taking it in, and finally to intemalize it as a caring attitude
toward herself. As long as she experienced herself as iust a piece of shii (as
she often called hersel0 the discrepanry between her own sense of self-
esteem and others' opinion of her was too great. A short dream seemed to
signal the onset ofa decisive transformation. In it, she allows a man to look
intensely into her eyes. Then she realizes that this look is waking up and
inspiring something in her

Shame usually prevents such intense eye contact; after all, to feel
someone looking deeply into one's eyes often causes embarrassment. Thus
the dream shed a certain light on the transference situation. Perhaps it
indicated that she was beginning to accept some of the ways that I prized
her, and that part of her being was thus coming to life. Indeed, this
awakening coincided with the beginning of a change in her image of men.

Toward the end of the analysis came a dream that made a powerful
impression on her. She sees me, her analysi, sitting in the middle of a
round, wood-paneled hall. The atmosphere is radiant and warm. I am
sitting peacefully at a writing desk engrossed in study or meditation. Next
to me on the table are a set of keys that permits access to a network of side-
halls lined with bookshelves. The library contains volumes in which the
treasures of all of Western culture have been set down. I, the analyst,
possess the keys; one has to come to me to ask for them. Yet I seem to
provide them in a generous way.

The dream expresses an enormous idealization intlt'cd: I am seated in
tht'cc'ntcr, holding thc keys to all of Wcstern trrltrrnrl krrowlr.tlgt - a rcllm

PSYCHOTHERAPY: SE LF-ESTEEM AND SHAME

that lay outside of her family disgrace and in which she had always taken
refuge. While naturally flattering, such an idealization can also be
embarrassing to an analyst, evoking certain feelings of shame as a defense
against his own grandiosity. Yet this dream-image was so clearly an
idealization having liiile io do with my real human limitations that I was
not about to identify with it.

Here I must reiterate how important it is for analysts to separate
themselves from the various roles and meanings they take on as trans-
ference figures in the patieni's world. In Ms. X's dream, I was a highly
symbolic figure created by her soul for the purpose of helping her to
individuate. Sometimes the analyst has to carry such an image for an
extended period of time. But an image is not the same as a real person; it
merely functions as an instrument for the realization of deeper aspects of
the Self. Ms. X was now far enough along in her process that we could
interpret the dream on the subtective level; in other words, we could
discuss whether the figure in the library, personified as me, could not
actually portray her own liberal access to knowledge. It seemed crucial to
me thai the keys to knowledge should not remain in my hands but become
tools for her own use. In time, she should not need me to tell her what she
already knew, what she was unable to own or live without my affirm-
ation. Indeed, the sucessful transfer of these keys would become the goal
of the analysis.

CONCLUDING REMARKS ON PSYCHOTHERAPY

i hope that this detailed vignette from my practice illustrates how closely
shame-anxieties are bound up with disturbances in self-esteem, and their
work to impair the self-realization process. The Snow White motif is
common among people who suffer from such problems, created when
one's self-esteem and even one's sense of birthright are poisoned by a

reiecting attiiude on the part of the maternal figure indeed, sometimes
ihe paternal figure as well. Like Snow White, persons suffering from such
wounds cannot free themselves from the poisoning effect of inner figures;
they readily ideniify with them and believe their deprecating attitudes.
Thus the evil queen is unquestionably righi when she labels one's every
attempt to gain self-confidence or self-worth as a shameful presumption.
Often the evil queen takes the form of a relentless grandiose self - the
fairest in the land - whose unrealizable demands for perfection make one
feel perennially small and unworthy.

Psychotherapy must set its sights on a successful enough re-examinatron
of this distorted value system. Because such a twisted self-valuation stems
from interaction pattcrns L'stablishcd early in life, the diskrrtion is rrsually
anclrort'rl tlt'cp in tht.pcrsorrality.'l'hnt is why thc analytic p()c('ss nray
sufft'r rt'pt',rltrl sr.llr,rtks in srrclr r'lst's. Agairr irntl again, tlrc snr,rllt'sl
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triggers may cause the analysand to surrender to the power of negative
complexes with their old, familiar interaction patterns. The therapist's
empathic stability is a vital element in this process, for it keeps the patient
from feeling forsaken amidst these ups and downs. Besides, the analysand
fears nothing so much as rejection, even if he or she seems to be constantly
provoking it from the therapist. What the analyst needs above all else in
this prolonged process is a therapeutic attitude like the one C.G. Jung
referred to so often, calling upon the famous words of an alchemist.
Though it may have become a clich6 by now this alchemical saying is still
valid for us, for it reminds us that, finally, the work can only succeed deo

concedente - "with the heh: of God."

APPENDIX

CONCEPTS OF THE EGO AND THE SELF: A
COMPARISON

Whether it is possible to work Daniel Stern's hypotheses into existing
models of the psyche remains to be seen. One might even ask if this is
necessary Isn't it possible to let each theory stand independently of ihe
other - in spite of the perennial human need for integration? AlthouSh in
this book I have not dedicated myself to a comparison of various concepts
of the self, I do not wish to end it without making some attempt to relate
ihose findings of infant research that seem important to me to the better-
known psychoanalytic views - especially jungian ones.

Much in Stern's work has not really been thought through yet, par-
ticularly the decisive question of how the verbal domain of the infant's
sense of self relates to the "lost global experience" of the pre- or non-verbal
sense of self. What is the significance of this global experience? How can
Stern be sure that before the verbal phase (fifteen to eighteen months old),
the infant's communication with its mothet which seems so real and
adaptive, is not interwoven with fantasies? We are still quite ignorant
about what takes place in the psyche of the pre-verbal infant. And, to be
fair, Stem does not claim to know, ihough his hypotheses are based on
marvelously refined studies of infant behavior Thus it is with some
justification ihat he speaks of the difference between the "observed" and
ihe "clinical" infant, drawing our attention to the uneasy relationship
between the experimental approach of infani research and the clinical,
psychoanalytic methods that attempt to reconstruct early childhood from
analysands' memories and transferences. Stern wishes to establish a

dialogue between these two disciplines that will be fruitful for both. And
he is in a good position to do so, having devoted himself not only to
research in developmental psychology but to the practice of psycho-
analysis.

How art' wt' kt trrnct'ivt' o[ [lris prt-vt'rt-ral wholt'ncss of cxpcrie rrt t' l h,r t

Stcrrr wt-it('s.rlrrul?'l lrt'chiltl irr thr'Irh.rs('()l Ill('vcrhal st'rrsr.ol sr,ll
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mourns the wholeness of experience that it has lost forever. Margaret
Mahler described this pre-verbal wholeness as a phase in which the infant,
living in an illusion of symbiotic unity with its mother, feels omnipotent
(Mahler ef al. 7975:43ff). Like Stern, Mahler observed a "sobering" of the
child (the so-called "rapprochement crisis"), which she believed resulted
when the child had become separated enough from the mother and the
original symbiosis to realize that he or she is not omnipotent but small and
dependent. While Stern speaks of "global experience," Mahler speaks of
feelings of "unlimited omnipotence." This brings up several questions,
possibly unanswerable: how is this wholeness-of-experience like Ford-
ham's "primary self" or Jung's hypothesis of the Self as a symbol of
wholeness? Is this wholeness-of-experience the result only of real inter-
actions with the mother or does it also spring from the experience of an
unconscious inner world ihat the child only begins to perceive in the
verbal phase? Isn'i "being in the wholeness" also an experience of
unlimited omnipotence? Do infants have an innate sense of self that
already experiences wholeness or omnipotence? Could an infant have an
intimation of such an experience without knowing it? I suspect it could,
but that only after the onset of the verbal phase and the birth of reflective
consciousness does it link up earlier, unconscious experiences with inner
ideas or representations. The "paradise" of wholeness or unitary reality
(Neumann) only becomes conscious after it has been lost. AII the same, the
phase of omnipotence postulated by Mahler and many psychoanalysts
seems significant to the extent that it is related to psychological symptoms
that, in adults, suggest a grandiose self.

Furthermore, I would like to look at the difference between the
psychoanalytic view that the infant lives in a symbiotic union with its
mother and Stern's view, which emphasizes the infant's dependence on a
"self-regulating other." Is the difference really so fundamental, I wonder,
or is it simply a question of where the observer places the accent? Stern
dismisses the notion of a primary symbiosis, believing rather that the
infant enters life with a subiective sense of self, i.e., the feeling that "I am in
my own, separate body." Fordham shares this perspective (7976: 1,1ff).
The influence and presence of another person (the mother) does, however,
effect changes in this sense of self. But then what is symbiosis? It seems to
me that subiective experience takes place even in states of symbiosis: I feel
as if mother and I are one heart and soul. In my view, a subjective "I" is
present if onlyin rudimentary form even during experiences of symbiosis -
indeed, at all times except perhaps in certain schizophrenic or deper-
sonalized states. Naturally, there are states of fusion and confusion with
significant others. Jung called these "unconscious identity" or "mysticll
participation" (7921: CW 6:821and 856), and Melanie Klein proposed thc
term "proiective identification" for them (Se.gal 1964). And yt't this drx,s
not invalidatc tlrt'strbjt'ctivc cxperi('nc('that "it is l" who cxl.rcrit'rrct's tlrc
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other as a part of myself, or myself as a part of the other. An underlying
sense of self remains intact even if mutual influence has made the
boundaries between us quite permeable.

And yet I agre€ that the quality of subjective experience may vary
greatly, depending on whether I find myself imaginativ€ly at one with a
more powerful other, or iust dependent on others for their self-regulating
functions. It seems probable to me that infants oscillate between these two
types ofexperience. Yet in both cases, the experience is strongly affected by
the degree io which parent and child can attune themselves to each other
and develop between them a relatively good fit. For the iime being, it
remains an open question whether these two types of experience - "I am
dependent on a self-regulating other," and "as part of a powerful other, I
am myself powerful" - occur in developmental succession or more or less
simultaneously. In any case, they correspond to two different basic feeling
states that can also appear later in adult life.

For example, consider the analytical phenomenon whereby, for pro-
longed periods, analysands see themselves as strong and relatively
invulnerable because they feel fused with the analyst and carried by the
wisdom ofJungian (or Freudian or Existential) psychology. At other times,
this same emotional dependence on their analyst for psychic equilibrium
seems to them a forfeiture of self worth: "l can not even deal with my own
life: what a disgrace!"

Naturally, the views of C.G. Jung are of particular importance in any
comparison of concepts of ego and Self. Before continuing with my own
commentary I would like to remind my reader of Jung's distinction
between the ego and the Self:

By ego I understand a complex of ideas which constitutes the centre
of my field of consciousness and appears to possess a high degree of
continuity and identity. Hence I also speakof a ego-comuler. The ego-
complex is as much a content as a condition of consciousness, for a
psychic element is conscious inasmuch as it is related to my ego-
complex. But inasmuch as the ego is only the centre of my field of
consciousness, it is not identical with the totality of my psyche, being
merely one complex among other complexes. I therefore distinguish
between the ego and the self, since the ego is only the subject of my
consciousness, while the self is the subiect of my total psyche, which
also includes the unconscious. In this sense the self would be an ideal
entity which embraces the ego 

(Jung 1g26: 810)

First let us consider the ego, in regard to which Jung's hypothesis is of
particular interest - namely, that the ego-complex is both a contcnt of
consciousncss anti a prt'condition of consciousnt ss. 'fhc t.go is tl ts th('
ncccssirry conrlilion lor sorlt.llrint's b('(r)rlinli trltsciorrs: ",r 1,sy1 111,
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element is conscious inasmuch as it is related to my ego-complex" $ung
1921: 706). But at the same time, the ego-complex is a content of conscrous-
ness. This implies that I can make myself a content and thus an object of my
self-reflective awareness. Jung's definition has two sides, corresponding
roughly to a subjective and an obiective way of perceiving- Each of these
needs to be distinguished from the other. Subjectively, I experience myself
as the continuous center of conscious will, action, and intention, and as the
receiver of impressions. These intentions are usually directed at other
persons and things of the outer world, that is, at obiects. It is from obiects
as well that I receive impressions. But I can also objectify myself such that
I become a content of my own consciousness - what, in most cases, we
would call a "self-image" or "self-representation."

It seems to me that we can only speak of consciousness in a Jungian
sense as linked with the ego-complex once the stage of the verbal sense of
self has been reached, enabling one to make oneselfthe obiect of one's own
observation and judgment. In this case, what we mean by consciousness is
the capacity for reflection based on the opposites of subject and object,
good and evil, masculine and feminine, etc. Without knowledge of the
opposites, conscious differentiation with its comparisons and contrasts
would not be possible.

This brings usbacktothe mythofparadise, in which the original rnstance
of shame is the result of an awareness of the opposites. Growth of
consciousness means "loss of paradise." In other words, shame in its
fullest sense first appears along with the verbal sense of self. Only then can
one see one's own person "fTom the outside" or can one's subtective sense

of self relate to the image one carries of oneself. Or, in Jung's words, only
then does a self-image form as a content of the ego-complex. As mentioned
before, children who are just beginning to speak refer io themselves in the
third person, the same way that their significant others speak of them:
"Jackie," or "Tony" is nice, bad, tired, etc. It is as if they were looking at
themselves from the outside, seeing and judging themselves with the eyes
of significant others. This capacity is rooted in pre-verbal experiences of
"self with others," memory-traces of earlier interactional patterns which
have now become partially accessible to verbal expression and to the kind
of consciousness whose center Jung called the ego. Howevet it takes a

while for this verbalizable representation of oneself to fuse with thc
subiective sense of self and become integrated as a feeling of identity.

What does it mean that the ego is a precondition of consciousness?
Ceriainly the ego could never fulfill ihis condition without possessinl; a

"high degree of continuity and identity" $ung 1955: 706). Of course,
temporal continuity and identity are existential categories that can only bt'
Iived, however much contemplation and philosophical thought they hav('
inspired. They are also basic feelings rooted in what Stcrn callcd "tlrt'
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domain of the core self," - something that is largely, though not exclusively,
equivalent to the body-self.

"The ego," wrote Iung, "ostensibly the thing we know most about, is in
fact a highly complex affair full of unfathomable obscurities,, (ung 1955:
129). The basis ofego-centered consciousness - the root of consciousness, as
it were - reaches down into the unconscious.lts core is an activeenergy that
arranges and organizes the process of self-development. Jung called this
hypothetical center "the Self"8 and stressed that every effort should be
made to maintain a relationship between the ego and Self. The Self is the
very source of our creative energies; one might even say that it creates
the human being and directs the development of consciousness. It is also
involved in the organization of the various "domains of the sense of self,,
as described by Stern, a process which leads finally to a mature self-
awareness.

Three theses proposed by Stern seem to be of particular relevance to
these basic Jungian tenets:

1) The domain of the emergent self in the first phase of infancy is the
foundational experience for all creative human possibilities.

2) Stern wrote of the core self: "somehow [!l the infant registers the
objective experience with self-regulating others as a subjective experi-
ence" (Stern 1985: 104). What principle of organization makes it
possible for such a cenfral process to "somehow,, take place?

3) For Stem, the emergence of the "domain of the verbal self,, coincides
with the feeling of a loss of wholeness. This development recalls the
birth of the ego, as Jung defined it- as the center of a consciousness that
has become capable of reflection. From there the knowledge of the
opposites and of one's personal distjnctness over and agiinst the
unconscious grows.

Erich Neumann distinguished between two forms of consciousness. In
his view, the reflecting consciousness of the verbal domain correspond
to the "solar" or "patriarchal" principle. Just as the sunlight enables us to
discem the outlines of things, the borders between illuminated and
shadowed areas, solar consciousness strives for clear definitions and
logical connections. This corresponds to "patriarchal,, consciousness,
whose symbolic center is the head (Neumann 1954: 218).

On the other side is the "lunar" or "matriarchal,' consciousness. Like
the moon with its silvery glow, this consciousness does not delineate
the contours of individual objects but envelops all things in rts em-
bracing mood. For this reason, the moon has become a central image of
lyrical poetry, from Gocthe to Claudius to Li,tai-pe. Lunar conscious-
ness is onc that is opcn to fcelings and intuiti()ns that do not easily lcnd
themst'lvcs kr dt'finitc vcrbal fornr. Matriarchal consciorrsncss rs synr
bolizetl hv thc lr('nrt.
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Matriarchal consciousness experiences the dark and mysterious
process of growing comprehension as something in which the self
functions as a totality.

(Neumann 7954:224)

Even if Neumann's psychology of "archetyPal stages ofdeveloPment" Put
more emphasis on passive containment in the earliest phase of the infant
(an emphasis that puts him largely in agreement with Mahler), it seems to
me that his description of "lunar-matriarchal" consciousness strongly
corresponds with Stern's description of the pre-verbal sense of self and its
experiences ofrelatedness (Neumann 1988: 1i). The theory that the growth
of consciousness is a psychic process "guided" by the Self does not
necessarily contradict the observation that the various stages of de-

velopment unfold via interactions with a partner in which the infant's self
plays an active role. Michael Fordham, another ProPonent of ihe Jungian
view, also took this into account in his theory of the "primary self," which
de-integrates and re-integrates in concert with the mother (Fordham 1969;

lacoby 
-1990).

To sum up: We have to distinguish between the psychoanalytic idea
of the self, which is largely equivaleni with the self-representation, or
self-image and the Jungian Self. In Jungian terms, this self-representation
or self-image would be comparable to a content of the ego-comPlex. But
we must emphasize that the self-image is only partially the object of
conscious reflection; unconscious factors influence it as well. Theoretic-
ally, however, it is possible to bring large parts of one's self-image to
conscious awareness; indeed, this is often the goal of a therapeutic
analysis.

By calling the ego-complex a precondition of consciousness, Jung
presented us with an insoluble riddle. What, finally, does this Precondition
consist of, and what is it based upon? With the help of science, we have
gained increasingly refined insights into the laws of nature and the

mysteries of the human brain. Modern infant research in particular has

made significant contributions to this knowledge, which I have drawn
frorn a great deal in writing ihis book. Yet an understanding of the essence

of nature and life in its physical, psychological, and intellectual mani-
festations continues to elude our grasp. Nor have we yet identified the

central source of information, which guides Psychic growth and the
process ofbecoming conscious. We are still struggling to understand what,
finally, the condition of consciousness is all about. Nevertheless, we can

scarcely avoid positing some central agent in the unconscious that struc-
tures and organizes our psyches.

The Self Jung writes about is thus a hypothetical central agent that
makes possible the development of consciousness and govcrns the entire
pcrsonality. Tht ego, rtn thc ttthcr hantl, is itrst a parl of thc k)t.rl

tltl

personality, which consists t ;;tnt:::.rrness and the unconscious.
However, it is the precondition, the conditio sine qua non, for our being able
to experience the world and see ourselves.

Fundamentally imperceptible, the Self may manifest in an endless
nurnber of symbols - often of a numinous cast - appearing from the un-
conscious. According to Jung, the symbol is "the best possible formulation
of a relatively anknoon thing which for that reason cannot be more clearly
or characteristically represented" (Jung 1921: 815). The appearance of the
Self in the form of a symbol is a harbinger of unknown energies, and may
thus suggest and invite an opening to the dimension of religion.

These complex ideas might become more lucid if I made use of religious
terminology. That is to say, God created each child as it is, bequeathing to
it its inherent (or genetic) predispositions and potentialities. God then
proceeds to guide the child's development - or, if you will, its God-given
destiny. Thus the development/destiny of the child is a manifestation of
God's power; a Higher Authority orders each child's biopsychic life.

At the same time God is a concept that can only be expressed sym-
bolically, since the Deity Itself - assuming It exists can never be perceived
in Its tme form. Hence, individuals experience God's effect existentially
when they perceive forces within themselves and limitations imposed
upon them that ihey have no control over, but that nonetheless play a
crucial role in molding their destiny. At the same time, some concept or
image of the Divine spontaneously imprints itself upon their psyches.
Thus, we might say that a mysterious divine spark is at work within us,
causing us to generate ideas and images about God and the works of God
which are necessarily of a symbolic nature. So much for my attempt to
bring various perspectives and views of the self into a possible correlation.
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NOTES

Thiscollective shame is only partially linked to personal concerns about having
an ugly or disgusting body.
However, more recent findings by infant researchers should be added in regard
to this hypothesis. By the age of2-3 months, children recognize the face oftheir
mothers, even when it expresses a variety of affects and moods. Infants thus
understand the identity of a face even when its appearance is altered (Stern

1985: 87f). Of course the caretaker's emotional state and how he expresses it
ercatlv influences the child's emotions.
Aowever, this does not necessarily mean that the first signs of shame-affects
manifest in the first two or three months of life.
In the place of the word "conscience" I would substitute "premature, inner self-
observing function," since it is not only a matter of being punished but also of
beine shamed.
It shbuld be added that even today some European and Ame can mothers
swear to this "health practice," which Parin and Morgenthaler have also
observed among the Agni tribe of Africa (Parin el al. 1971). These authors gave
their book on the ethno psychoanalysis of the tribe the provocative title, Fcol
Thy Neighbor ns Thyself.The Agnt are a rich, noble warrior people with a lonS
and proud tradition. But tribal life is dominated by universal distrust. Anxiety
and rage can break out at any time from behind a faqade of rigid, noblt'
etiquette. The Agni do not enter into long, committed love relationships, and
one of their most significant sayings is, "Follow your heart and you will die"
(Parin et al. 1971,:562; cf.lacoby 1985: 64-5).
In myopinion, this fantasy had as little to dowith psychotic delusion as his idca
of being observed had to do with fuIl-blown paranoid.
Dwarfs have many symbolic meanings in mythology and folklore. They art'
always connected with nature and Mother Earth, and were viewed in antiquity
as helpers of the Great Mother known as kLbirs or daktyloi, meaning "fingers."
Thus, they have a phallic-creative aspect. Often they were depicted as smiths,
sages, inventors of musical rhythms, and magicians. They worked inside th(,
earth, searching in mountain caves for gold, bronze and other metals. an(l
guarding treasures there. According to Jung, they represent creative forces in
the unconsclous.
Modern psychoanalysis has proposed the notion of a "superorclinate ego," ,l
construct partially congruent with the Jungian idea of the "self." Thc -.rtp('r
ordinate ego "always strivcs for thc preservation of thc organism by rcsoluliorr
ofconflicts and favoring ongoing dcvclrpnrcntal pr().cssos" (ll. antl (i. Illarr.t.
1986: 34-5).
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